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Physiological Adaptation of People in Tropical
Countries in Some of their Anthropometric
Dimensions in Relation to Thermoregulation

RABINDRA NATH SEN

ABSTRACT The metabelic rate cf the human bcdy is usually expressed
per unit cf bcdy surface area, winch depends en the varicus bcdy dimensions. As
the surface area relates te heat loss it changes with the enviromnental temperature,
net cnly by developing efficient heat conserving and heat dissipating devices but
also by rdlling up in ccld weather and spreading eut in hct weather.

The study en determinatien ef the surface area ef the bcdy ef Indians ccnfirm
that Indians, in general, have relatively greater surface area cf the bedy than the
Westerners living in ccld climates have. Our observations that in addition te the in
crease cf surface area the Indians, in general, have ccmparatively lower body weight
and lcwer bcdy fat are in line with the Climatic Rules cf Bergmann and Allen.

Based on actual determination cf bcdy surface area cf 31 Indians the follcwing
predicticn equaticn, where the expcnents cf weight (W) and height (H) were 50 chosen
as to satisfy that the expression remained bidimensicnal was suggested: A (cm2) =

W(kg)°5564 x H(cm)°3008 x 377.82. The significance cf the observations that bcdy
surface area as determined by the abcve weight-height formula is relatively higher
in Indians than in Westerners, and that the higher pcwer cf weight in the abcve
formula ccmpared te that cbtained by Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) suggests that
the amcunt cf change in the surface area cf Indians for unit change in weight is
higher than that fer unit change in height, is discussed.

The basal metabolic rate of the human body is usually expressed per
unit of body surface area which depcnds on the various body dimensions.

It is believcd by some that the rate of cooling of a body is prepor
tional te its surface area. If se, the heat production must likewise be
proportional te the surface area since in homeotherms (assuming constancy
ef body temperature) heat production must equal heat loss. Homeotherms,
therefore, must have develeped in course of evolution a heat production
control system te function in relation te surface area. As heat production
is preportional te oxygen consnmption and since heat loss and heat productioii
are preportienal te free surface and since surfaces vary with the squares of
the hemolegeus sidcs it follows that exygen censumption, heat production
and heat less are preportienal te the square cf the corresponding dimensions
ef the animals under cemparisen.
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From the theory of similitude surface area varies with the square of the

linear size, provided the large and smali animais are similar in the way that

large and small circies or spheres are similar. Since strict biologioal similitude

between animals in space and time is impossible strict agreement between

observed facts on animais and deductions by dimensional analysis are

impossible—only approximations can be made. It is generally believed

that in considering the constanoy of basal heat production per square meter

of body surface there shouid ho no confusion caused by linking this observa

tion with that of a cooling body. If only a question of cooling were involved

metabolism wouid have ceased to oxist in warm climates and the colis would

have died.

Whatever may be tho theoretical siguificaiice of body surface as a bio

metric unit for reference of metabolie measurements it seems presentiy that

the use of such a unit gives less variable resuits for individuals differing

greatly in size and for different spe oies. The fact that the external surface

area per unit weight declines with increasing weight probably expiains from

the evolutionary viewpoint the observation that tho basal metabolism per

unit weight declines with increasing body weight. The basal metabolic

rate is expressed generaiiy in terms of kilocalories per hour per square meter

of body surface and clinically as percentage below or above a normal standard.

The methods of determining the metabolic rate have been greatly

improved leaving the surface area as the doubtful factor. The surface area

may be caiculated by using different formulae proposed by different workers.

The number of formula e for the determination of surface area is large but the

number of individuais whose surface areas have been measured is small.

It has been pointed out that it is absurd to measuro the motabolic rate or

heat production with an error of approximately 2 per cent and thon express

the metabolism in torms of units of surface area which is estimated by a

formula that may be inaccurate to tho extent of 10 te 30 per cent.

Leutu]Je and Pompilian (1906) used a method of determining surface area

somewhat similar to the linear formula adopted by Du Bois and Du Bois

(1915) nine years later. They consider that the surface of the body consists

of the surface of a number of trapezoids, one covering the upper arm, one the

foroarm, one tho hand, one for each linger, and so on. They calculated the

area of each trapezoid from the length of the parti and the circumference at

the two borders which form the sides of the figures. Lassabliere (1910)

measured the surface of a number of chiidren by marking out tho skin in

geometrical patterns and detormining the area by means of a planimeter.
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In 1915 Du Bois and Du Bois repeated Meeh’s (1879) work of determina

tion of the surface area of the body. After much. experimentation they

devised some improvements on the methods previously used.

The subjects of Du Bois and Du Bois (1915) consisted of one cretin, one

convalescent typhoid patient, one tail thin mail, one tall man of average

build, one very short and fat woman, one taU emacited diabetic patient, one

fatty body, one dead body, one seulptor’s model and one very tail and thin

man.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the present investigation tho data on surface area of the body of 15

Indan aduit males (Sen, 1954; Banerjee and Sen, 1955), 7 Indian aduit

females (Sen, 1960; Banerjee and Sen, 1958; Banerjee et ai,, 19t8) and 9

Indian ehiidren (Sen, 1960, 1967) actually determined by a combination of

the tape, the surface integrator and the plaster mould methods have been

considered.

The method of least squares was employed to estimate the values of

the exponents of weight and height and also of the constant, G, in the formula,

A (sq cm) = W) X Hm) x G. A new prediction equation, A =

Wo.5664XHo3008X377.82, was obtained from the data of 31 subjects

(aduit males, females and chiidren) when the restriction, 3 -j--fi = 2, vas

imposed to satisfy that both sides of the above equation remainei

bidimensional. When no restrictions were used another new prodiction equa

tion, A = W°5707 x H°2957 X 38171, was obtained. It was observed that the

restriction increased the standard error of estimate by only 029 per cent on

the positive side and 0.27 per cent on the negative side. The increase in the

standard error of estimate is not significant at 1 per cent levol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It was observed by Takeya (1929) and others ineluding the present author

(Sen, 1954; Banerjee and Sen, 1958) that the corrected constant in the weight

height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) generaliy becomes smaller with

inerease of height. There is sueh a tendency also in the case of Indian adult

males, females and chiidren. The comparative values are presented in

Table 1.

As the average height of Indiaiis (espeeially the Bengalis) is much below

the average hoight of Americans the highor value of the new constant, 7466,

7828, 7661 in the case of Indian aduit males, adult females and chiidron,

respoetively may be explained in terms of the above observation. Tho best
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resuits for Japanese men wero obtained by using the weight-height formula
with the constant 7246 instead of 7184.

Takeya (1929) measuring 22 Japanese by a slightly different method

concluded that the best formula to caleulate the surface area was the

weight-height formula with a constant of 7505 instead of 7184. 11e also

noted that the constant seems to vary with tho height in so far as when

the height increases the constant decreases.

Stevenson (1928) measured the surface of 10 Chinese using both the

“linear” and “weight-height” formulae. The totals obtained by adding

the surfaces of different parts according to the linear formulae agreed closely

with the results calculated according to the weight-height formula but this

he thought was due to a fortuitous compensation between. errors in different

regions. Stevenson (1930) has suggested a new set of constants for the linear

formula when applied to the Chinese. The weight-height formula gives

higher values than the linear formulae with the Chinese.

TABLE 1. A comparison of different formulas for the calculation of body surface area (A cm2) from

the body weight (W kg) and body height (H cm)

Si. Formulae for surface area No. of subjoots with reference
No.

1. A W°425xH°725x7184 10 Americans(DuBois and Du Bois, 1916)

2. A W0n x f5.725 X 7505 22 Japanese (Takeya, 1929)

3. A = W°425 xH°725 x 7246 10 Japanese (Takahira, 1925)

4. A = W°425 X H°72 x 7440 12 (lerman infants (Pfaundler, 1916a

anci 19i6b)

5. A W°25 x H°725 X 7850 Infants (Faber and Meleher, 1921)

6. A W0.425 X H°725 X 7640 135 Subjeots in literature (Boyd et al., 1930)

7. A = ÏTT°425XH0725x7466 15 Indian aduit males (Sen, 1954;

Banerjee and Sen, 1955, 1957)

8. A = W0sSs x H°725 x 7828 7 Indian adult females (Sen, 1960;

Banerjee et al., 1958)

9. A W°425xH°725x7661 9 Indian chiidren (Sen, 1960, 1967)

10. A = 1V°25 X HO.7O5 x ‘604 31 Indian subjects •(Sen, 1960, 1967)

il. A = W°427 xH°715 x 7449 10 Japanese (Takahira, 1925)

12. A = W007O x fis.275 x 39456 135 Subjects in literature (Boyd et aI., 1930)

13. A W°533 X fiO•400 x 241 10 133 Subjects in literature (Boyd et al., 1930)

14. A = W0O564 X fiO.800S x 37782 31 Indian subjects (Sen, 1960, 1967)

15. A = W03007XH0.2967x381.71 31 Indian subjects (Sen, 1960, 1967)
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The surface area of the body of 16 Indian aduit males aetually
measured by a combination of different methods was on the average 366
per cent higher than the surface area calculated from the weight-height
formula of DuBois arid Du Bois (1916). The nude body weights of tho
subjects varied from 3651 kg to 6679 kg and the height varied from 1519 cm
to 1781 cm. A formula, A = W°425xH°25x7466, was suggested for tho
determination of the surface area of the hody of Indian aduit males. Son
(1964) also measurod tho surface area by the linear formula of Du Bois and
Du Bois (1916) and found that the linear formula was not very useful for
estimating the surface areas of differont parts of the body in case of Indian
aduit males. Different constants for the linear formulao for different parts
of the body obtained from the actual measurements of the body were aise
suggested (Sen, 1954; Banerjee and Sen, 1955; Sen, 1960).

Faber and Moichor (1921) using the linear standards suggested that for
infants a constant of 7850 ho used for the weight-height formula.

The work of Boyd (1935) and Klein and S cammon (1930) are, perhaps, tho
best on small chiiciren. Taking these as a basis and adding the series of 135
measurements (mostly composed of small chiidren) that are found in tho
literature they determined the mean relative doviations of various formulao
(Boyd et al., 1930). The weight-height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916)
showed a mean relative deviation of 730 per cent for tho whole sonos. Using
7640 as the constant the resuits were a littie botter.

The weight-height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) gave resuits
which were on the average 8 10 per cent lower in the case of Indian aduit
females and 6 10 per cent lower in the case of Indian children. The percentage
error varied between —180 to —1200 in the case of aduit females and it
varied between —240 to —1190 in the case of chiidren. Tho correctod
constants in the new weight-height formula were 7466, 7828, 7661 in the
case of aduit males, females and children, respectively.

The low rosuits obtaineci with the weight-hoight formula of Du Bois and
Du Bois (1916) may ho explained by the fact that tho average Indian subjects,
especially the Bengali, are more siim than the Americans. The weight-height
formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) gives usually low results with emaciated
subjects, i.e., the corrected constant becomes generally higher in the emaciated
subjects and aise in the ohiidren.

The higher value of the constant in the case of Indian aduit females
than in tho case of Indian aduit males seems te be due te the lower average
hoight in proportion to the woight of the body in the former than in the latter.

G u—20
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li may also be due to the adaptation of the body of the females in the tropics
to provide for more surface for evaporation needed to help heat dissipation
which is hindered by the greater proportion of fat present in the body of
adult females than in that of aduit males. It is interesting to note that in
most of the subjects the correct constants were higher in those having greater
percentage of body fat. Van Gran and Wyndham (1964) also observed that
the weight-height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) underestimates the
true surface area in the case of their subjects in hot climates, which observation
is similar to ours.

So far, we were considering tue constant in the weight-height formula
of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) with the assumption that the exponents of
weight and height were the same as found by Du Bois and Du Bois (1916).
In order to obtain the best possible values of the exponents and also the best
fitted constant in the formula the least square method was used with the
condition, 3+ft 2, se that the expression, A = W X H X G, rernained
bidimensional. The higher power of weight in the formula obtained in con
trast to that obtained by Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) suggested that the
amount of change in the surface area of Indians for unit change in weight is
higher than that for the unit change in height.

The reason why a consideration of the height did not improve the
calculations based on weight became apparent when the circumference
of the body at various levels was considered. For instance, an increase of
length above the knee would resuit in a greater increase of surface area than
the same amount of inorease of length below the knee. It was due te the
fact that the average circumference of the thigh is greater than that of tho
legs. Again, variations in length and circumference of arms and hands would
not affect the height at ah. As the body weight was given less importance in
the weight-height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916) small variations
in weight were thought to be of little significance to surface area. Stevenson
(1928) also found in 10 Chinese subjects an increase in the constants for tho
upper extremities and a decrease in the constant for the trunk in the hinear
formula e.

Our observation conforms with the Climatie Rules of Bergmann and
Allen. ,Aecording to these rules there is a tendency of reduction in
the surface area relative to weight in cold elimates. Thus, many animals
in the arctie region tend towards large globular wooly balis with the least
possible area of the extremities such as ears, tails, snouts and legs. On the
other hand in the tropies or under conditions of high temperature the animals
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tend towards smaller skinny forms with enlargement of the peripheral parts
or extremities; thus, they usually have long legs, snouts, ears and tails. The
surface area of Indian cows was found to be about 12 per cent greater than
that of the European cows (Kibler aud Brody, 1950).

It is very likely that the body form of people in the tropics would follow
the same rules as in the case of animals. The main sources of the body’s
heat are the muscular tissues (particularly of the extrcmities) and the liver
wherein numerous chemical reactions are carried out. Therefore, with an
increase in the length of the extremitics and decrease in the lcngth or breadth
of the trunk (small chcst size) causing decrease in the body weight (including
the weight of liver, cdl solids.—Banerjee and Sen, 1958) the surface arca
relative to weight of the bodv is increasod in crdcr te provide greater surface
for evaporatiou in tropical climate te maintain the body temperature.
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Chapter 37

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEGMENTAL

AND WHOLE BODY WEIGHTS 0F SOME

INDIAN SUBJECTS*

R. N. SEN, G. G. RAY, AND P. K. NAG

(

Abstract

Information regarding relationships between segmental and whole body

weights, volumes, and centers of mass is important in biomechanics, sports,

and industrial technology. For the present report, five Indian aduit male

cadavers were weighed by a servoindicator. The whole body was dissected

into fourteen segments, severing each of the primary joints across its

approximate center of rotation and weighing the resultant segment on a

baby-weighing platform balance. The segmental volume (water displacement

technique) and the center of mass (plumb-line technique) were also

determined. The relative weight of the Iimbs (total arm 4.3 percent and total

leg 12.9 percent of body weight) were much lower in Indians than values

reported for Western and Japanese subjects. On the other hand, the relative

weight of the trunk (58.2 percent) was much higher in Indian cadavers. The

segmental volumes of the trunk and the limbs represent 59.4 and 32.4

percent of the total body volume respectively. The center of mass of the

( upper arm and of the thigh both lie some 48.9 percent of the total segmental

length from the proximal end of the part. Simple regression equations are

derived for the prediction of segmental weights; these may be used at least

until further cadavers have been studied.

INDIAN PEOPLE DIFFER from Westerners with respect to body

weight, body height and other dimensions, body surface area,

*The authors acknowledge their gratitude to the staff of the Calcutta Corporation,

Calcutta. for facilities provided at Mysore Crematorium. Thanks are also due to Dr. D.

Chakroborti for his assistance and to the Indian Council of Medical Research for partial

financial support.
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basal metabolic rate, physical fitness, efficiency, and working

capacity. Predictions of weight, volume, and center of mass for

individual body segments are useful when analyzing

biomechanical aspects of both sports and other activities

including industrial srork. However, no information on such

variables has yet been reported for the Indian population. The

present report thus describes a direct determination of

segmental body composition in Indian cadavers. Comparative

data for Western populations have been reported by Borelli,2

the Weber brothers,’2 Harless,9 Braune and Fischer3

Dempster,5 Williams and Lissner,’3 and Clauser et al.,4 while

I ) ) information on thejapanese population has been presented by

Mon and Yamamoto’° and Fujikawa.8

Methods

Five unclaimed Indian adult male cadavers were selected for

the present study, which was made during the cooler months of

January and February. The selection of the cadavers was based

on such considerations as the date of death, nutritional status,

and the absence of wasting or debilitating disease. The sample

was with one exception somewhat undernourished, and bodies

had been preserved for approximately twenty-four hours in the

hospital morgue.
After selection, the cadavers were placed inside a polythene

bag, to avoid collection or evaporation of moisture. The

experimental procedures were undertaken during the night,

when the average room temperature was about 22°C. Each

) body was cleaned and swabbed with a solution containing equal

proportions of phenol, glycerine, and water. The whole body

weight was recorded with the help of a sensitive (± 0.05 kg)

servoindicator calibrated by standard weights. Dissection of the

various body segments used a method similar to that of Braune

and Fischer3 and Dempster.5 Parts were severed at each of the

primary joints, about the approximate center of rotation.

Localized freezing during dissection was unfortunately imprac

ticabje. The joints severed were as follows:

HIP JoINT: The leg was abducted by about 30°. The plane of

segmentation passed across the groin from the lower level of
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the iliac crest along the external shaft of the ilium, cutting the

rim of the acetabulum across the bail and socket joint to sever

the ischial tuberosity.
KNEE JoINT: The knee joint vas bissected in an extended

position. The plane of separation began near the Iower part of

the patella and bissected the maximum protrusion of the

medial and lateral epicondyles of the femur. The patelIa was

included with the lower leg.
ANKLE JoINT: The feet were plantar extended. The une of

cutting began at the anterior superior edge of the neck of the

talus and passed across the superior edge of the calcaneum.
( ) SHOULDER JOINT: The shaft of the humerus was rotated

lateraily by about 15° to ensure that the cut passed from the tip

ofthe acromion to the anatomical neck of the humerus and into

the axilla without touching the shaft of the humerus or the

medial surface of the upper arm.
ELBOw JoINT: Separation was begun by bissecting the

olecranon process, crossing the greatest projection of the

medial epicondyles of the humerus to end at the skin crease on

the superior aspect of the elbow.

WRIST JoINT: The une of severance passed through the

palpable groove between the lunate and capitate bones,

bissecting the volar surface of the pisiform to end at the wnst

crease.
NECK JOINT: The trunk was beheaded along the neck-chin

intersection, commencing just above the hyoid bone and

proceeding between the second and third cervical vertebrae.

In total, the body was thus dissected into fourteen segments.

) ) As soon as each segment had been detached from the body it

was weighed on a calibrated baby-weighing platform balance.

The beheaded trunk was reweighed with the servoindicator.

The center of mass of each limb segment was obtained by the

plumb-line technique,4 while volumes were determined by

water dispiacement.

Resuits and Discussion

The cadavers included in the present study were of lower

economic status. With one exception they were suffering from
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undernutrition. Their average age was 49 years. The average

body weight was 37.3 kg, much lower than the fiftieth

percentile value (45.9 kg)’1 for the Indian population.

The total arm and the total leg (includirzg the thigh)

represented an average of4.3 and 12.9 percent of body weight

respectively (Table 37-1). The weights of both limbs were

relatively lower in Indian cadavers than in Westerners, a

possible advantage in rapid unloaded movements in sports or

assembly work. In consequence, the trunk (58.2 percent of

body weight) was relatively heavier than in Western and

. apanese studies. The relative values for individual limb

segments (forearm, palm, total right leg and lower leg) are

similar to those found in Japanese cadavers.’° The relative

weight of the head was similar to the values reported by

Fujikawa8 and Fischer.7 The weight of the right arm of the

Indians was greater than that of the left, but the weights of both

legs were almost equal.
The sum of percentages for all segments was 94.4 percent,

rather than 100 percent, the discrepancy reflecting loss of fluid

and tissue during segmentation. The weight of the fluid and

tissue collected during segmentation was thus added to the

segmental weights in equal proportions to give the corrected

values of Table 37-I. Dempster5 and Clauser etal.4 noted 6.4

and 1.4 percent loss of body weight respectively during

dissection. The smaller losses of Clauser et al. were possibly due

to use of the dry ice localized cooling technique.
The mean total body volume was 33.86 liters (Table 37-II).

The volume of the trunk was 20.07 liters (59.39 percent of body

) )volume), while that of the Hmbs (total arm and total leg,

including thigh) represented only 32.4 percent of the body

volume. Relative to Western studies,6 the percentile distribu

tion of most segmental volumes except the hands and feet were

lower for the Indians.
Segmental centers of mass (right upper arm, forearm, thigh,

and cale could be determined in only two cadavers (Table

37-III). Centers for the upper arm and thigh both lay at some

48.9 percent of the total length from the proximal end of the

segment, much as reported by Dempster.5
Simple linear regression equations for the prediction of
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TABLE 37-l
AVELAGE WEJGHTS 0F BODY SEGMENTS EXPRESSED AS PRCENTAGES 0F TOTAL BODY WEIGHT.

Sen, Raï, Ckzuser Mon and Braune and
Cada ver and Nag et al. Ftijikawa Yamarnoto Dernpster F&tcher Ftscher Harless

(1976) (1969) (1963) (1959) (1955) (1906) (1889) (1860)
Sample Size (n) 5 13 6 6 8 I 3 2
Segments:

Head 9.0 7.3 8.2 11.7 7.1 8.8 6.9 7.6
Trunk 58.2 50.7 53.6 53.5 45.4 45.2 46.1 44.2

Total Right Arm 4.3 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.9 5.4 6.3 5.8
Upper arm 2.1 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.8 3.3 3.2 ,
Forearm & PaIm 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.5 3.0 2.6
Forearm 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.6 — 2.1 1.8
PaIm 0.8 0.7 0.8 06 0.6 — 0.9 0.8

Total Lefi rm 3.9 4.9 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.6 6.1 5.4
Total Right Leg including V

Thigh . 12.2 16.1 14.4 12.6 15.7 17.8 17.3 18.5
Thigh 6.8 10.3 9.4 7.2 9.6 11.0 10.7 11.9 .

Leg and Foot 5.4 5.8 5.0 5.1 6.0 6.8 6.5 6.5
Leg 3.5 4.3 3.3 3.5 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.6
Foot 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.4 2.1 1.7 1.9

Total Left Leg including
Thigh 12.2 16.1 14.5 12.6 15.7 17.3 17.3 19.3

Total 100.0 100.0 100.1 9.7 93.6 100.1 100.0 100.8
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TABLE 37-11

AVERAGE SEGMENTAL VOLUMES, EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGES 0F
WHOLE BODY VOLUME.

Sejz et aL (1976) Drillis and Coniini (1966)
SegnenLs n=5 n12

Mean % of TB Mea,, % of TB
(1.) (1.)

Total Body (TB) 33.855 100.00 — 100.00
Head 2.775 8.226
Neck & Trunk 20.071 59.395 — —

Total Arm 2.933 8.630 3.971 5.730
Upper Arm 0.731* 2.158* 2.412 3.495
Forearm & Hand 0.763* 2.255*
Forearm 0.489* 1.455* 1.175 1.702• ) Hand 0.27 1* 0.800* 0.384 0.566
Total Leg 8.078 23.810 10.091 14.620
Thigh 2.133* 6.299* 6.378 9.241
Calf& Foot 1.861* 5.496* — —

Calf 1.173* 3464* 2.818 4.083
Foot 0.688 2.023* 0.895 1.297

Values for right side of the body only.

TABLE 37-III
RATIO 0F CENTER 0F MASS 0F SEGMENT LENGTH.

Braune
This Study Clauser and

Source Sen et al. et al. Dempster Fischer Fischer Harles,s
1976 1969 . 1955 1889 1889 1860

Total Body 41.2% 41.4%
Head 46.6 43.3% 36.2%
Trunk 38.0* 44.8

9 ) Total Arm 41.3 44.6%
Upper Arm 48.9% 51.3 43.6 45.0 47.0
Forearm & Hand 62.6* 67.7* 46.2 47.2
Forearrn 44.0 39.0 43.0 42.1 42.0
Hand 18.0* 494 397
Total Leg 38.2* 43.3 41.2
Thigh 48.9 37.2* 43.3 43.6 44.0 48.9
CaIf & Foot 47.5 43,7 53.7 52.4
CaIf 42.3 37.1 43.3 43.3 42.0 43.3
Font 44.9 42.9 44.4 44.4

*These values are flot directly comparable due to variations in the definition of
segment length used by the different invesugators.
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TABLE 37-IV
REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR PREDICTING SEGMENTAL WEIGHTS (Kg)

FROM WHOLE BODY WEJGH1 (INL)IAN SUBJECTS)

Weiht of Heaci = 0.04 X Body Wt. + 1.47 ± 0.22*

Veight of Trunk = 0.63 x Body Vt. — 2.88 ± 0.54
VeightofTotalRight Arm = 0.06 x Body Wt. — 0.67 ± 0.15

Weight of Right Upper Arm = 0.03 X Body Wt. — 0.48 ± 0.06
Weight of Right Forearm = 0.03 X Body Wt. — 0.43 ± 0.06
Wcght of Rght Paim = 0.02 X Body Wt. — 0.26 ± 0.05
Weight of Total Left Arm = 0.05 X Body Wt. — 0.31 ± 0.11
Weight of Total Right
Leg Induding Thigh = 0.14 x Body Wt. — 1.0 ± 0.23
Weight of Right Thigh = 0.09 X Body Wt. — 1.0 ± 0.21
Weight of Right CaIf = 0.03 X Body Wt. 0.0 ± 0.06
Weight of Right Foot = 0.02 X Body Wt. — 0.01 ± 0.09

Weight of Total Left
Leg including Thigh = 0.14 X Body Wt. — 0.67 ± 0.20

*Standard Error of Estimate.

segmental weights from the whole body weight are given in
Table 37-IV. The total number of cadavers studied was very

small, as in other studies,1’ but the equations developed may

be useful at least for the people of eastern India until a arger

sample bas been studied.
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Ergonomics study of tea-leaf plucking
operations: Criteria for selection
and categorisation
R.N. Sen, A.K. Ganguli, G.G. Ray, A. De and D. Chakrabarti.

Ergonomics Laboratory, Department of Physiology, University Cofleges of Science, Technology &
Agriculture, Calcutta

This paper describes a new method for the categorisation of female tea-leaf pluckers
on the basis of quantity and quality of production, skill and efficiency. Subjects
participating in a study on the ergonomics of tea-leaf plucking operations were so
categorised, and the resu Its have been compared with the existing groupings followed
by the Tea-estate authorities. Such a method cou Id facilitate predictive selection of
pluckers, selection for training, and formation of groups in future studies.

1’
I
j

A study of tea-plucking operations was proposed by the
Tea Research Association, Assam, India, with a view to
gathering information about the physiological status of the
female pluckers and the ergonomics aspects of the piucking
operation (Sen etal, 1979). Subjects were chosen from the
volunteers among the normal female employees of the
tea estate. Sub-groups were formed within the experimental
group on the basis of records of average daily output supplied
by the Tea-estate authorities. The sub-groups were designated
‘fast’, average’ and ‘slow’ plucker categories. However,
examination of the data furnished revealed that the
boundaries of ail the groups so fotmed overiap. Furthermore,
while collating the data coilected it was seen that some of the
subjects exhibited characteristics similar to those of other
groups and hence obviously did flot belong to the groups to
which they had been assigned. In the light of these
considerations, an attempt was made to formulate a new
system of categorisation.

Methods

In the course of the study, oxygen consumption during
plucking operations was measured by Beckmann portable
oxygen analyser (cross-checked in a few cases by collection
0f expired air over mercury in modified Bailey’s botties
and subsequent analysis in a Scholander’s apparatus.)
Pulmonary ventilation (inspired air volume) was measured
by a Wright’s respirometer. Eriergy expenditure was
calculated from the above according to the method of
Consolazjo et al (1963).

In addition to the gross energy costs so obtained, a
productivity linked value (energy expended 10 pluck
each shoot) was calculated from the gross energy costs
and the number of shoots plucked (described below).
Ths indicated the efficiency of each worker.

Time and motion studies were conducted simultaneously
BI order to establish different parameters and ratios as
follows:

(1) Average number of shoots plucked: Since the number
0f shoots plucked in each cycle is flot constant, the cycle
tirne (Observed Time) cannot give a clear picture of the

productivity of each subject. Hence, the average number
of shoots plucked per minute was calculated from
physical counts of the shoots plucked in a given time.

(2) Average weight of shoots plucked: This is the
quotient of the weight of the shoots upon the number of
shoots, and is influenced by the quantity of undesired
vegetation plucked along with the required ‘two leaves
and a bud’ in each shoot and thereby indicates the quality
0f the work performed.

(3) Number of hand movements: 11e number of
movements of the left and right hands was measured by
tally counters against time. Combined, these values gave
the Total numbers of hand movernents.

(4) Ratio of number of shoots plucked to number of hand
rnovements: This ratio was obtained from the physical count
of the number of shoots plucked and the count of the total
numbers of hand movements (described above). This ratio
offers an insight into the number of shoots plucked in
a single grasp-disassemble movement and the number of
wasteful movements made.

Resuits and discussion

The energy expenditure, time study and productivity
of the female tea-pluckers are presented in Table 1. -

I
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Table 1: Energy expenditure, time study and productivity of female tea-pluckers

Number of
Average Total shoots EnergyEnergy number of number of Average plucked/ expendedexpendi- shoots hand weight number of ta pluckSubject turc plucked movements per shoot hand one shootnumber (kJfmin) per min per min (g) movements (J/shoot)

4 18-29 114-7 1420 119 0-81 159-5
7 13-98 128-4 118-8 o-75 i-08 108-9
8 12-10 104-9 991 O-94 1-06 115-3
9 13-81 100-2 101-1 1-06 O-99 137-8

10 7-70 77-6 86-7 1-06 O-90 99-2
11 13-86 123-5 133-1 1-79 O-93 112-2
12 11-85 131-8 84-1 1-06 1-57 89-9
13 8-20 92-5 1041 0-69 0-89 88-7
15 25-87 189-3 172-1 O-98 110 136-7
16 9-96 66-1 108-8 1-24 0-61 150-7

As a preliminary basis for categorisation, four parameterswere chosen from those recorded during the study. Thesewere:

(1) average nurnber of shoots plucked
(2) average weight of shoots plucked

Table 2: Criteria for categorisation of female tea-pluckers

Ratio of
Average Average shoots Energy
number weight plucked expended

of shoots per to number to pluck Points
plucked shoot of hand one shoot scored
per min (g) movements (Jfshoot)

140 <1-O 1-0 <150 3
75—140 1-O—1-15 0-7—1-O 150—200 2
<75 1-15 <0-7 200 1

Table 3: Categorisation of female tea-pluckers

(3) ratio of shoots plucked to hand movements, and
(4) energy expended to pluck each shoot,

being indicative of the quantity of production, quaiity ofproduction, degree of skill, and efficiency (respeczively).The heart-rate response was flot selected since it is a verysensitive parameter and might give misleading values
in the case of the small sample groups and because it was
not possible to allow for psychological and thermal Jfects.Demarcation unes were set up for each of these four
parameters.

The criteria for categorisation of female tea-pluckers
are presented in Table 2.

Each subject was classified according ta these parameters,and accordingly rated on the three-point scale. The totalof the points obtained by each subject was then used to makethe final categorisation, as foliows:
Category ‘A’ : 11 points and above
Category ‘B’ 10 points

Points scored from

Ratio of
Average no Average shoots EnergySubject of shoots weight plucked ta expended Total Suggested Existingnumber per min per shoot movements per shoot points categorisation categorisation

7 2 3 3 3 11 A Fast8 2 3 3 3 11 A Fast15 3 3 3 3 12 A Fast12 2 2 3 3 10 8 Slow13 2 3 2 3 10 B Slow9 2 2 2 3 9 C Average10 2 2 2 3 9 C Slow4 2 1 2 2 7 D Average11 2 1 2 3 8 D Slow16 1 1 1 2 5 D Average



The final categorisation of the female tea-pluckers is shown

jn Table 3.

Group ‘A’ tallies with the existing ‘fast’ category, and

inay be described as such. Groups ‘C’ and ‘D’ may be

termed ‘average’ and ‘slow’ categories respectively, and

are, in fact, seen to contain a mixture of those originally

called ‘average’ and ‘slow’ pluckers. Group ‘B’, however,

is comprised of so-called ‘slow’ pluckers who had some

characteristics that equalled or exceeded those of the

‘fast’ group. On enquiry, it was found that both were

newly recruited workers and therefore had low rates of

daily output (and were hence categorised by the authorities

as ‘slow’ pluckers). Group ‘B’ may therefore be said to

describe a ‘trainee’ category; that is, one that would beriefit

immensely from training.

Conclusions

The utility of the new system of categorisation is to be

found in the selection of workers. The parameters described

above could help tea-garden authorities to decide which

‘temporary’ workers could be given ‘permanent’ status

(ie — be confirmed in the jobs, with eligibility to
allowances and other benefits). Secondly, this categorisation

would help to select workers for training. The ‘B’ group

identified above would be the ones on which to invest

training profitably and who would show maximal
improverrients thereafter. Finally, to follow this
categorisation would be a valid method for the formation
of groups (eg, ‘fast’, ‘average’, ‘slow’) during future studies.

1f the groups themselves are incorrectly formed, it becomes

extremely difficuit, if not impossible, to identify the

characteristic features of different types of pluckers.
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ErgoflOmiCS In Relation To Occupational Safety AndHealthin Jute Industries In Eastern India.
Sen R.N

and Majumdar D’

Il

sUNtARY
O,:e ,housand accident reports of rhree jute

,,,flls of Wesr Bengal were analysed to find out
sh distribution of accidents in the different sec-
dons ofjute mils. The distribution of accidents
y source types in each of the weaving, spinning
and winding sections, the break up distribution
ojinjuries according to the different body parts
involved in the weaving, spinning, and winding
we,lons and the hourly distribution of accidents
k, the above mentioned sections of three jute
inilis were done. It was found that one third
(J5,9%) and about onesixth (17.5%) ofthe total
«cidents occured in the weaving and spinning
4çIlons respecrively. It was aiso clear that about
oneflfth (21.73%) of the injuries in the weaving
wiion were caused by handknives which the
w ra vers used for curting the excess thread after
Anorring the broken weft/wrap threads but in
tAc spinning section contact of hand of the spin
tiers w!rh rhe rotating flyer during piecing opera
ilon corn’ributes about one third (36.57%) of the
iota? Injuries in the spinning section and about
one fourth (25.25%) of the total injuries in thewlnding section, b)’ striking against moving or/lred machine parts in the cop winding section.
In rhe above three said sections, the
mlccl!aneous accidents have been rirled ‘others’kt the table, which also contributes a largefigure. It is also revealeci thar the total/lnger/hand/forearm injuries (62.67%) in thetnving/spinning/winding sections were more(%‘Oflounced, contributing three fifths of thetotal Injuries. The weaving section with its highœdclen, rate (35.9%) contributes to more rhan4(f (56.37%) of rhe total bodily injuries occurIn he three sections mentioned. It is contiuded that effective safety measures should be14* en 10 improve the working methods, safedesign of bols, job training of workers, safety4O4’ledge of workers, and to make themore aware of the most hazardousbmlon of the work, and increase job supervi

o’c Luhorrirory, Deparmenz of Physiology,
‘oy

Colfeges o! Science ond Technology4 P( - Road Colcutta
- 700 009, India.

INTRODUCTION
Jute, as a crop of major economic importancein the world, is unique in many ways. The jute

industry is the oldest and probably the very firstof the organised industries in India that was setup during the last quarter of the l9th century.
As a major foreign exchange earner it occupiesan important and distinct place in the country’seconomy. There are sixty fine jute milis in the
country of which sixty two are located in WestBengai. A large number of labourers are engaged in jute industries.

Most of the jute industries in India are at pre
sent being run in a very precarious and hazardous condition. The accident rate in this in
dustry is the highest in the country involving
huge loss of man-days, practically paralysing
this industry and thereby affecting the country’s
economy to a great extent.

In a preliminary study it was found that the
average accident frequency rate per million man
hours worked in the jute industry rose up to
about 219% over a period of six years
(1966-1977), whereas the rise in the average acci
dent frequency rate of ail other industries was by
about 46% only (Banerjee & Chhabra, 1976). In
the year 1979, the jute industrv contributed
about 54.54% of the total industriai accidents.
But tu! now practicaiiy no work has been done
regarding the different human factor problems,
reduction of accidents, enhancing safety and im
proving occupational health and welfare of the
workers in the jute industries.

It is most suprising that in ail the sixty nine
jute miils there are no separate accident preven
tion or safety units in the factories or even any
qualified safety officer. There are no training
programmes for the workers, supervisors or
management staff in the factories, except the useof a few old safety posters and slogans on thewalls of the factory sheds. Almost ail the injuries
are treated by the general E.S.I. (Employees
State Insurance) Doctors outside the factory
area or by the Doctor of the Health Service Unit
employed by the factory itself, though such fac-
tories are very few in number (a few Govt.
undertakings).
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This paper presents a preliminary approach to
find out the causes and distribution of different
types of accidents in the different sections of jute
miils. In addition, the different body parts in
volved in injuries and the hourly distribution of
accidents in the weaving, spinning and winding
sections of three jute miils in West Bengai are
analysed and some recommendations, based on
ergonomics principles are made.

Three sections are the sites of maximum oc
curances of accidents in jute miils, and the knife
of the weavers and rotating flyer of the spining
machines are the main agents of most of the ‘cut
and laceration’ type of injuries.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
One thousand accident reports submitted by

the three jute milis (total employment strength
of 12,000) to the Factory Inspectorate, govern
ment of West Bengai in the year 1980-81 were
analysed.

The accident data were analysed according
to: —
1. the different sections.
2. thetimeofday
3. the incidents of accidents regarding

types/sources
4. the different body parts involved.

SHIFTS
The arrangement of shifts in the jute industry

is very peculiar. The morning shift or ‘A’ shift
starts at 0600 hrs and ends at 1100 hrs for the
first phase with a short break of 10-15 minutes
for tea and snacks at 0700 hrs; the second phase
of the shift starts at 1400 hrs and continues until
1700 hrs There is another break of 30 mins in
this phase from 1500 hrs to 1530 hrs.

The ‘back’ or ‘day’ shift starts at 1100 hrs and
continues up to 1400 hrs. This shift again starts
after a break of three hours at 1700 hrs and con
tinues until 2200 hrs, with a break for 15 mins at
1830 hrs.

The night or ‘C’ shift starts at 2200 hrs and
continues up to 0600 hrs of the next day. There is
15 minutes tea break at 0300 hrs. The shifts are
of a fortnight duration and rotate clockwise
from A to B, B to C and C to A.

This type of staggering arrangement in the
morning and day shifts are devised possibly to
reduce the thermal load on the workers in the
later morning and eariy afternoon hours.
Moreover the residences of the workers are very
near to the factory premises, so one can go home
and rest, during the 3 hr. break between bis
shift. But with the increase in labour strength,

the companies cannot provide resjdentjal
facilities for ail and the workers have to Wajwithin the factory premises or outside becau
there are no separate rest rooms for them.

This arrangement of shifts may be one of thecauses of the high rate of accidents in this j.dustry, which has to be evaluated in order 10show the impact of shift arrangements on acci.
dent rates.

ACCIDENT REPORT FORMS
The accident report forms, as used by ail the

jute miils of West Bengal for reporting acciden
to the factory Inspectorate are flot designed to
elicit critical information of ergonomj
significance. The report includes such general
facts as the name of the worker, age, place of ac
cident, body parts involved, type of injury, time
of the shift, etc. In some cases the reports are in
compiete. It seems that the accident report
describes more about the effects rather than the
causes of an accident. Moreover the
maintenance of the accident report register is not
good in most of the jute miils so far studied, and
some of the jute miils are reluctant to give the ac
cident report forms ofanalysis.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The jute manufacturing process in short, in-

volves a series of sequential operations, namely,
batching, carding, drawing, spinning, winding,
beaming, weaving, cropping, calendering, lapp
ing and sewing.

The hazardous and accident prone situations
in these operations are the following:—

Batching section
a) The big root cutting knife without any safe

ty guard.
b) Getting trapped in between flutted rouer

and cloth rouer of the softening machine.

Preparing section
a) The cleaning of the jam of the small but

pointed and sharp moving knife and the
moving iron combs of the carding machine.

b) The packing weight hammer of the drawing
machines.

Spinning section
a) Contact with the adjacent moving flyer &

bobbins.

Winding section
a) Contact in between traverse rod

spindies during doffing in the cop windiflg
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machine.

b) Getting trapped in between spool and scroli.

eamiflg section

a) Loading/unlOadiflg of beams.

b) Hands caught in the in-running flip of the
rollers in the beaming machines.

Weaving section

a) Hand knife during cutting loose warp/weft

ends.

b) Flyiflg shuttie, sley, front rail, picking arm,

etc.
c) Loadiflg/UfllOadiflg beam/cloth roil.

Finishing section

a) The piercing of fingers by rotating needie
between pressure plate and chain of the over
head sewing machines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Accidents in the different sections of the jute

miils.
Table I shows the percentage of accidents (n

t 1000) in the different sections of the three jute
mills, in West Bengai. It has been observed that
the maximum number of accidents, about one
third of the total, (35.9%) occured in the weav
ing section, following by spinning,
misceiianeous, finishing and winding sections.
This unusually high rate of accidents in the
wcaving and spinning sections are thought to be
due w:

I. The increased thermal and work loads.
2. The lack of training of the workers.
3. The use of unergonomically designed knife

by weavers.

4. The insufficient space in between rotating
flyers of the spinning machine.

5. Bad working methods.
6. Lack of maintenance of the weaving and

spinning machines and machine parts (the
machines are about seventy five to a hun
dred years old).

7. Insufficient working space.
8. Lack of sufficient supervision.
9. The man-machine incompatability (Ail the

weaving and spinning machines were design

ed in European countries).
10. The increased number of untrained, unskill

ed casual workers.
11. The preponderence of hazardous portions in

the work.
12. The workers intentionally getting minor in

juries in order w avail themselves of the
E.S.I. facilities, one or two days before the
termination of their temporary job,
especially in the case of casual workers.

13. Fatigue of workers, either physicai or
psychological in nature.

14. Unhealthy working environment.
15. The typical arrangement ofshifts.
16. The intra-union rivalry (there are about

seven to eight different unions in each jute
miii).

17. Bad management-labour relations.

Hourly distribution of Accidents
Figure 1 gives the number of accidents occurr

ing in each hour time siot of the day, over two
years. It has also been found that the daily pat
tern is very consistent from year to year.

It is clear from the figure that in the weaving
section most accidents occur in between 1 100 hrs

hing Preparing Spinning Winding Beaming Weaving Finishing Miscelianeous
4.5 7.3 17.5 9.9 2.2 35.9 10.5 12.2

Root cutting, selection and softening and spreading by machine.

Breaker and finisher carding and drawing.
Spinning of the yarn.
Spool winding and cop winding by machine.
Prebeaming and beaming.
Hessian & sack weaving, narrow and broad loom.
Cloth mending, inspection, calendering, lapping, sewing, etc.

= Workshop, godown, canteen, etc.

die residentiai
s; have to wajt
jiutside because
o)r them.
.w be one of the
lents in this in.
ued in order ta
ements on acj.

used by ail thc
)(orting accidents
mot designed ta
of ergonornic

hes such general
age, place of ac.

e of injury, time
he reports are in.

accident report
:s rather than the

Moreover the
)Ort register is flot
O) far studied, and
ant to give the ac

:ss
J)cess in short, in
)erations, namely,
1pinning, winding,
calendering, iapp

U prone situations
owing:—

Table I

Percentage of Accidents (N = 1000) in the different sections of
three Jute Mils in West Bengal, India.

Sectionsrrn of the smali bu

)wing knife and th

rLe cading machine.

inmer of the draW

Œent moving flyer I

traverse rod

1g in the cop windi

Batching =

Preparing
Spinning =

Winding =

Beaming =

Weaving
Finishing =

Misceilaneous
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o 1300 hrs and between 1400 to 1600 hrs. This

correlates we11 with observations in other in

dustries that most accidents occur after mid

0orning (Poweli et. ai, 1971).

it may also be that the first peak of accidents

n the weaving section and the second peak of ac

cidents in the spinning section in between 1100

hrs tO 1200 hrs are due to increased thermal

stress during the mid-day. The maximum Cor

rccted Effective Temperature value as obtained

1roughout the day is about 31.40C at 1200 hrs.

The number of accidents appear to be directiy

rclated to the amount of work people do,

(Poweli et. aI, 1971), and it is the general idea in

our country that labourers of jute industries

v.ork under heavy physical work Ioad. But it has

been observed that the work ioad in weaving and

spinning are moderate but neyer heavy (Sen et.

aI, 1969). The maximum pulse rates as observed

for the weavers is 107 at 2200 hrs and 108 for the

spinners at 1700 hrs.
11e fewer Iocalized peaks of accidents in the

wcaving, spinning and winding sections within

one hour of the start of pre-or post-meal halves

of the ‘A’ or ‘B’ shifts are thought to be due to

ihe lack of awareness of the workers to the

deinands of the tasks, as it is suggested by others

ihat the risk of injury increases as an employee

scttles into a job and his own pace picks up

speed, the work pressure of the group intensifies

(Adams et. at, 1981). We thought that the sharp

peak of accidents in the spinning section which

occurs at the end of night shift in between 0500

to 0600 hrs and the second peak of accidents in

the winding section in between 2100 to 2200 hrs

i.e. at the end of ‘B’ shift, appear to be mainiy

the effect of target setting by the operator as

proposed by Poweli et al (1971).
It bas also been found that the weaving and

winding sections produce fewer accidents in the

night shift than in the morning and day shifts,

similar to the observation in other industries by

Adams, et al (1981) and Poweli, et al (1971), but

contrary w the idea of Froberg (1974) that the

night shift produces relatively more injuries. But

it bas been found in a field study by the authors,

that a major portion of the workers in the win

ding sections go to sleep frequently but for short

periods during the night shift, due to the made

quate supply of bobbins from the spinning sec

tion. This is due to lack of supervision because

there are no management staff present in the fac

tor floor at that time.

Distribution of accidents by Type/Source in the

weaving spinning and winding sections.
The “source or type ofinjury” indicates those

element of man-machine or man-environment

% of Accidents

21.73%
13.09%
8.91%
7.8%
5.57%
5.01%
4.74%
4.18%
3.9%
3.34%
3.06%
1.95Wo
1.67%
1.67%
1.39%
0.84%

11.14%

DING

Table 11

Distribution of Accidents in the Weaving Department by Types/Source in

three Jute Industries in West Bengal

Types/Source of Accidents

EAVING

JUEL I. Cutting loose warp/weft end by hand knife

2. Struck by Picker, Pickingarm, picking strap

3. Struck against moving or fixed machine parts

4. Fiying shuttie
5. Handing wjth Beam/cloth roi!, cloth centre
6. Loading/Unloading beam/cloth roil/pinions
7. Caught in between sley and front rail
8. FalI of shuttie from shuttie rest on the loom
9. Defective Floor (Slippery, Broken, Uneven)

10. Shuttle
- Cop fitting, Setting on looms, Shuttle box rail

II. Caught in between pinions
12. Loose/Sharp objects on floor or on the working platform
13. Beam dragging trolley
14, Broken loom spindie
15. Caugh in between V-belts & Puliey
16. Caught in between pin roller/cioth roUer

hers
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system which directly cause the accident or
prccipitate the injurious movement (e.g. defec
tive floor). In the weaving seventeen, in the spin
ning, ten and in the winding, eighteen, such
sources or types of accidents are listed. Table II,
III & IV list these sources in their order offre
quency of occurence.

Most interesting amofig the data in the tables
are the following:—

Table H
The hand knife of the weaver is a potent

source of accidents and causes 21.73% of the in
juries in the weaving section. k has been found
that there are no specially designed knife for
them to use and the knife is flot even supplied by
the factory. They purchase it from the open
market. So the knives vary in shape and size
from person to person. The sharp edge of the
knife remains free to cut the yarn and during this
opcration they cut their fingers accidentally or
purposely, (Adams et ai, 1981).

The second and third items in Table II i.e.
striking against picker, picking arm, picking
strap and moving or fixed machine parts, con
tribute 22% of the total injuries in the weaving
section. The resuit indicates either the use of
wrong working methods and Iack of safety
measure on part of the worker or unsafe condi
tions.

The fifth and sixth items in Table II also in-

dicates the use of unergoflomic ways ofloading/unloading leading to severe Iow backpain of the employees.
Ail the above results and observations sugges

that the employees’ work methods should be im.proved by training as proposed by Adam, et ai,(1981). Moreover the factory should provideergonomically designed safe hand knives to theweavers in order to reduce the hand knife injury.
The flying shuttie contributes 7.8% of thetotal accidents in the weaving section, and is dueto the lack of maintenance of the loom and shuttles.
Other accidents like item No. 7 occur because

of the unsafe act of the weavers though there is atwo-inch gap in between sley and front rail in accordance with factory rules.
The accidentai fail of the shuttie from theshuttie rest on the loom is due either to the improper fitting of the shuttle to the shuttie rest sothat it falis down due to the vibration of theloom while moving.
The factory floor is most unclean, and 1.95%of the total injuries in the weaving section aredue to loose or sharp objects lying on the floor.Regular cleaning of the floor is advised.Simultaneously the workers shouid be advisedflot to work bare footed.
Some other minor accidents contribute to11.14% of the accidents, the third highest itemin the weaving section. The causes behind some

Distribution of Accidents in the Spinning Department by Types/Source inthree Jute Industries in West Bengal

Types/Source of Accidents % of Accidents
1. Contact with rotating flyer during piecing 36.57%2. Contact with rotating flyer during doffing/placing bobbins 15.43%3. Bobbin fly

10.28%4. Defective floor (Slippery, Broken, Uneven) 5.14%5. Finger entangled with spinning hooks during piecing 4.57%6. Troiley
4.57%7. Fali of silver can and silver can sharp edge 3.43%8. Cleaning operation:

a) Fail of pressing roller
3.43%b) Fali of carnage
0.57%c) Fail from rail during cleaning pneumaphil 1.14%d) Useofknife
1.71%e) Contact with rotating flyer during cleaning jam in the flyer 1.71%9. Loose/Sharp objects on the floor
2.86%10. Others
8.57%

‘.1

‘I

Table III
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r, and 1.95%
i; section are
0m the floor,

is advised.
H be advised

:ontribute to
r lhighest item

Ibehind some

.iccidents

57%
43 %
28%
14%
:57%

“43%

w -

cf the injuries are not known. Most of them oc

cur through unsafe acts of the workers though

unsafe conditions also contribute to a major

portion of this type ofaccident.

Table III
Most interesting among the data in the spinn

ing section are items 1 and 2, where the rotating

fiyer contributes to more than 50% of ail the ac

cidents in the spinning section. The victims in

item 2 (15.43%) are the shifter boys who either

remove full bobbins or place empty bobbins in

the bobbin rail. In item 1, the spinners actually

geL in contact with the neighbouring rotating

fiyer during ‘piecing’ operation. These types of

accidents are thought to be due to the,

a) insufficient space in between flyers from the

ergonomic point of view and,

(b) inadequate distance from bobbin top in the

rail to the rotating flyer.

.57%
.14%
.71%
.71%

o.

L

Types/Source of Accidents

The next highest source of accidents, the bob

hin fly, is thought to be due to lack of

maintenance of the spinning machine. Regular

checking of the machine wiil reduce this type of

accident.
It i also recommended that spinning hooks

should be ergonomically designed to ensure safe

ty and reduce the total spinning injuries.

The cleaning operation contributes 8.56% of

the total accidents in the spinning section.

Whether this is due to unsafe act, or unsafe con

dition, or iack of maintenance of the machine te-

mains unclear.
Other minor accidents contribute a large pro

portion (8.57%) of the accidents in the spinning

section. These accidents occur due to varying

reasons, some of which are unexplainabie, like

sudden unconsciousness of a worker without any

known neural or psychic disorder.

25.25%
6.06%

5.05%
5.05%
4.04%
3.03%
2.02%
7.07%

7.07%
6.06%

5.05%
4.04%
3.03%
2.02%
2.02%
4.04%

ways of
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Table IV

Distribution of Accidents in the Winding Department by Types/Source in

three Jute Factories in West Bengal

% of Accidents

t
t

«s

j

Cop. Winding Section:

I. Struck against moving or fixed machine parts (bobbin top, front

cover, bobbin thread, guide, moving sprindle, traverse rod, clutch)

2. FaIl of bobbin from reei

3. Caught in between spindie and wheel during cleaning, jam in the

spindle or yarn entangled in the finger

4. Trolley
5. Use of knife for cleaning or knot cutting

6. FalI of spindie, Cop

7. Flying Top nut of spindie

8. Others

Spool Vinding Section:

I. Use of knife, knot cutter and scissors

2. Caught in between spool and scroil

3. Struck against moving of fixed machine parts (spindie, spool lever,

scroil, thread guide, spool)

4. Trolley
5. Fallofspooi
6. FalI of bobbin
7. Caught in between spool and spindie

8. Others

Common accidents
1. Loose/sharp objects on floor

..!...1)efectiective floor (Slippery, Broken, Uneven)

5.05%
4.04%
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Table IV
The characteristjc item in the winding section,is ‘striking against moving or fixed riiachineparts’. The cop winding section alone contributes 2525% of these accidents. In the spoolwinding section it shows a figure of 5.05%. Theresuits suggest the need for safe work proceduresand the removal of unsafe working sconditions,The workers lack knowledge of safety whichshould be remedied by periodic short term shopfloor training.

Fali of bobbin or of spool, spindie and copalso produces a large proportion (14.11%) ofthetotal accidents in the winding section. These accidents are due to improper machine design.Like the weaving section the spool windersalso get themselves injured by the same poorlydesigned hand knife. k is suggested that propercare should be taken by the factory ownersabout the hand knife used by the workers in thejute factories.
The accidents grouped as ‘others’ contributing11.11% of ail accidents are of diverse nature andinvoive unexplained causes, like vaso-vagal attacks, sudden unconsciousness etc.Accidents due to loose/sharp objects on thefloor (5.05%) refiect untidiness of the floor.Hourly cleaning of the floor surface would imporve the general quality of house-keeping.Tables II, III & IV reveai that defective, slippery, uneven and broken floor sufaces have pro-

Table V

duced, 3.9%, 5.14% and 4.04% of the accidentsin the weaving, spinning and winding sectionsrespectively. Ciearly, the improvement of f1osurfaces where practicable should minimise thksignificant contribution to accidents,Another interesting item in Table II, Ii & ivis the accident from ‘trolley’, which is con.tributing 1.67% in the weaving department4.57°7o in the spinning section and 9.09% in fiewinding section. The pusher of the trolley ac.tually gets the injury from the trolley either onthe foot or leg due to the uneven or broken sur.face of the shop floor or strike against someobstacles. Good house keeping and floormaintenance vi11 reduce this kind of accident.
Different body parts iuvoivedTable V describes the percentage distributionof injuries according to the different body partsinvolved in the weaving, spinning and windingsections.

Though the total number of accidents in theweaving and spinning sections are 357 and 175,the total number of injuries are 367 and 185respectively, because some of the injuries are ofmultiple nature involving more than one bodypart.
The table shows that weaving departmentalone has contributed more than 50% of thetotal bodily injuries, followed by spinning andwinding sections contributing 28.42% and
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Break up 0f percentage Distribution of Injuries According (o the Different Body partsInvolved in the Weaving, Spining and Winding sections of threeJute Industries in West Bengal
Different Body Part Involved (% distribution)Finger/

Testis/ Percentage
Department Hand! Foot! Trunk Head!

inguina’ of AilForearm ieg Neck
region Injuries*Weaving

(n = 367) 62.12 18.53 10.08 7.91 1.36 100.00 56.37Spinning
(n = 185) 68.11 15.67 5.95 9.19 1.08 100.00 28.42

Winding
(n = 99) 54.55 33.33 2.02 7.07 3.03 100.00 15.21

% of ail
Insuries** 62.67 19.97 7.68 8.14 1.54 100.00

—

The percen loge conrribu,ion oj each depor,,nern,**: The percenwge contribution of individual injury Sites (three depar!rnents inclusive)
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15.21% respectively.

it is also seen that finger/hand/forearm injury

has contributed 62.67% i.e. three-fifth of ail the

injuries.
Though the weaving section contributes more

than haif of the total injuries, it produces the

most injuries in the trunk (10.08%) while the

5pinning Section has two main types of injuries,

one in finger/hand/forearm (68.11 Wo) and other

in hand/neck (9.19%). The winding section con

cributes most injuries in foot/leg (33.33%) and

testis and inguinal region (3.03’)

The finger/hand/ forearm injuries originate

mainiy from the weaver’s hand knife, and

rotating flyer of the spinning machine. The con

tribution of sley and front rail, shuttle, shuttie

box rail, picker, picking arm and picking strap,

spinning hooks, spindie, spool and scroli of the

winding machine are also noticeabie..

The foot/leg injuries are due to the fali of

bobbin, spindie, cop, spool, top nut of spindie

and front cover of winding machine, the fail of

shuttie from shuttie rest of loom, loose/sharp

objects on floor, defective floor, trolley, beam,

beam flange etc.
The trunk injuries occur during Ioading/

unloading of beam/cloth roll/pinions, fali in the

floor due to defective floor surface, fiving shut

tIc and top nut of spindie, and strucking against

moving or fixed machine parts.

The head/neck injuries involve sudden un

consciousness, vaso-vagai attacks, fails on the

floor due to rough floor surface, and foreign

particles in the eye.
The testis/inguinal region injuries corne from

:h bobbin fiy, shuttle fiy, top nut flv and by

striking against moving or fixed machine parts.

These resuits indicate that ail the injuries are.

due to either the use of bad working methods,

unsafe acts by the workers, or the iack of

maintenance of machines, unergonomic design

of hand tools and machinery, unsafe conditions

and unheaithy working environment in the shop

floor. Further research on this matter will

definiteiy elucidate the contribution of different

accidents in individual injury, basic causes
hehind the individual injury and necessary
tcmediai measures to be taken to improve the oc
Upation health and safety of the workers.

CONCLUSION
1 ho following suggestion based on the infor

fl.11i00 Presented in this paper are put forward
Ot

I. The injury reporting system should be im
Proved by employing ergonomicaiiy design-

ed accident report forms to give more details

and causative information about accidents.

2. Each and every jute miii shouid have a

separate heaith and safety unit .guided by a

quaiified safety officer.

3. The management in every factory shouid in

itiate short training programmes on safety

and occupational health.

4. The generai pattern of supervision of dif

ferent shifts should be irnproved. The ratio

of supervisors to workers should be in

creased.
5. The ventilation arrangements in the svorking

area should be improved to reduce the ther

mal load and fatiguabihty and to improve

the physical performance of the labourers.

This can easily be done by opening windows

and having saw tooth roofs in the facory

shed.
6. The maintenance of the different machines

should be improved.

7. The hand knife of the weaver and the spinn

ing hook shouid be more ergonornicaliy

designed.
8. The management shouid take proper care in

‘piecing’ operation in the spinning depart

ment, as well as in the ‘doffing’ and ‘plac

ing’ of bobbins in the bobbin rail of spinn

ing machines.
9. The authors also support the recommenda

tions of Adams et ai (1981) that there should

be instiruted, in at ieast some work places,

with high injury rates, a system to record

near-miss situtations in which an unsafe

behaviour or circumstance has been evi

dent. This kind of research wouid need the

cooperation of employers, empioyees and

unions. Such cooperation is weil worth seek

ing, because it is oniy through this sort of

study that really valid inferences can be

drawn about the hazard potentiai and/or in-

jury potential of a particular behaviour or

situation.
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1.1

J. Fluman Ergol., 111: 187—202, 1982

AN ERGONOMIC ANALYSIS 0F RAILWAYLOCOMOTIVE DRIVER FUNCTIONS
IN INDIA

R. N. SEN and A. K. GANGULI
Ergonotnics Laboratory, Deparinient of Physiology, Universûy of Calcutta,92 A. P. C. Road, Calcutta-700 009, India

A 3-tiered analysis of electric locomotive driver functions in India anda task-operation-subsystem analysis based on a Function-SubsystemMatrix are presented using data derived from interviews with railwaydrivers and supervisory personnel, drivers’ responses to a questionnaire,and observations during actual running of trains. The functionalanalyses break down the train driving job into requirements, tasks andoperations, in increasing degrees ofdetail. From the matrix, a subsystemutilization analysis, an operations frequency analysis, and a task complexity analysis have been perforrned. The findings showed a highdegree of correlation with similar published analyses in American railways. Recommendations have been made regarding the position ofcon troIs (brake, horn), and displays (speedometer, traction motor cur&ent,and voltage meters). Use of auditory channels for warning indications,and installation ofin-cabin signalling devices have been advocated so as todecrease perceptuai loads and improve safety. It is suggested thatoperationai safety and efficiency cannot be obtained without properdesign of the controls, displays, work-space, and work-envirournent ofthe railway driver’s cabin.

Driving a railway locomotive in India is a highly demanding and complicatedjob, in which each of the components of a man-machine-environment system isinvolved as the driver’s task. The driver has to receive a large volume of information inputs, such as signais, displays, conversation with the assistant driver,sensory cues, etc. From these, he bas to select the items which deserve processing, and search for additional information from short-term rnemory (positionof the train, caution orders in force) or long term storage (mental pictures of thetrack section, known dynamic characteristics of the locomotive). In fact, thesituation is flot one where there is a dearth of information, but rather one reflecting improper presentation of information due to defects in the work organi
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highest accident rates in the world, though the incidence is considerably decreased

when expressed in terms of million kiiorneters traveiled or million passengers

carried. In this context, it is interesting to note that as much as 6O°/ of ail railway

accidents in the country have been ascribed to the human (loco-man) factor

(South Eastern Railway Safety Oranization, 1979).

Locomotives in use on the Indian Railways are either designed as weli as

manufactured in foreign countries (Japan, U. S. A., Federai Republic of Germany)

or manufactured in India based on foreign designs. Yet no design allowances

appear to have been made for the different population of men who operate them,

and to our knowledge, no studies have been pubiished on the ergonomic aspects

of the skiils of train driving under Indian conditions.

The objectives of the study are to perform an in-depth ergonomic analysis of

the existing locomotive cabin environment, the design of the controls and displays

in it, and the driver’s job requirements; and thereafter to provide design recommen

dations on both a short and lo1g term basis. In the present paper, we preserit

1) a 3-tiered functionai (work-activity) analysis of driver functions in terms of

requirements, tasks, and operations, and 2) a task-operation-subsystem analysis

based on a function-subsystem matrix. especialiy with respect to the operational

requirements of and stresses on the drivers, and to tue desing of the controls and

displays in the cabin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The information required for the analyses vas gathered in three ways: (1)

interviews with drivers, and traction staff, (2) drivers’ responses. to a questionnaire,

and (3) observation of driver activities during actuai running conditions. The

questionnaire used vas predominantly of the multiple choice type. The replies

were collected from the dtivers. The topics covered were: (1) the drivers’ back

grounds, and general information (including training, weifare facilities, medical

backgrouud, etc.); (2) duty hours, leave, etc.; (3) duties and procedures; (4) signaIs

and indications to be monitored or exchanged; (5) visibility factors (glare, weather

conditions, winclshield, etc.); (6) the internai environment of the cabin (including

heat, dust, noise, vibration, illumination, vork-space, seating eic.); (7) special

skiils like monitoring of track, braking behavior, and so on; and (8) accidents

\\
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zation and the design of the work place. Bad weather, poor illumination, glare,

thermal stress, noise, and vibration are among the numerous physicai influences

which affect both the reception and the processing of information. The resuiting

decisions give rise to elTector actions of control which govern the behavior of the

train. On these decisions of the driver depend numerous lives and property.

The Indiari Raiiways are the biggest single industry in the country, frorn the

point of view of both the capital invested and the labour employed. There are

over 1.7 million workers. Unfortunately the Indian Raiiways has one of the

VI
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and critical incidents.
The derived data were anaiyzed by means ofa 3-tiered analysis of driver, func

tions and a matrix analysis method. The obtained resuits were then compared
with those reported from the American railways.

The following is a glossary of terms used for the analysis.
Job: A regular, renumerative employment; a piece ofwork, or actual process

ofdoing a piece ofwork.
Task: A speciflc or assigned piece or amount of work, often required or

expected to be finished within a certain time.
Operation: Doing or performing a practical work or process, especially as a

part of a series of actions.
Consist: The full assembly of a train, including locomotive(s), coaches and

vans.
Shorts: Short assemblies of coaches which are attached or detached at

intermediate points on a journey.
Points/Cross-overs: Places where tracks merge, bifurcate or cross-over.
Neutral Section: Section of track where there is no voltage or tension in the

overhead wires.

Sonny: Name given to auditory warning of excess current in motors (present
in a few locomotives only).

Functional analysis. The job of train driving vas flrst broken down (by the
first level analysis) into various “requirements.” These requirements (level I
functions) were again broken down by the second level analysis into “Tasks”
(level 2 functions), which the third level analysis further broke into “Operations”
(level 3 functions). Thus the functional analysis takes us from the general to the
particular, and is therefore deductive and flot inductive in nature.

The method used was a modification of the analysis by RoniNsoN et al. (19’76),
in their study on locomotive cabin design development which vas sponsored by the
U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal Railroad Administration, though
they did not rank their functions or identify sequential/non-sequcntial portions
in the level 2 analysis. This functional analysis method may be considered to be a
method-study approach to the train driving job. It may be described as work
activity analysis in he method-study terminology. The level 2 functions (Tasks)
describe the work content, and are broken down by the level 3 analysis into macro-
motions (here described as Operations), which one could further subdivide into
elements by a micromotion analysis.

While most of the design approaches are based on subjective applications of
ergonomic principles, the efficacy of the three-tiered functional analvsis lies in its
objectivity, being based on the operations actually performed. The systematic
listing ensures that no factor is under- or over-emphasized in a complex design
environment. Moreover, the outputs frorn the matrix and subsystem analysis
are quantitative in nature and may serve as inputs for linear programrning and

I



Register with ATF

Check loco

Open ioco to traffic
Take loco to station/

Form train consist

Check train consist

Obtain proceed signal

Start train

Move to main track

Achieve speed

Detach/Attach shorts

Respond to/Transmit signais

Monitor loco systems

Manage auxiiiary systems

Negotiate cross overs

Negotiate neutral section

Negotiate gradients

Negotiate curves

Pass trains & equipment

Decelerate train

Leave main track

Stop train

Take train to yard!
Detach ioco

Take ioco to shed

Sign arrivai log

Column totais
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other mathematical models.

Marix analysis. The matrix analysis method irtvolved setting up ofa matrix,

as shown in Fig. 1. The matrix had the level 2 functions on one axis, andeachof

the locomotive subsystems (such as brake, propulsion, etc.) on the other. Con-
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Levei-2 functions (tasks)

Fig. 1.
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monitor the caution orders and deal with cabin instruments, signais, and 50 on.
Jn each case, a dot is put at the appropriate spot on the matrix.

After ail the level 2 functions were so anaiysed, the number of matrix entries
for each 1Task,’ ‘Subsystem,’ and ‘Operation’ (sub-system activity) were counted.
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other foreign railwavs, the comparisons had to be restricted to the Arnericanrailwavs.7/

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Questionnaire
The first two sections oC the questionnaire covered vorking conditions. Wheriasked to list the worst aspects of their job, drivers responded as follows: long!irreular dut’ hours, 15.6%; insurncient rest, 11.1 %; low pay, particularly in relation to responsibility, 11.1 %; insuflicient housing facilities, 11.1 %; high mentalload, 8.9%; unpredictable or bad signalling system, 8.9%; bad behavior of superiors, 8.9%; and other factors 24.4%.
Only 25% of the drivers feit that the training which they received ‘as“thorough.” Forty percent felt that it “as “just adequate,” and 35 °,/ consideredit to be “insurncient.” They pointcd out that they rcceivcd very little practicaltraining and that they found that actual conditions vere quite difTerent from the

theorettcal ones.
AIl drivers considered the assistant driver’s presence to be necessary, though5% thought that the assistant driver (fireman) vas ‘‘important’’ and the rest 95 0

thought that he was ‘‘essential.”

Eighty percent cf tha drivers adrnitted that monoiony o diowsincss efiectsoccurred. About the tirne oC onset of monotony or drowsiness, 3.3 % rnentioned2200—2300 hr, 3.3% 2300—2400, 6.7% 2400—0100, 6.7% 0 100—0200, 26.7% 0200—
0300, 20.0% 0300—0400, 23.3 °,/,Ç 0400—0500, 6.7% 0500—0600, and 3.3 % 0600—0700.

0f the drivers, 35.5 % said they ofteri splashed water on their eyes and face to• keep thernselves alert, 25.8% drank tea, and 16.1 % adopted a standing posture.
Other miscellaneous measures such as smoking, conversation \vith the assistant
driver, were reported bv the other 22.6%.

The third section oC the questionnaire dealt with the duties and procedures,
and these responses have been presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

Resuits from the sections four, five and six of the questionnaire deait vith theinternaI and external working environment, and arc found elscwhere (SEN and
GANGULT, 1982). Responses to sections seven and eight vere subjective/descriptive
in nature, and have been discussed in the relevant areas befow. SEN and GANGULI(1982) made an approach towards driver cabin design frorn the vork envi ronment
point oC view such as control-display analysis, etc. The present paper describes
the work content and conditions approach to the same design problem. It is byintegration of the results obtained from these two approaches that the final design
may be arrivcd at.

Firsi lerelfunctions
The first level (level 1) functions in Table J give the sunlrnary of the operational



-fi

requirements, representing the most complex functional needs of the driver and
his cabin. They are determined from the opinions expressed by the drivers. The
number of query marks (7) alongside the entries indicate that the present cabin is
unsuitable for the functions required of it in more than 5O% of the cases. For
example, there are absoiutely no means by whjch the driver of such a running
locomotive can communicate with the external world (including the guard), except
by hand or light signais, though this is an important primary requirement. In
fact, communicating with the externai environment is the most important re
quirement, as shown by the systems analysis presented later.

Reference to the analysis by ROBINSON, et al. (1976) makes it possible for us
to compare the requirements listed above wjth those of the American railways.
On comparison, it may be seen that rnost of the items listed are similar in both
cases, though “rapid deceleration” and “fault indication and isolation” were flot
considered to be levei 1 functions by those authors. On the other hand, they have
placed added emphasis on “multiple unit operation” defining the multiple unit
as more than one locomotive in a train assembly. This is presumably because the
terrain in the United States requires that this be a frequent mode of operation.
Since they did flot rank their functions, priority comparisons with their data were
flot possible.

Second levelfunctions
The next level of systems analysis leads to the definition of second level (level 2)

functions (Fig. 2). These are the actions required of the driving crew to fulfil the
requirements set out in the level I analysis. Alternatively, they may be looked
upon as a task-by-task breakdown of train driving.

ANALYSIS 0F RAILWAY DRIVER FIJNCTIONS

Table 1. First-Level functions.

195

Suitability of the
Importance Functional Principles

function
1. Operational Safety and Reliability 7
2. Exchange of Signala between

Man-Machine and Man-Environment 7?
3. Range ofSpeeds
4. Rapid deceleration 7
5. Range of loads to be carried
6. Mix of types of cars forming the consist 7
7. Negotiation of Gradients and Curves
8. Variety of Track Conditions 7
9. Variety of Environments ??

10. Day/Night operation 9
11. Bi-Directional Movement
12. Fault Indication and Isolation
13. Operation in Multiple (Helper) units.
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REGISTER WITH ASST. TRACTION FOREMAN I
CHECK LOCOMOTIVE I

I (M Train Origin) (M intermediate
I crew—change

points)
[OPEN LOCOMOTIVE TO TRAFFICI

AKE LcOMOTIVE TO YARD 1 [tAKE LOOMOTIVE
LTO STATION

[M TRAIN CONSIST I [tORM TRAIN CONSIST I
ICHECK TRAIN CONSISTJ LCHECK TRAIN CONSIST
ITAKE TRAIN TO STATION

[ÔTAI PROCEEO SIGNAL I
START TRp4J

Ï1E FO MAIN TRACK

- Vg_

RESPOND TO/TRANSMIT SIGNALS I
NEGOTIATE CROSS OVEi
NEGOTIATE GRADIENT1
NEGOTIATE NEUTRAL SECTIONS I

FIATE CURVESJ

PASS TRAINS & EQUIP1Ïfj I

DETACHIATTACH SHORTS I
[MONITOR LOCOMOTIVE SYSÇJ

IANAGE AUXILIARY SYSTEMS I
LiIRATE TRAiN

[CÀE MAIN TRACK I
LSTOP TRAIN j

j (At Train Destination) (AI crew

[TAKE TRAIN TO YARD destination)

LOCOMOTIVE I
[TAKE LOCOMOTIVE TO SHED

[SIGN ARRIVAL LOG

Fig. 2. Second level functional analysis (passenger traffic: mail/express).

Three distinct sections can be seen in Fig. 3. The first section consists of se
quential operations, and extends from the “register with assistant traction foreman”
entry to the “achieve speed” entry. There are three possible alternative directions
offlow witbin this section. Tbe first two relate to ‘Tasks’ that have to be performed
at the train origin, where the driver bas to form the consist (which is composed of
locomotive (s), coaches, luggage van(s), and so on). In one case the driver bas to
form the consist at the yard, and take it to the station. In the second case, the
driver takes the locomotive to tbe station directly, and forms the consist there.
The third possible route relates to intermediate crew-change points, where the
driver takes charge of the consist from another driver (who has brought ihe consist
to the intermediate point).

The second section (“achieve speed” 10 “decelerate train”) is comprised of
“Tasks” which are non-sequential in nature. These may be performed in any
order and any number of tirnes during a run, according to operational requirements.

196



(A) Chcking Ilie locomotive
CHECK LOCOMOTIVE]

INSERT LOCKWIG & C0NTRO LEVERS

ALL SWITCHES IN POSITION i7
VISItAI CHECK 0F ELECTRICAI. EQUIPMW]

J VISIJAI CHECK 0F OIL I.EVELS IN EXHAIJSTERS,1C0MPRESS0R ANO TRANSFORMER
—lJtAISE PANTOCRAW

CHECK LOCO BRAKE

CHECK VACUIJM SYSTEMI

—.--{CHECK FOR EXIIVUSTER PIPE IEAXAGEj
CHECK_SANOER

.__[CHEK 8OTH HEA0I

—j CHECK POSITION 0F ANCHOR UNK

CHECK TRACTION MOTOR COVERS j
_j CHECK IOOK-OIJT GLASS(WINOSHIELD) AND WIPJ

CHECK INDICATOR LRMPS AND BIJLBS 0F‘DANGER’ INDICATORS

CHECK IAMPS IN ORIVING CARIN, ENGINECOMPARTMENT. CIÂL LAMPS & MARKET LAMPS

ANALYSIS 0F RAILWAY DRIVER FIJNCTIONS
197The thrd section begins from the “decelerate train” entry, and ends at the

“sign arrivai log” entry. The tasks in this section are aiso performed sequentially.
There are two possible routes, one relating to the train destination, and the other to
the intermediate crew-change points. Thus, the whole activity consists of one
large cycle, within which there may be several predictable and unpredictable

(8) AcCelerating ((‘te train

ACCELERATE TRAIN j
[—FNITOR_SPEEO

—-LREVIEW CAUTION OROEJ

—f_OETERMINE TARGET SPEEO

—f MONITOR SLACK f
—f MONITOR GRAJ

H—_.IMONITOR CURVATURE j
—j MODIFY BRAKING EFFORT

—H MONITOR NOTCH REPEATERj

—i APPLY TRACTIVE EFFORT]
(C) Responding (o signaIs
RESPONO TO SIGNALS

REAO SIGNAL ASPECTIRESTRICTIVE_BOARO
DETERMINE MEANING j
CROSS CHECK AGAINST CAUTION ORJ

—1R8ALISE_SIGNAL AND MEANING

—-—j HEAR ASSISTANT REPEAT/CONFIRJ

DETERMINE RESPONSE f
RESPOND 1

Fig. 3. Typical third level functions of a locomotive driver.



Rank Sub-system Matrix entries

1. Monitoring/Communicating with External Environrnent 84
2. Train (Vacuum) Brake System 75
3. Locomotive (Air) Brake System 54
4. InternaI Signals/Communications/Inrormation 44
5. (5.5) Propulsion Systern 43
5. (5.5) Drivin System 43
7. Lighting System 21
8. Electrical System 20
9. Miscellaneous/Auxiliary Systems 12

10. Pneumatic System 10
li. Engine (Traction Motor) Svstem 9

Figures in the parentheses represent alternative ranking.

subcycles. Comparison with the analysis by RonENsoN et al., (1976) shows that
there are three main differences. Two items in the above list are missing in theirs.
The first relates 10 the shunting activities the locomotive drivers have to perform
in India, but which are carried out strictly by specialized locomotives in the United
States. The second is a functional component relating 10 on-rua tasks, “negotiate
neutral section’’; presurnablv it is missing in their analysis because it relates 10 only
electric locomotives, while the Robinson analysis vas done vith respect to diesel!
diesel-electric locomotives. The third difÏ’erence is an item present in their list,
but missing in the present one. This relates 10 Multiple-Unit operation, and ils
relative importance in the two countries has beeri discussed earlier (level I func
lions).

TItird IevelJiiirctions
In a sirnilar wav, each of the level 2 functions were broken down into third

level (level 3) functions. Thus, the level 3 functions represent the operation-by
operation breakdown of the jobs described in the level 2 analysis. The primary
aitn is to provide the baseline for a sysernatic listing of the control display require
ments and the activilies b which they are associated. Figure 3(A) shows a
typical level 3 function. The “check locomotive” task lias been broken down
here into its component operations. Similarly, Figs. 3(B) and 3(C) show other
typical level 3 functions.

Sztbsrsieni analysis
The number of matrix entries for eacli subsystem, as obtained from the func

tion-subsystem matrix of Fig. 2, gives the rank order of the dillerent locomotive
subsystems reported previously by SEN and GANGULI (1982). The rank order
shown in Table 2 gives important insight mb tue relative degree of utilization of
each subsysteni, and ma)’ be described as a sub-system utilization analysis. This
provides indicators as to which controls and displays should occupy primary b-

I
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Table 2. Rank order of locomotive sub-systems (SEN and GANGLILI, 1982).

I
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cations in the driver’s cabin, which ones should occupy secondary spots, and so on.
The matrix entries also provide quantitative values for weighting in priority allo
cation, and also for inputs to linear programming (LP) applications when using LP
for optimizing the control panel layout.A practical example may be cited. From Table 2, it may be seen that the most
important functions are communications and braking, while the electrical and
pneumatic systems are of minimal importance. Yet, in an actual running locomo
tive, the brakes are in a secondary position at the left, and there is no provision for
communications with the external world (the query marks in the level 1 analysis
in Table I rnay be recalled); while on the other hand, the traction motor current
displays occupy the primary displav location in front of the driver, and the pneu
matic system displays are arranged with the brake pressure displays directly
in the driver’s une of sight.

The ranks correlate well wjth those of RonNsoN, et al. (1976) the correlation
coefficient being 0.8. In both cases, the train brake system has been found to be of
primary importance, while the engine and pneumatic systems are on the lowest
level.

Table 3. Task cornpiexity analysis.Rank
Task

Matrix entries
1.

Take Train to Yard/Detach Locomotive 33
2. (2.5) Start Train

29
2. (2.5) AchieveSpeed

29
4.

Check Locomotive
28

5. (5.5) Negotiate Curves
26

5. (5.5) Decelerate Train
26

7.
Stop Train

25
8. (8.5) Negotiate Gradients

24
8. (8.5) Negotiate Points

24
10.

Respond tofTransmit Signais
22

11. (11.5) Negotiate Neutral Sections
21

Il - (11 .5) Take Locomotive to Shed
21

13. (13.5) MovetoMainTrack
18

13. (13.5) LeaveMainTrack
18

15. (16) Take Loco to Statin/Form Train corisist 13
15. (16) Monitor Loco Systems

13
15. (16) Sign Arrivai Log

13
• 18.

Manage Auxiiiary Systems
9

19.
Detach/Attach Shorts

8
20.

Check Train Consist
6

21.
Pass Trains and Equipment

4
22.

Obtain Proceed Signai
3

23. (23.5) Register with ATF23. (23.5) Open Locomotive to Traffic
I

Figures in parentheses represent alternative ranking.A higher nurnber of matrix entries indicates greater task complexity.

I.
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Opera lions frequency analysis
By counting tlie number of entries for each operation, the operations were alsoranked in a similar fashion. These ranks reflect the relative number of times eachoperation has to be performed, and hence the rank-order represents an operationfrequency analysis. The full analysis is flot given here, but the number of matrixentries can be reaci from Fig. 2. Conimunicating with the assistant driver vas seento be the most frequent activity, followed by those of brakin the locomti’c,applying tractive eHort, monitoring speed, signais, etc. The least frequent activity was checking the lights and bulbs done while checking the locomotive atthe start of the journey.

Task coniplexiiy ana iysis
Sirniiarly, counting the entries horizontaliy gives an idea 0f how many ope-rations are invoived in each of the tasks, and may be taken as an index of task coinplexity. Table 3 gives the resuit of this task complexity analysis. The most complex task vas that of taking the train to the yard and detaching the locomotivefolloved by starting the train and achieving the proper speed. The easiest jobswere opening the locomotive to traffic, and obtaining the ‘proceed’ signal. Thesecomplexity ratings correlate moderately (r=O.63) with those of RoniNsoN et al.(1976).

RECOM MENDATIONS

The above analyses indicate that there are severai areas where the presentdesign needs modiHcation. These include the following:
1) The brakes should be doser to the central area, preferabiy for the righthand operation. The direction-of-motion stereotype may be altered for fasterand more efflcient movernent.
2) The horns, which have to be used very frequently, should be doser to thecentral area, so that they can be operated with minimum movement of the hand.Alternativeiy, the horn switch should be operable by foot depression or lateralpressure of the knee.
3) The present position of the speedometer makes it impossible, or at leastvery difficult, to see it when sitting. The speedometer should be directiy in thedriver’s une of sight, perhaps between the two windshield panels. It is interestingta note that in locomotives where a new speedometer of a different shape is fittedas the oider one vent out of order, this is usually, perhaps inadvertently, doneat the location mentioned (between windshields and in the une of sight). Drivershave reported their preference for the new location since it facilitates monitoring,and is suitable for both the driver and the assistant.

4) The traction niotor current and voltage indicators should be moved intosecondary locations to the left of the present position. Greater e.mphis hculd

200
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be piaced on colour coding of the different areas inside indicators or dispiays asquantitative readings are required in very few cases only. The scaies should alsobe 50 adjusted that for normal operational status, ail the four pointers will bein a straight horizontal une This will ease monitoring5) As the warning lights are quite far from the driver’s une of sight, thereshouid be an auditory back-up so as to draw attention to the fact that there issomething wrong, after which the warning lights (which should be of the biinking

• type) can be Iooked at to discover the precise nature of the trouble. In fact, flot ailpossible sensory channels are fully utilized in the design of locomotive displays,
• and the auditory systeni seems to be the Ieast strained channel (JANKOVICH, 1972).Auditory warning of ail crisis situations (e. g., low brake pipe pressure, excess

k
current in motors) will be useful for the railway locomotive driver, whose visualsystem is overloaded.

6) The majority of serious accidents appear to be associated with signaisin three main ways. Firstly, signais are difficult to see due to bad weather conditions; secondly, it is claimed by the drivers that signais are often incorrect, or theaspect is changed at a time when it is too late to act on the changed aspect; andthirdly, some signais are disregarded or disobeyed. The second point is a sourceof discontent among drivers, especiaily in the case of allegediy late changed signais.To counter these problems, a form of continuous cab-signaliing, or in-cabin dispiays ofboth forthcoming and past signais based on track circuits, is recommended,together with incorporating a recording device. Such a system is in use on theItalian State Railways’ Settebeiio-class locomotives and in a number of othercountries. A ‘green’ signal permitting maximum speed and a ‘red’ signai automatically causing application of the brakes may be dispiayed in the cabin, eachcorresponding to a high or a low track-circuit frequency. In between there may befrequencies corresporiding to single arid double ‘amber’ signais which permit thetrain to move at low speeds, activating the brakes if a given speed is exceeded.This systern will ensure maximum operational safety, at the same time minimizingunnecessary siow movement. It is also ‘fail-safe’, as any defect or failure in thetrack-circuit automaticaliy resuits in a ‘red’ signal. Full details may be found inKALLA-BISKOP (1972).

CONCLUSION

Before concluding, it must be pointed out that the above anaiysis bas shortcomings. This is mainiy due to the rion-sequentiai part of the second-level anaiysis.Il may be recalled that these ‘tasks’ may, during actuai operation, be repeated anynumber of times and in differing permutations. This resuits in changes in thetask-subsystem matrix, and thus also in the rank order. It is for this reason thatthe ‘hear/sound horn’ operation had a rank of as Iow as 17 in the operations frequency anaiysis, though actual observation showed that this was probably the most
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frequertt activity. One way ofattempting to rectify this anornaiy is to observe and

record (preferably by memo-motiori cine-fiims) driver activities over a large nuniber

ofjourneys and to use the inean nuinber oftimes each task is performed as a weight

ing to the matrix entry counts.

However, it cannot be denied that there are serious deficiencies in the design

• of the present cabins of the Indian Raiiways’ locomotives. These defects make

the working conditions unsafe, and open the door to ‘human error’ accidents.

Therefore, the role of the man, the activities lie bas to carry out, and the physical

• • and social environment in which lie lias to do titis, ail need to be given detailed

coiisideration in order to optimize the Man-Machine-Environment reiationship.

I 0niy in titis way can ellkiency and alertness be assured, along with both physio

• I logical and psychological weil-being. It must be remembered that the proper

• design of the work-place is an essential part oC operational safety and reliability.

• * -

The study is being partialiy financcd by thc University Grants Commission, Ncw Dcliii.
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1. Introduction
This is perhaps the first occasion that a

member of a Third World country has been
invited to give the Ergonomic Society Lec
ture and have the opportunity of sharing
experiences ami ideas in this meeting of
minds on a topic of his keen interest.

We may define ergonomics as the science,
technology and art of man at work. When
ergonomics is applied to industrially devel
oping countries it may flot follow the same
course as that which was taken in the
industrially developed countries. Disastrous
eifects may result when the technology suit
able for a developed country (e.g. mining
suiphur in a cold climate) is transferred to a
developing country, such as Iraq, with hot
environmental conditions without modific
ation on the basis ofanthropometric, clima
tic, socioeconomic, cultural and other dif
ferences (Sen 1980). Moreover, since tech
nology originating in developed countries
has to be sold, the pitfalls of application in
the developed let alone in the developing
world, on occasions, are poorly documented
or not easily available making it well-nigh
impossible to avoid recurrences of the same
problems: However, much information may
be gleaned from the knowledge accumulated
over the last few decades on the application
of ergonomies (Lippert 1968, Corlett. 1968,
Thompson 1972, Thring 1974, Chapanis
1975, Phoon 1976, Kogi 1977, Sen 1979,
Manuaba 1979, Pinnagoda 1979, Wisner
1982).

Though exact situations may diifer in
diiferent developing countries, similarities in
respect of factors such as anthropometry,
ciiniatic, socioeconomic status, are sufficient
to enable the application of ergonomies for
progress and development. However, it is
often difficult to fix priorities for factors in
specific situations. Let us consider some of
the important factors.

2. Differences in calorie intake

To enable workers to perform eifectively,
the required amount of calories and the right
balance of nutrients must be provided. In
developing countries, most workers support
a number of non-earning family members
(the extended family) on their limited income
and, in consequence, may themselves suifer
from under- and malnutrition. Many indus
tries in developing countries have found it
advantageous to give subsidized nutritional
supplements to their workers in their canteen
food instead of monetary incentives.

We started our work in industrial
ergonomies in 1953 al a cotton textile milI in
West Bengal. Our object was to identify
levels of energy expenditure of workers per
forming diiferent tasks, along with the deter
mination of energy intake in 24hours
(Banerjee et al. 1959), with a view to improv
ing workloads. We extended the work to
other industries and to agriculture (Sen 1960,
Sen et al. .1964 a, b, 1966, 1980, 1981, 1983).
We found that energy expenditure for de
fined tasks was Iower in India than for the
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same task in industrially developed coun

tries. Furthermore, workers, especially those

who were flot organized, expended more

energy than could be derived from the food

they could purchase from their wages (Sen et

al. 1978, Sen and Nag 1979, Kerkhoven

1962).

3. Anthropometric differences

The first systematic work undertaken by

us in this field was to collect 30 different

anthropometric measurements of 499

workers in 50 textile miils in Maharastra, in

order to prepare design dimensions for tex

tile machinery (Sengupta and Sen 1964). This

was only a pilot survey which could flot be

continued elsewhere in India because of lack

of funds. However, constants were suggested

for the prediction of anthropometric dimen

sions from the body height or chest circum

ferences (Sen 1964). In another study, 16

anthropometric measurements were under

taken in 196 subjects (Sen et al. 1978) and 79

in alarger group in theeast of India (Sen et al.

1977) to obtain data required for designing

agricultural implements.

Equipment manufactured in developed

countries is used by workers in developing

countries, and there are limitations of funds

and facilities for local collection of relevant

anthropometric data, therefore manufactur

ers should not shirk their responsibility for

collecting the required data from the loc

alities to which their machines are exported.

Furthermore, as purchasing departments in

industry tend to lack ergonomic expertise,

machines and equipment are largely selected

on the basis of operating costs. Thus, the

responsibility of matching man and machine

must be. shouklered by manufacturers. One

way of attacking such problems involves

instruction and training in ergonomics for

engineers and designers of manufacturing

companies. Ultimately ergonomics stan

dards are required.

4. Postural differences

Several thousand years ago Indian sages

realized the significance of the correct mode

and maintenance ofsitting, the most import

ant and prevalent waking posture of the

body. In their writings, they referred to the

details of the methods of maintaining the

correct sitting pQstures such as sitting cross

legged (‘padmasana’ in ‘yoga’) or squatting.

Millions of oriental people have learned

traditionally to sit restfully in postures which

seem flot only bizarre but also extremely

uncomfortable to Westerners accustomed to

sitting on chairs. There are considerable

advantages in sitting on the floor in these

postures.

(1) Considerable discomfort is feit

when the air temperature at the

head level exceeds that at the foot

level by more than about 3°C. In

tropical climates, not only is the

floor usually cooler, but squatting

also avoids this uncomfortable

gradient.
(2) The venous return from the legs is

significantly improved, consequent

ly enhancing the blood volume

available for cooling.

(3) h may result in the lower prevalence

of varicose veins in Indians com

pared with housewives in England.

(4) A squatting posture is also used in

the Indian W.C. and, what is more

inguinal hernias are less prevalent in

India; it is therefore suggested that

one factor that may account for this

finding is the support that this pos

ture offers to the inguinal region

during the increased abdominal

pressure of defaecation.

(5) The desirable resting position ofthe

hip joints is with 45° and flot 90°

flexion; it appears that in this pos

ture thigh muscles are in a relaxed

balance and the spine has a concave

backwards curve.

(6) In many small-scale industries,

squatting or sitting on the floor may

be ergonomically advantageous

because it avoids lifting heavy ob

jects to a higher work surface and it

is possible in that posture to use the

legs and feet to hold objects (figure

1). Legs can also be used as armrests

(figure 2).
(7) There is greater freedom for pos

tural change than while sitting on a

chair. Sitting on a ‘chowki’ (a low,

big wooden platform with a thin

cushion) offers immense scope for

changing one’s posture from sitting

to semi-Iying or even to a com

pletely lying position, which is much

better then the static posture im

posed by sitting on a chair.

Observing indigenously designed ma

chines, such as wood or sheet-metal lathes,

grinding wheels or potter’s wheels, being

operated by workers sitting on the floor

Figure I.

Figure 2.

Figure 3. Wood lat
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Figure I. Holding objects with the fect while squatting on the floor.

Figure 2. Use of legs as armrests while working squatting on the floor.

Figure 3. Wood lathe being operated by squatting on Ihe floor; hoth legs and hands are used.
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(figure 3), it is easy to see the significance of
such methods. As a large proportion of the
world market covers societies where squatt
ing or sitting on the ground predominate, it is
unfortunate that up tili now no modem
machines have been designed to be used in
this way.

5. Some social and cultural aspects
Many centuries ago various techniques

and crafts were transferred from India to
other parts of the world. Enough literature
(Basham 1967) exists to show the profound
influence of spiritual, emotional and aesthe
tic experiences on the oriental mmd. Ancient
India was a citadel of family-based cottage
industries, arts and crafts, and as such tra
ditional social, cultural and religious pat
terns create resistance to new technology and
its import from developed countries.

Workers from diffèrent Indian states dis
play a bewildering social, cultural and
economic diversity in spite of the Indian
tradition to create unity among diversities.
This diversity enables the Indian to adapt
himself more easily to alien traditions char
acterized by machines and working environ
ments; adaptation may, however, be incom
plete because some aspects of traditional
social, particularly culinary, traditions are
tenaciously maintained. It must be
emphasized that it is flot possible to obtain
a complete picture of the culture of a
community without living in its midst for
years.

Michael Madhusudan Dutta, a famous
Bengali poet and writer, wanted a thorough
knowledge of English culture. He had
the ambition to become a famous poet in
English. To this end, he even married a
European. In spite ofit ail, he was thorough
ly dissatisfied when he found that he was stili
dreaming in Bengali, unabie to dream in
English. Similarly, innate social and cultural
backgrounds wiii markedly influence the
successful application of ergonomic prin
ciples. Thus, it must be recognized that it
takes time and modification of established
criteria before imported technology can be
applied.

Peoples of many developing countries
have a tradition of simple living but high
thinking. In rural areas, especially, they wish
10 devote a greater part of their lifetime to

stand
and stare and w derive enjoyment

from their work. This is in stark contrast 10

the more hectic lifestyle of the industrialized
West characterized by the rat-race’ and

consumerism aimed at achieving an ever
rising standard of living. Most Indians, for
instance, use washed hands instead ofcutlery
at mealtimes avoiding the need for eleborate
washing-up machines but making use, tra
ditionally, of cold water, a desirable com
modity in itself in a hot country but flot in a
cold country. Nobel laureate poet Rabindra
Nath Tagore remarked ‘When one takes
food with knife and fork it is as if one is using
an interpreter while making love, while when
using fingers to put food into the mouth h is
like courtship before marnage.’

Indians are predominantly right handed.
Our preliminary study (Sen li., unpublished
data) indicated that only 1% of the population
is left handed, whereas this figure is con
siderably higher (10—20%) in some developed
countries (Ainsworth 1983). This might have
resulted from the social ethics of using the left
hand for toilet purpose and for performing
inferior types of work only, thus forcing the
child towards right handedness. In con
sequence, the problems of designing night
and left-handed implements and tools are
alleviated. In addition, in a country which is
50 predominantly right handed there may be
different motion stereotypes. Once again it is
important when recommending the transfer
of technology that these considerations are
taken into account to produce necessary
product modifications.

An example from a diflèrent area is the
safety poster. A poster design based on
Western social and culturai norms depicting
the diversion of attention by a scantily
clothed lady had to be withdrawn from a
factory in India because of the strong social
objections against such obscenity. Safety pos
ters to be effective, and indeed other forms of
educational communications, must harmon
ize with the cultural and social norms of
workers.

The practice of weaning only a short loin
cioth leaving the upper part of the body
uncovered may seem to demonstrate poor
socioeconomic status but is probably highly
advantageous for thermo-regulation, mini
mizing heat stress in hot environments in
which radiation heat load does flot
predominate.

It is interesting to note how local social
customs or community habits may solve
some problems; for example, in one Indian
sUite t s Customary, n a bus wiih no
available seat, to sit on the lap of another
passenger and so on in succession as the bus
becomes progressively overcrowded. This
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helpful behaviour seems to be confined to
one state only and has flot spread to the
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The symbolism ofcolours may also differ
from country to country, red, which indicates
danger in Western countries, symbolizes
auspicious events in India.

The art of Asian developing countries
emphasizes curves or non-linear forms,
whereas in the West rectilinearity predomi
nates in geometric forms. These contrasts
should be taken into consideration when
developed countries export their goods to
the developing world.

6. Agricultural and unorganized
workcrs

Unorganized workers, including those in
agriculture, have many problems which
could be solved using ergonomie principles
but unfortunately very little is done. In our
own studies on agricultural workers, we
found more objective methods for the scaling
0f workrate and efficiency, based on biolog
ical parameters (Sen 1982 b). Moreover, we
made improvements in the design of simple
implements such as the plough, sickle,
shovel, spade and hat (Sen 1979, Sen and
Bhattacharyya 1976, Sen and Pradhan 1978,
Sen and Mazumdar 1978) (figure 4).

We also succeeded in using ergonomie
principles to improve the working conditions
of artisans whose job involved the use of
conch-shells to make ladies’ jewellery. We
used work-and-time study to compare exist
ing manual methods with those uscd to make

bangles by machine (Sen et al. 1975, l976a).
We extended our study to investigate the
problem ofachromatopsia (colour blindness)
in these workérs (Pickfd1d et al. 1978, 1979,
1980, Sen et al. 1976 b). Our study of un
organized porters who carry loads weB
above the recommended weights of up to
three times their own body mass, suggested
rationalization of work and proper work—
rest cycles (Sen and Nag 1975).

Our studies of tea-leaf plucking (Sen and
Chakraborty 1979, Sen et al. 1980, 1981,
1983) indicated that the application of
ergonomie principles resulted in: (i) a redue
tion of workload and improvements of work
methods, (ii) a recommendation for the selec
tion of bush dimensions, (iii) the design of a
new ventilated hat and (iv) an improvement
in the selection of workers. We were able to
show, for instance, that simple monochroma
tic (red or green) glasses could help female
workers distinguish the desirable young
shoots from the dark background, resulting
in an increase in plucking rates (Sen et al.
1980), with improvement of quality.

In India, which has a labour-intensive
economy and a natural mistrust for autom
ation, the application of ergonomies could
ensure that individuals are utilized efficiently
without exploitation, avoiding detrimental
health consequences and yet proving advan

tageous to the system. While labour may
often be the most prolific resource, to waste it
is to add expense, on the other hand, the use
of muscles to perform moderate levels of
physical work does keep individuals fit (Sen
e al. 1973).

Figure 4. Improved design of a shovel in operation.
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7. Small-scale and cottage industries

Many traditional crafts are disappearing
from developing countries as a resuit ofrapid
industrialization. It is important that efforts
9re made to preserve traditional production
in the so-called cottage industries.

In analysing the impact of strained in

dustrial relations on the sickness ofindustry,

h ciearly emerges that some units could

sustain a number of workers on relatively

low wages. When the level of wages started

rising by collective bargaining or by virtue of

neutralization of the larger pay-packet by the

increased cost of living, the productivity

element becomes very important and unless
productivity rises pari passu with the rise in

wages, the economics of the scale of produc

tion cannot be maintained. While large- and

medium-scale industries have some resilence

to bear the higher wage cost, small establish

ments gradually disappear from the scene.

In developing countries one of the im
portant problems is to achieve cheap energy

sources. In India a huge amount ofwood fuel

is used. In the small-scale production of

plywood, the cost of energy is critical and

solar radiation is used to dry the wood
shavings. This requires a great deal of phys
ical work in spreading and collection but the
application of an ergonomie work method

makes for enough efficiency w make the

method competitive with other arrange

ments of drying wood (figure 5), furthermore,

larger number of workers are empioyed and

it is unneccessary to purchase costly ovens.

8. Design ergonomies

In India, today, 75 of urban and 98% of
rural freight moves by bullock-cart, more
than 9O% of ail urban transport is non
motorized. Improvement of the design of
such a transport system is a challenge to

ergonomists, bearing in mmd that mere
motorization may be prohibitive because of

the increasing cost of oil-based fuel.
Even motorized transport, however, does

need attention; public buses especiaily the
double-deckers of urban areas, are copies of
London buses. They were originally desig

ned for use in cold climates and unmodified

they are, therefore, unlikely to be suitable in

heat. Local buses, on the other hand, run by

private owners, are more appropriately de

signed with wooden roofs and drop windows

of considerabie area. There is thus much

scope to improve the design of the former

(Sen and Nag 1973). There are also enough

suggestions for reducing overcrowding of

buses and trains (Sen and Nag 1974). In a

related field, studies on the design of railway

engine cabs suggested many ways for impro

vement (Sen and Ganguly 1982 a, b) to make

them fit for local Indian conditions.
Design of(pedal-operated) cycle or hand

pulled rickshaws (figure 6) may be improved

by the judicious application of ergonomie

principles (Sen and Basu 1977). Rickshaws

have certain overriding advantages—they do

flot use fossil fuel, nor pollute the air, they

can, among other uses, become emergency

ambulances or be readily used for load

Figure 7. Use of
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Figure 5. Use of solar cnergy tu dry wood shavings in plywood industry.
Figure 8. Indigenous
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Figure I Indigenous designs of barihoo laddcr and head gear by building construdion lahourers.



carrying, and they become the mode of
earrying passengers during the monsoon in
the water-logged streets of Calcutta (figure
7), when more sophisticated autorickshaws
are immobile.

On another tack, the design of impie

ments such as the shovel (Sen and Bhatta

charyya 1976) (figure 4), spade (Sen and

Pradhan 1978, Sen et al. 1979) and sickle for

agricultural work, and beater, pick-axes and

ballast rake for the maintenance of raiiway

tracks, are examples of improvements made

with designs based on ergonomie principles.

These modifications may help improve pro

ductivity. Head gear made up ofa gunny bag

pad used by building construction labourers

and home-made bamboo ladders (figure 8)

are examples of simple, iow-cost indigenous

designs adapted to the situation through

naturally evolved applied ergonomies.

9. Impovement of working conditions
and safety

Optimal indoor climatic conditions are

most efficiently achieved by relying on struc
tural features of the building itself, intro
duced at the design stage. This approach may

obviate the need for any mechanical device,

such as fans or air conditioning, to control

conditions (Sen 1982a).
Thermal stress and workload studies

were performed in a soap factory (Sen et al.
1964 b), and it was found that by sirnply
opening a portion of the wall, allowing

natural cross ventilation, very uncomfor
table conditions were transformed to become
very confortable. Similar studies in textile,
steel (Sen et al. 1964 a, 1966) and jute miils

(Sen and Mazumdar 1982) have resulted in
considerable insight into ways of improving

workioad, thermal stress and safety. Simple
observations can lead to profound changes.

In many situations it was observed that bad
working conditions were produced by

windows being hinged on the wrong side 50

that when opened air movement was de

flected outwards; simpiy reversing the hinges

markedly improved the natural ventilation

(Sen 1982a).
Noise niay produce hearing loss and lead

w deterioration and increase in physiolog
ical costs (Gupta et al. 1965, Sen 1967). Noise
reduction is expensive, instead low-cost ear
prolectors coud he used. When noise is

distracting and workcrs have to perforrn

mental work with minimum error, they can
be trained to concentrate, flot allowing

annoying noises to reach coflsciousness. In

the social and cultural background to which

Indian workers belong, such training can
easily be carried out with benefit to the
worker and to his work (Sen 1967).

The scale of the use ofhuman resources in
developing countries is enormous and it
must be obvious that very small improve

ments in working conditions, implements,
tool design or work methods can lead to
large benefits. In India, the majority of
industrial workers are recruited from
agriculture, their high level ofabsenteeism at
particular seasons may be explained by their

dual life—attending at the appropriate

season to their agricultural work in the

villages, returning only to their abnormal

industrial occupation during the lean

months. Improvement in shift-work systems
(Sen and Kar 1978, 1979, Sen et al. 1982) is

necessary for betterment of the quality of
working life.

One further problem faced by the people
of so many developing countries, such

as India, is the menace of pests such as
mosquitoes. Can ergonomies help to show a

way to eradicate mosquitoes applicable to a
developing country? Conventional methods,

such as the application of pesticides, may

bring their own problems of pollution and

the mosquitoes becoming immune,

moreover, they are expensive. The menace of

mosquitoes is 50 great that it is estimated

that every year in India about Rs.10 million

($1 million) worth (at blood bank price) of

human blood is sucked, furthermore the

misery and deaths resulting from mosquito

borne diseases, such as malaria, filaria and

encephalitis, are colossal. Fish such as Labis

ter reticulatus and Gambasia affinis eat mo
squito larvae and are used in eradication, but
their utility is limited since no such fish can
be cultivated in the small pot-holes or ditches
which are the breeding ground of many

mosquitoes. As an ergonomist in a develop

ing country I often pondered this question

trying to devise simple and inexpensive so

lutions. I observed that a man in a heaviiy

infested locality, inside a mosquito curtain, in
the dark, attracting the insects (figure 9), can
squash them between the two iayers of the
curtain; thus, using a fraction of his capacity
for a few minutes a day he can eradicate
between 003 and 01 million mosquitoes per
rnonth. Mayhe this can hc a fairly eflicient

rnethod of control n a developing Count r
which has ample hurnan resources. Such a

method makes use of the advanced know

ledge of mosquito behaviour and physiology

.1
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such as their swarming, photophobia, and
their infrared sensors. Such a simple idea
allows scope for further improvement, for
instance, a high-speed table fan placed out
side the mosquito curtain not only provides
good ventilation but also kills hundreds of
mosquitoes.

10. Training
In India, as elsewhere, the education

system has come under severe criticism
because of its perceived failure to make
adequate links between education and work.
The time may now be ripe to examine
whether our education system has helped to
improve living conditions in general or has
merely created a largely unproductive con
sumer class. The school of tomorrow in a
developing society could act as a centre of
exchange for information on prevalent social
practices from different parts of the country
and be the instrument to make the choice of
the most effective ones for the particular
community it serves. It has been suggested
that like our traditjonal mode of training,
imparted by craftsmen to their children,
training programmes should be organized in
such a way that local craftsmen (carpenter,
mason, tailor, weaver, workshop mechanic.
etc.) can he iised, on a part-time basis, to
train children in school in their respective
skills. A substantial part of the resources,
such as those from the National Council for
Educational Research and Training, could
be used to prepare teaching aids and
materials to be used by teachers and commu
nicators for such mass education. However,
such apparently radical concepts are flot
easy to get over to the administrators of our
educationai system.

In a country where 80Ç of the people are
cngaged in agriculture. lcss than 5° of

scientific and technical personnel specialize
in this subject, and ofthat 5°/, a bare l0% are
engaged in research and development. Less
than lin 100 million in India have the chance
to specialize in ergonomics at postgraduate
level. It is, therefore, important that the
training programmes for workers (agricul
tural and industrial), trade union officiais,
managers and executives, government off
iciais and the common man are formulated
to have suitable links with reality making
optimal use of our precious and rare exper
tise for specialized fieids. Mass media could
be used much more effectively to bring
awareness and application of ergonomics to
ordinary people.

Many of the courses in science and
technology in developing countries are
started on borrowed curricula. Moreover,
various teaching institutions are supported
by Western countries whose technology is
capital-intensive and labour-saving. These
curricula and the institutions are naturally
heavily influenced by that particular mode of
operation. As a result, they do not have much
relevance to real-life situations. Programmes
for education on ergonomics with special
reference to developing countries should be
started in schools. The Schools’ Ergonomies
programme in Scotiand, as suggested by
Andrews and Kornas (1982), would prob
abiy have to be substantially modified to
make it suitabie as a guide for Third World
schools.

Ergonomies may have an important part
to play in overcoming ianguage barriers in
technical training; for instance, instructions
could be effectiveiy presented in a symbolic
ianguage, particularly for complex devices
such as public telephones or ticket machines
which are often presented to people who Jack
any technical hackground.

-4pplkation of ergonomies to industriallv developing countries 1029

Figure 9. Attracting mosquitoes and killing them manualiy.



il. Conclusions and recommendations

Ergonomics in developing countries may

be applied in two ways: (j) fast, short-term or

(ii) longer-term effects. For short-term app

lication the following areas need attention:

(I) Design of mass low-cost housing,

schools and hospitals to replace exist

ing designs, both for rural and urban

areas.
(2) Design of low-cost personal and pub

lic transportation systems for rural

and urban areas and the concurrent

improvement of existing systems

such as bicycles, rickshaws, hand

carts, bullock-carts, wheelbarrows,

buses, trams, railway coaches and

drivers’ cabins, to make then suitable

for local conditions.

(3) Improvement of the design ofagricul

turc and industrial tools and impie

ments such as ploughs, sickies,

threshers, water lifting arrangements,

shovels, spades, pick-axes, beaters,

ballast rakes, etc., and personai pro

tective equipment such as hats,

gloves, work wear, etc.

(4) Design improvements of consumer

products to ensure increased relia

bility and ruggedness and to facilitate

repairs in cases of failure.

(5) Education through mass media

heightening awareness of some

simple concepts and applications of

ergonomics aimed at improving

everyday life.

The following ideas, are suggested with

the longer terni in view:

(1) Surveys shou!d be undertaken to

establish anthropometric, sensory

and motor ability norms of local

populations to include sex and age

differences. Habitua! activities in dif

ferent areas of the country ofdifferent

ethnic groups should be assessed

using the sanie standardized

methods.
(2) Research 10 develop heat-stress in

dices suitahie for use in India shouid

be undertaken and, more import

antiy. there needs to he greater cm

phasts on examining ho managers

at local level could apply them in the

field.
(3) Ergonomics resources for proper

work organization to eliminate and

reduce the deleterious effects of van

ous types of monotonous tasks and

shift work should be undertaken.

(4) Long-terni research should be mit
iated to establish threshold limits

values of toxic substances under the

particular work conditions in India.

(5) A start should be made to apply the

fruits of ergonomic research to small

undertakings, to unorganized

workers and co-operative organiz

ations and communities such as fish

ermen, blacksmiths or potters, who

stiil make up a large part of India’s

work force.
(6) Known safeguards should be applied

for improving safety to reduce acci

dents. Attempts should be made to

design standardized signaIs and sym

bols 10 be used in instructions for

day-to-day operations in industry

and agriculture, which can be applied

in spite of low literacy levels, diverse

traditions, socioeconomic status, cul

ture and languages.
(7) The researches recommended here,

with their long-term aims, might be

co-ordinated in a single institute,

with the advantage of long-term sta

bility and a strategic rather than a

tactical view point. Furthermore,

such an organization would serve 10

concentrate scarce expertise.

It is heartening to learn that at Luleâ

University in Sweden, an Institute of

Ergonomics for Developing Countries has

been established and that the International

Labour Organisation has aiso taken some

initiatives in this field. These are portents for

the future signalling progress for the applic

ation of ergonomics in the aid of

development.
As members of industrialiy developing

countries, our choices and possibilities are

severely constrained and within these

inescapable limitations we have to do the

best we can, and we shah always look to

industriaily dcveioped countries for aIl the

heip that they can otrer.
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Rabindra Nath Sen, 12/12/95 18 49, letter
To: cottura@cnam.fr
Subject: letter
From: rnsen@cubmb.ernet.in (Rabindra Nath Sen)
Date: Tue, 12 Dec 95 18:49:10 IST

Dear Prof.Dr. Wisner,
Today I received your kind Email letter dated 7th.December,
1995 which bas been so kindly recovered by Prof.Thakur as
the address of my email name was given wrong “fnsen” instead
of “rnsen. I think your original email bas been returned to
you. I am also flot sure whether your Email address is correct
or flot. However, I would find it if this email is flot returned.
We are very much grateful that you have so kindly agreed to
deliver the Keynote address as weil as act as a Foreign Faculty
in the Pre-Symposium workshops. Your topics are aiso very
suitable. We would discuss with the members for their efforts
in extending ail the possibilities of local hospitalities we
could extend. I would write to you by Email or by Air Mail in
detail. With Seasons’ Greetings and kindest personal regards,
Yours sincerely,
Robin, 1 2th.December, 1995,
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DU TRAVAIL

Dear Professor Sen,
Dear Rabindranath,

Paris, December 7, 1995

Prof. Dr. R.N. Sen, D.Sc.
Professor and Head of
Ergonomics Laboratory
HB - 260, Sector - 3, Sait Lake City
Calcutta, 700 091 India
E-Mail

Since I wrote to you recently, I have received two documents which answer my
questions.

The Registrar of the University of Calcutta sent me Mr Samit Kumar Mitr&s thesis. I
shah try to read it quickly and send the report requested to the Registrar and yourself.

I also received an officiai invitation to present one of the Keynote Addresses to the
Symposium that your are organizing in New Deihi on November 25 to 28, 1996. You
also suggested that I should take part in the pre-Symposium Workshops. I am very
flattered by these two invitations and am delighted to accept.

As regards the themes I could tacide, in the Keynote Addresses my first reaction would
be to mention the problems encountered and the successful development of ergonomics in
industrially developing countries, especially those, like India, which have developed
rapidly and are sometimes referred to as New Industrialized Countries to demonstrate the
power and originality of Indian development in which your role has been - and stili is -

predominant.

Along the same unes, but using a different method, I could dedicate a workshop to
technoiogy transfers seen from the anthropological angle.

However, I am not sure that my suggestions are right; I think it would be more
reasonable for you to take a look at the texts I published recently in English so that you
can make the choice yourself.

You mentioned the financial problems raised by such a participation. Thank you for
whatever you can manage, without creating a burden on the financing of an International
Congress that is always difficult.

I am sure I can pay my light ticket and possibly my accommodation costs without any
difficulty. As regards the inscription fee, see what you can do. Perhaps this decision
could be left until I arrive in New Deihi.

I look forward to meeting you again and wish you ail the best in this exciting but difficuit
initiative.

LABORATOIRE
D’ERGONOMIE

Truly yours.
-C-

A. Wisner

41, RUE
GAY-LUS SAC
7100 1 PARIS N.B. In another mail you will find some 15 texts which partially reflect my recent

T É L P H N E
activity. There is flot aiways an English version of what I write.

(1) 4) 54 8 27
TÉLÉCOPIE
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Fx (+91 - 33) 241-3222 Phone (+91 -33) 350- 1397 / 387
Telex 021 -2752 UNjV IN

(+91 -33) 350- 6396 f 8386

ERGONOMICS LABORATORY

DEPARTMENT 0F PHYSIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY 0F CALCUTTA

From

Prof. Dr. R. N. Sen, D.Sc. (Cal)
Professor and Head, Ergonomics Laboratory University Colleges 0f Science, Technology & Agriculture
Please Reply ta : HB - 260, Sector - 3 SaIt Lake Citv

________________________________________________

Calcutta - 700 09 JNDI I N D I Aviii No. :ïi net In

fief. No. PHY/ERG/RNS/ ISE0H—SE/95 Dated 1995:

Dear Prof .Dr.Wisnor,

* I am enclosing herewith the officiai letter of invitation
to you !or kindly delivering tho Keynote address at the 2nd 18E—0H-SE.

I am aiso to rcquost you kindly to act as a Foreign Faculty
in the Pro—Symposium Workshops ta deliver one or two locturo—cum—
demonstration4on the tapies 0f your choice to the industrial
participants.

Wo have sent by rcgistered post the complimentary copy of
the full proceedings of the lst 18E-OH-8E as tour personal copy. Kindly
acknowlodge the receipt of the eopy.

* I am onclosing a flyer for the full procoedings (ISBN 81—
900508—O—X) of the lst 18E-OH-SE which has alroady boen printed as
a 255 + x pages 0f A4 size hard bound volume with a prico of
US $ 3 5.00 or equivalont without the cost of postage. Will the
Librarian of your Organisation be interested in placing an order for
this book entitled “Occupational and Environmental Ergonomies”, at
an early date ?

- As one of the Mombers of the body of the International
Scientific Advisory Committee of the 2nd 18E-OH-SE, wi]l you kindly
send advieos and suggestions to make tho ensuing Symposium and tho
Workshops a grand success ?

With kindest personal regards and very happy Vijaya ancL— 2
Dipawali Grcetings ta you,your family and colleagues,

Yours incerely,

* Enclo : as above.

Hony.SecrcaryGenera., 18E-OH-8E
Prof .Dr.Alaln Wisner
Emeritus Profossor
Laboratoire d’ Ergonomie
Conservatoire national des arts
41, Rue Gay Lussac
F-75005 Paris,
FRANC

._ivL I L . “—‘



UMDER CERT1F’IATE 0F P0ST11I

SECOND
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ERGONOMICS,

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT
(IsE-oH-sE)

PHY/ERG/RNS/TSE-OH--SE/95 Dated : 7th October,1995.

Prof .Dr .Alain Wisner
Emer j tus Professor
Laboratoire d’ Ergonomie
Conservatoire national des arts
41, Rue Gay Lussac
F 75005 Paris, France.

Subject : Invitation to deliver Keynote/ Plenary papers al the
2nd ISE—OH—SE to be heid in New Deihi in November,1996.

Dear Prof.Dr.Wisner,

The Indian Society of Ergonomies (ISE) and the International
Ergonomies Association (IFA) are hosting jointly the Second International
Symposium on Ergonomies, Occupational Health, Safety and Environrnent
(ISE—OR—SE) in New Deihi froin 25th to 28th November, 1996, which would
be organized by the Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences
(DIPAS) . I t is the most important meeting in this area in Asia. In addition
to attracting high quality scientific papers, this aiways has been a
prestigious event. It is the intention of the Organizing Coinmittee to
sustain and perhaps iluprove tue performance of this International Congress.

It is with this intention that the Organizing Cominittee have
decided to invite selected leadirig scientists around the world to deliver
Keynote/Plenary papers to set the tone of the Congress. Since you are an
internationally recognized scientist, I, the Secretary General of the
Organizing Coinmittee, have the pleasure of inviting you to deliver a paper
onyour selected topic.

As is the case in rnost of the conferences, the funds are extremely
liinited. Although we are not in a position to offer you financial
assistance towards Air travel, we would provide you some local
hospitality. I sincerely hope this will not prove to be a deterrent for
you and funds will be available froin your local sources. We wish you will
be able to join us for the Symposium and share sorne of your research
experiences. Will you kindly send the titie of your Keynote/ Plenary paper
for the Symposium, at your earliest ?

We also hope that you would encourage many of your colleagues to
present papers at this Congress to make it a grand success. We look forward
•to your positive response and to have an opportunity to interact with you
during your visit. Your helpful advice regarding the Symposium will be inost
wel corne.

With kind regards,
Yours sincerely

Secret 3riate: (Prof .Dr.R.N.Sen)
HB — 260, Soctor —3, Tlony. Secretary General
Salt Lake City, Organising Coiiunittee (ISE—OK—SE)
Calcutta —700091, INDIA.
E—Mail : rnsen@cubmb. erne t.. in
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f Lit of Papers Monographs and Books of Prof.Dr.
- Nath Sen, B.Sc(Hons), vi.Sc.,D.SC.,FIIST, Professor,Departrnent

cf Physiology Head,Ergonomics Laboratory,University o11eges
of cience,Techno1ogy & Agricu1ture,Ca1cutta University,
92,A.?C. Roy Road, Calcutta —• 700 009? INDIA,

(Li g ,AM Bdqcu1 Lant01cuLt 700 Q04,ID)
(1-is 260 ector—III,3idhannacar,Ca1cutta—700 091,

INDIA).

1. Sen, R, N. Special work—wear and protective clothing for Indian
furnace workers, Proceedinas of the International Conference
on Human--Envirnment Systern, held at Tokyo, Japan, from 3-—7
December, 1991,

2. Sen, R. , g Personal protective devices for workers working in
radiant and hot environrnent in Indic, Proceedings cf the 2rid
International Symposium on Cbthing Comfort Studies held et
Fuji Educatio Training Iristitute, Japan, from 3Oth November
to nd Decenher, 1991.

3. Sen, R, N g Some failures and successes in Erqonornics’ role in
Indic2 Proceedings cf the l3th Asip,n Conferenc On OCcu’)atioflal
Health and the 3rd Conference cf South—East Asian Erqonomics
Society held in Bangkok, Thailand, frorn 25—27 Novernber,1991.

4. Sen, R.N, & Sdhukhan,A.: Pre—selection of shift workers by
questionnaire technique, Proceedings cf the International
Symposium on Shift—work and Job Demands,held at Paris,from
11—12 July, 1991, P. 104-403, 1991,

5, Sen, R. N. and Ghosal, S, g Designing e road accident surveillanco
system — An ergonomic appr)ach, Proceedings of the Interna—
tional ymposium on Ergoncmics, Occupational Health ,Safety &
Environment,held ai Bombay, from 2—6 Jan,1991,P.15—2,1991,

6, en, R,N. and angodhyay, , g Ercionomice study on MH acci
dents in the uncrganised sector in 4est Benqa1 Proceedings
cf the Intenatioria1 yinposium on Ergonomics, Occupational
Health, Safety and Environment9 held et Bombay9from 2—6
Ja:uat-y, 1991, P,151, 1991,

7. Sen, R,N. and Chkrabarti, D, Ergonomic leg—cover as e
safcty device in Indien Agricu1ture Proceedinqs cf the Inter--
national Sym’osium on Ergonomies, Cccuationa1 1-ealth ,Safety
& Environment, held et Boinbav frorn 2—6 January, 1991, P.7—5,
1991.

8. Sen, R,N. and Das, S. :
Ergonomics, Occupational health and safetv improvrnents for
Manuel Metal A±c Welders, Proceedings of the International
Symosium on Ergonomies, Occupational Health,Safety anci Environ—
ment, held et Bombay from 2—6 January, 1991, P,6--2,,1991.

9, Son, R. N. : Ergonotnics ad its àpp1icatior in industries
of developing countries, Proceedings, Pre—Symosium Iorkshop—
cum-•Traininq Programme on A1ics tions of Ergonomics ,Occu—
pationai -Iea1th and Safety in Industries cf Developing
Countries, neld ai Bombay from 28—31 Dec.1990,P.1—6, 1990,

10. Sen, RN. and Chakrabarti, D, An ergonomie study on sickie
designs for a reaping task in Indian aoriculture, Proceedings
cf the Ergonomics .ociety’ s Conference at the Reading
Univrsity, UK, held frorji 3—-7 April, 1989, In Contemorary
Ergonornics — 1989 (Ed,ED.cgaw, Taylor & Francies, London,
P.313 — 317, 1989.
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11. Sen, R.N. and 3angoadhyay, S. : Ergonoa4cs study on accidents
during manual material handiing (htviH7’tàn Engineering factory

• in Nest Bengal, md. 7. Physiol. & Allied Sci, 4 :113—118,
• 1989.

12. Sen, R. N. and Gangopadh.yay, S. : Ergonomics study on reportable.
accidents during clifferent activities of Manual Material
Handling in an Engineering factory in tlest Bengal. In :
Proceodings of the National Sym?osium on Physiology of 1-Tuinan
Performance (24—2* Sept..1987, Defence Inst.of Physiol. &
Allied Sci., Delhi, P. 40, 1989.

13. Sen, R.N. and Pal, D. :
A new Ergonomic method for postural analysis. In:Bio—mechanics
(Ed.K.B. Sahay & R.K. Saxena), Wiley Eastern Ltd.,(New Delhi),
p. 226 — 270, 1989.

14. Sen,R.N. :
Examples of low.-cost im?rovements in working conditions and
environnent, work methods, ocôupational health and safety
et the entnprise lèvel in :iest Bengal, In : Low—cost ways
of improving working conditions — 100 Exainples from Asia
(Bd. by K. Kogi,,W.O. Phoon & S.E.Thurman),International
Labour Office, Geneva, P.l79, 1988.

15. Sen, R.N. :
• Research focua and perspectives on work—related neck and
upper--limb disorders in India, Procéedings of the lOth
International Erqonomics Congress, held et Sydney,Australia
(1—5 August, 1988), Vol.2, Ergonomics in Developing Countries,
P.402, 1988.

16.. Sen, R.N. : Ergonomics design of soma tools for manual main
tenance of Railway traclcs in Indic, Proceedinqs of the l0th

• International Ergonomics Gongress, held at Sydney,Australia
(l— August, 1988) ,Vol.I ,Ergonomics in Developing Countries,
P.227 — 229, 1988.

17. Sen,R.N. and Chakraborti, D. : A new ergonomic float—seat for• •‘ improvement of paddy cultivation in India, In : Ergonomics
in Developing Countries : An International Symposium,

• Occupationa]. Safety and !Iealth Series No.58,International
Labôur Office, Geneva, p. 419.427, 1987.

18. Sen,R.N. and Dutta, N.C. : An Erçionoraic desiçin of low—cost
rotective work clothing for furnace workers, In :Ergonomics
in. Deve1oing countries : An International Symposium,Occu—

• pational Safety & Health Sertes No.58, International Labour
• Office, Geneva, P.222—223, 1987.

19. Kogi, K. and Sen, R.N. : Third World Ergonomics,International
Reviews of Ergonomics, (U.K.), À : 77 — 118, 1987.

20. De, A. and sen, R.N. : Ergonomic evaluation of plougiinn
process of paddy cultivation in India, 7. Human Ergoloçiy,
j : 103 — 112, 1986.

21. Sen, R.N. : Case studies to improve workin conditions through
technological choices in sazall— and.medium—sized (Food
proceesing, Textiles and Metal Worlcing) enterprises in W
West Bengal, In : Improving working conditions in small enter—
prises in deve1oing Asia, Ed.by K.Kogi,International Labour
Office, Geneva, ?P. 158, 19e.



• Sen, R.N. and Dutta, N.C. : An Ergonomic design 0f low—cost
t’ ?rotective work—clothing for furnace workers. In : Proceedin9s

of the International Symposium on Ergonomics in Developing
Countries, Jakarta, 18—2lst Nov. 1985 (Geneva s Internatinnal
Labour office).

23. Sen, R.N. and Qiakrabarti, D s A new ergonomic ‘Float—seat’ for
improvement of paddy cultivation in India. In s Proceedings
of the International Symposium on Ergonomics in Develo?ing
Countries, Sakarta, 18—2lstNov. 1985 (Geneva :International
Labour pffice).

24. Sen,R.N. and Bhattacharya, S. s Evaluatinn of an Ergnnomically
designed shovel, In s Proceedings of the International
Symposium on A?Aied Physiology & Ergonomics, 1983,Vol.II,
Ino. J. Physiol. & Allied Soi., : 150 — 154, 1984.

25. Sen,R.N.,Ganguli, AK. and Chakrabarti, D. s
Soma anthropometric consideratinns related to Indian Railways
Locomotive Drivurs, In : Proceedings of Uze International
Symposium on Ap?lied Physiology & Ergonowics, L983,Vol.fl,
md. 3. Physiol. & Allied Sci., s 106 — 113, 1984. -

26. Sen, RN. and Chakrabarti, D. s A new erQonomic design of a
‘Desi’ plough. In s Proceedings of the International Symposium
on Ap:1ied Physiology & rgonomics, InØ.J.Physiol. 8 Allied
Sci., Q s 97—105, 1984.

27.Sen,R.N. and De, A. s Ergonomics study on sheafing in piddy
cultivation in India, Proceedings of t.he International
Symposium on Ap,1ied Physiology & Ergonoml.cs,Ind.S.Physio.l.
& Allied Sci. : 85—94, 1984.

28. Sen,R.N. mndKar, A. : An ergonomie study on bambno handicraft
workers, In s Ptcceedings of the Intern-tinna1 Symposium on
A?lied Physioloçty & Ergonomics, md. 7. Physiol. & Allied
Sci., s 69 — 77, 1984.

29. Sen,R.N. and Ghoshthakur, D. s Ergonomics studv on work—rest
cycle, hysiological responses and production rate of hand—
loom.-weavers in hast Bengal — Proceedinqs of the International
yrçosium on Applied Physiology L Ergonomics,Ind. 7.Physiol.&
Allied Sci. 2 : 47—53, 1984.

30. Crockford, G.L, Sen,R.i’. t 3,encer, J. The design of work—
- wear and protective clothing for use in the tropics,

p. j35 — 143, 1964. -

• 31. Sen, R.N. Bakshi,.D.P. &Ray, J.K. s Evaluation of mechanical
çroperties of total elbow prosthesis — Proceedings of the

• International Symposium on 6p1ilied Physiology & Ergonomics,
• InaJ.Physiol. & Allied Soi. 3fi ; 23 — 27, 1984.

32. Sen,R.N.,and Roy, J.K. s Portable solar radiometer for field
studies in Ergonomics — Proceedings of the International

Symposium on Ap1ied Physiologv & 1rgonomics,Ind.J.Physio1. 8 -

_____

Allied Sci. 2 : 1]. — 22, 1984.
•:

33. ben,R.N. De, A., Gaaguly, A. and Chakraborty,D. :Anthropometry
in relation to ergonomics of * walking for work study
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16. Sen, R,N, & Ghosh, J.K. (1975) g
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i-and1ig in India Projct FieportNo, 23, P’ 14,

24. & BhattacharyTa, D, (1976) g
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2roject Report 24, p 13.

25. Sen, R.N. & Biattacharyya, 5,N, (1976) g

An Ergonomic Device to Remove Electricel Hazards g

Project Report No. 25, Pp 5,
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No. 26, Pp 6,
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31, Sen, R.N. & Ghosh, S. (1977) ;
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An Ergonornic Study on e Detergcnt Manufncturinc Factory,
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123. Sen,R,N. and Nag, S. (1985) g

A Study Tour to e Gas Equipnent Maoufacturinc Fectory,
Prject Report No. 123, PD 1,

124. en ,R,N, end Na ‘Dutta, A, ,Mondal ,o, Canqulv ,R, and
Bhattcharya, S. (1985) g
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No, 124, Pp 16.

12.5. Sen,R,N, and Dutta, A, ‘Jac;, S. ,Ganguiy,.,Monda1,S.. and
Bhattacharyya, S, (1985) g
oudy Toui or Diffcr.TL Ergonniic Fac ..ors e t a Chernic1
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126. Sen, R.N. ,Ganaoadhyay,S ,Dutta, A.,Bhattacharyya,. ,Mandal,
S.R. and Nage .3. (1905) g

A Study Tour to an Allurninium Fou Manufacturing Factory,
Pro ject Te,ort No. 1269 Pp 17.

127. ben,R.N Manda1,3QPk.,Nag,.K.,Dutta,A.,8hattacharyya, 3. and
Ganguli, S, (1985) g

In Ergonornic Stud Tour b .n Electrical Goods Manufacturing
Cornpany, Project Report No. 127, Pp 17.

128. Sen,R.N, 9Bhattacharyya, 3. ,Mandal,S,R, ,Dutta,, ,Nag,S, and
Ganguly, S. (1905)

A Study Toui to an Automobile Manufacturin Factory9
Project Report No. 1289 rmix Pp 20.

129, Sen,R.N, and Misra,D,S. (1985) g

n Integr ted Environraental and Erconnrnics Studv on Organized
and Unorganized Potters in Jcst Benca1, Project Report Na.
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Environmental Scince of Calcutta University of Sri D.Misra),

130, en,R.N. anci Sen, D, (1985) P b3.

Environmental Factors in Vibration ihite Fincjer Disease and
Ergonomics of its Prevention,Projcct Report No.130,Pp 34,

131. en,R.N. and adhukha, A. (1983) g

Ne Erononuc Desian of e ‘1 orFan Suiiab1e for Troi
cal C1imte,Project Report No. 131, Pp 23.

132 en,R.N. ana Das, (1986)
An Ergonomic Study of the EfTects of Smoking ‘0ja’ i

Physical Iork PerformancL., °rnject Report ‘o.132,Pp 22,

f 133 en,R i and ]lswDs, , (196)
- Ne Erçonomic Dcsfhn f a Buffno -laLe o1dcr n o Matai

Plate Printing Industry,Projct Report No. 133, Pr. 29.

134, eri,R,N, ad Bisvas, 5. (1906)
A New Erqonornic Desion of a Low—Cost ar—muff for Noise
Protection and for ‘icrhal Comtiuucation in e Nois’

‘:; Environment in a Factory,Project Report No. 1349P2 16.

135, en9Fi.N, and i3iswas, 5, (1986)
t. ew Design of e Mechanical Diqitol t3oniorneter’ for
Recording Angular Movemcnts,roject Report Na.l35,Pp 17.

136. SenR,N, and Guchhait, 3, (1986)
Metood Study of a BrickFie1d, Projoct Report No.136,Pp 21.

107, Sen,R.N. and Khatua, P, (1986)
Tst of Colour B1jndnss of Schoal nd Collage Goino
Students,Project Report No, 137, p

138, en,R.N. and Bhattecharyya, C. (1986)
An Ergonomic Design of e i\Jon—S1io Soap and its Case,
Pio3cct Rport N) 130, p) li.

139 Sen,R N and ivukicrjee, (l98)
A .3urvey on Industrial Pollution in Residential Arec,
Project Report ro. 139, Pp 27.
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140. en,R.N, and Chatterjee9 P, (1986)
An Erçonomic ALrrch to the Design cf Indien Bu11ock-Cart
Used for Carriing Load in the City cf Calcutta,Project
Rport ‘Jo, 140, P la,

141. Sen,R,N,,adhkhan, .K.,Mukhcrjee2A.K.,3hattacharya,G,,
Chatterjoe,P.,Ds, S,,3iswas, o, and Guchhait,S.K,(1986)

A Studr Tour to a Vogetablo 011 Manufacturino Pactory,
Pro jcct Report No, 1412 P 16,

112, Sen,R.1\J,Des, S,Biswas, .hattacharyra, G,,adhukhan,A,,
Khatua, Cuchhait, 3,9 ‘ukhrjee, L,K, and Cha,trjeoP,(1986)

A tudy Tour ta a Paiut Monufocturino FactoryProj.ct
Report ;D, i’2, 12,

143, cn, R.R. iswas, 3,9Lattochorvya,G,CuchNait,S.K,
ukherje, A.K. ard badhukian ,/.,K,(1986)

Ergonomics Study Tour ta a ::echa: cal irhinç Machincs
tanuf o cturinc Industry, Pro jct i:ieort No, 1439 39

144, Guchhait, K,,Khatua,P,,Bisïas, S,,Sac1hkhan,A,K,,
F3nttacharyya, G,Das, 3,,Mkherjee’,K, nh. Chattorjee,P,(1986)
A tudy Tour to the Nationa 1 Institutc ‘f Dosign2Paldi,
Ahmodabad ,Project Røort no 144, Po 12,

145, Son, R,N,,I atua2p,,Biswas, 3,,D0s, 3,,Suchhai,3,K,,3adhukhan,
A.K., Chatterjoc ,P. ,Bhattacharyya ,G, and Mukherjoe ,A.K,(1986);

An Er ‘nomic Studv Tour to Defnce Institute of Physiolcoy &
‘11ied 3ci.nccs,Project Report No. 145,Pp 26,

146, Sen,R.N,,Bhattacharya,G,,DisS,, 3jswas, S,,Sadhukhan,A,K,,
Guchhait9 3,,Khatua, ?,Chattorjae, 7. and Mukherjeo,A,K.(1986);

An 3rgcncmic tudy Tour to tho PLeoiingtorl Rand O many ,Howrah,
Projoct Roort No, 146, P7 9,

147, -en,R,N, ,$nattacharya 3, ,Das,,, ,Biswas,3, , DadhukNaio,A.K,
uchhait,S.,i(iatua,P.,Chatterjee, P. and Mukherjee,A.K,(1986).

An Erçonornics Stuciy Tour ta he Natiana]. Institut of
uccuatiooa1 Noalth, Ahmcdahad ,Pra ject Ra ort No, 147 Pp 7,

143, on,R,N, ,u1hcrjuc A ,K, 2adhukhan ,A .K. ,Rha Ltacharya O •
OhattorJcc,P , ,KIr-tua ,P , ,Dos,, 99iswas,3, aad Guchhait,S, (1986)

An Erc!onamic tudv on Dif:?orcnt actions cf Civil Aviation
1De)artnent ot Lho Caicutta Airoort,Proj: ct Peort Na 0148 ,Pp 180

149, oen,R,N, ,Chattorjc.a ,P. 9Das,S, ,odiukhan,A, ,Khatua ,P. ,Biswas, 3,
Guchhait, 3., ,Bhattacharya ,(E, OflCi \.ukherjue ,A,K,(l986)

tuco loui uo Vo1.lh.’2’J at-1 Chst Insti ut ,Project
Ru ort No 1z9 Pp II

icO, oen h,n, ,-nattcrjeu,
,

Das, o, ,aahuIcoan ,. Rnattocharya,
3, Nisas,

,
Khatua 2 P. ,Mukherjae, A,:, ond Cuchhait,S, (1986)

A •3tucy Tour ta the Institute cf Nuclear Medicine and Allied
3cicnces, I:roject Reort 150, rronomics LaNcratory,
Calcutta Univorsity, p., 6,

11, O-ïfl, N, (1986) g
3rcjonarnics Study on Manuel Mo.intenanco 0f Roilwor Traclcs,
Prject Rcoort Na. 151, Eroonomics Laboraorv Calcutta
fl1vjSitT9 p 57,
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152. Sen, R.N. (1986) s -

Application af Ergonomics in Burn Standard Company Liinited,
Howrah Works (First Phase) .Project Report No.152,Pp 95.

153. Sen, R.N. (1986):
Availablo Data on Working Conditions and Characteristicé of
Main Operations Requiring ?rotective Clothing in Hot
Environment,Prnject Re,ort No. 153, Pp 59.

154. Sen,R.N. (1987) :
An Ergonomics Study on Accidents- in Some Hot Industries in
dest Bengal in Relation to Design of Special aorlc C1othin,
Project Re?ort No. 154, P? 57.

1.3. Sen,R.N.. (1987) :
An Ergonomics Studv on Developmvnt and Design of Personal
Protective Devices for :orkers dorking in 1-lot Industries in
India,Project fteport No.155, Pp 79, t

156. Sen,R.N. (1967) : .

An Ergonomics tudy in an Iron and Steel Industry in India.
Project Report No. loô, Pp 28.

157. Sen,R.N. and Panigrahi, A. (1987) :
Ergonomic Design of Patienis Bed for Prevention of Bedsores
Stnes (Pressure sores). Project Report No. 157, R» Pp 36.

158. Sen,R.N. and Panigrahi, A. (1987) :
Brgonomics Design of a Teaching aid for better development
of spoken and written language skill of deaf and dumb school
boys. Project Report No. 158, Pp 11.

159. àen,R.N. and Pal, D. (1987) : -

Developinent of a New. Method for Postural Analysis,Project
Report No. 159, Pp 28.

160. sen,R.N. and Mahapatra, T.S.(1987) :
An Ergonomic Evaluation of the Layout of a ‘Numeric data
entry key board’. Projoct Report No. 160, Pp 11.

161. aen,R.N. and Pal,à. (1987) :
Ergonomic Desiqn of a Protecive Clothing Aqainst Mosquitoes
Bites, Project Report No.161, Pp 16.

162. £en,R.N. and Ghosh, 3.3. (1987) :
An Ergonomics Stucy on Different Types of Push-bottoms

- as Controls, Project Report No.162, Pp 14.

163. Sen,R.N. and Patra, M. (.1987) :
An Ergonoinic btudy on Hand—signalling for Tower Crane
Op’ration in Docks,Project Report No. 1635 ?p 17.

164. Sen,R.N. and Ghosh, 8.3. (1987) :
- Effect of Ionisatio.. of. Ambient Air on Human Performance

during ?Iork with Electrical Machines,Project Report No.164,
P 11.

165. Sen,R.N. ,Panigraphi,A. ,Pal,D. ,Patra, M. ,Ghosh,S.Pal,S. and
Singhamahaatra, T. (1987) :

R An Ergqnomics Study Tour to a Textile Industries
Research Association, Project Report No. -165, ?p 14.
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166. Sen, R.N. Pal D. ,Patra,M. ,Mahapatra,T.S. ,Pal,S. ,Panigrahi ,A &Ghosh, S j1987 :
An Ergpnoraics ôtudy Tour to Institute cf Aviation Medicine
and Indian Institute of Science,Bangalore,Project Report
No. 166, Pp 20.

167. ben,R.N.,Pal,D. ,Patra,M.,Mahapatra, s.o. ,Pal,S.,Ghosh,. S &Panigrahi, A.(1987):
An Ergonomics Study Tour to a Luminaire Factory in Calcutta,
Project Report No. 167, Pp 15.

168. Sen, R.W., Mahapatra T.S.,Pal,D. ,Patra, M. ,Panigraphi,A.,
Ghosh,6. and PaI5S. f198t) z

Ergonomics Study Tour to the National Institute of Desian
and Ga.idhi Labour Institute at Ahmedabad, Project Report
No. 168, Pp 6.

169. en,R.N., Mahapatra, T.S., Pal, D.,Panigraphi,A.,Ghosh,S.,
k. and Pal, 5. (1987) :

An Ergonomics Study Tour to an Electrical Switch Gear
Factory at Bombay, Project Report No. 169, Pp 9.

110. Sen, R.N. ,Pal,S.1?anigrahi,A. ,Ghosh,S. ,Mahapatra,T. ,Patra,Mand Pal,D. (1987) :
An argonomics Study Tour to National Institute for
Training in Industral Enqineering,Bombay,Project Report
No. 170, Pp 12.

171. oen,R.N. ,Pal,S. ,Patra, M. Ghosh,a. ,Panlgrahi,A. ,Pal,D. and
Singhamahapatra, T. (19875

An Ergonomics Study Tour to e Textile Research Association,
Bombay, Project Re?ort No. 171g Pp 8.

172. sen,R.N. ,Ghosh,S.,hahapatra, T.S. ,Panigrahi, A. ,Patra, M.,
Pal,D. and Pal,S. (1987) z

An Ergonomics atudy Tour to National Institute cf
Occupational Health and Narottom Lalbhai Research Centre,
R & D of the Arvind MilIs Ltd., Ahmedabad,Project Report
No.172, P? 17.

173. Sen,R.N.,?atra, M. Pani9rahi, A.,Pal,D.,Ghosh,S.,Pal,s.
and Mahaatra, T. (1987) z

An Ergonomics tudy Tour to Industriel Design Cpntre of
Indien Institute of Technoloqy, Bombay,Project Report
No. 173, Pp 12.

174. Sen, R.N., Panigrahi, A., Pal, S., Ghosh, S.,Pal,D.,Mahapatra,T. and Patra, M. (1987) :
An Ergonomics 3tudy Tour to a Watch Factory, Projoct
Report No. 174, Pp 14.

175. Sen, R.N. and Chattopadhya.r, N. (1988) z
Fabrication cf Newly Designed Hand Ergometer and Som:
Preliminary Studies of In Work at Different postures,
Prnject Report No. 175, Pp 8.

176. Sen, R.N. and Maiti, 3.K.(l98tO:
An Ergonomic Study on .Vorkers cf Railway Ticket Printing,
Project Report No. 176, Pp 20.

177. zen,R.N. and Mukhoj;adhyay, A. (1988) :
An Ergonomics Study on the Acceptable Limits cf Comfort
for Ratiway Travelling Air—conditioned Class • Pro iect
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179. sen,R.N, ,Chattopadhyay, N. ,Mukhopaclhyay, A. and Maiti,S.(1988):
A Study Tour to a Switch Gear Manufacturing Factory in
Bombay, Project Report No. 179, Pp 8.

180. Sen, R.N.,Chattopadhyay, N.,Mukhopadhyay, A. and Maiti,S(1988)g
An Ergonomic Study Tour to 8 Cotton Textile Miii at
Ahmedabad and its R & D Sectjon, Pro ject Report No.180,
Pp li.

181. Sen,R.N. ,Mukhopadhyay,A. ,Maiti, S,K. and Chattopadhyay,N,(1988)
An Ergonornics Study Tour te a Factory Manufacturino
Diesel anci Cas Engine at Pune, Project Report N.18l,Pp 14.

182. Sen, R.N.Maiti, S.K09Mukhopadhyay,’., ard Chattopadhyay,N(i988)
An Ergonomic Study Tour o National Institute cf Design &
Natio:ai Institute of Occupatione Heaith,Ahrnedabad,
Project Report No, 182, Pp 33,

183, ben,R.N,, Mafti, S.,Mukhopadhyav, A. and Chattopadhya’r,N.(1988)
An Ergonomic Stuciy Tour to Natioal Institute for Training
in Industriel Enoineering,Borribay R A Seooter Manufacturing
Factory,Pune,Project Report i\J,. 183, Pp 18 & Pp 11.

184. Sen, R.N, ,Mukhopadhyay, A. ,Maiti,S. and Chatterjee,N.(i988)
An Er;onomics Study Tour to the Central abour Institute
and Industriai Design Centre2 IIT,Bombay, Project Report

o • 184, Pp 24,

185.. en, R,N. a ?anigrahi, A, (1989)
An Eraonornics Study on the Causative Environmentai
Factors in thc Vicinity of the Skin Surface Leading te
r Pressure Bedsors in Immobile Patients,Prnject Rcport
No.185( For artia1 fulfjirnent of tho M,Phil Deqree on
Environmental Science cf the Ceicutta yniversit’; (cf
Sri A.Panigrehi),Ergonomics Labortory9Dept.of Physiolocjy,
Calcutta University, Pp 70,

136, Sen,R,N, and Chakrahortv, . (1989)
An rgonomic Design cf e Haz for Protection ‘gainst Scier
Radiations and Reins, Pr:.ject Report To, 186, Pp 19.

187, Sen, R,N, and Gupta2 S, (1989)g
Ergonomic Design cf e Chair Sujtie or Oriental
Sitting Postures,Project Reaort No, 17, Pp 11.

185. Sen, R,N.,Chakraborty, S. anç Gupta, S, (1989)
An Ergonomics Study Tour to the Institute o Aviation
Medicine,Bangalore, Project Roort No. 1889 Pp 21,

189, Sen,R.N,,Chakraborty,S, and Gupta, S. (1989) g
A Study Tour to an Ergonornics Laborator7 at Madras,
Project Rccort No, 189, Pp 11,

190, Sen, R.N., Gupta, S. and Chakraborty,S, (19B9) g
Ergonomics Study Tour to bhe Occupatinnaj Health and
zafet’ Centre and the Chronobiology LabortOrY,
Iaiïiilnadu, and the Erqonomics Laboratory,X
Industriel Management Centre, Ind.Inst,of ScÇflCC,
3angalore, Project Report No, 190, Pp 19,

191. zen, R,N, and Pandit, A.K. (l990)g,
An Ergonomic Desion cf e toothbruth Both for C1ea9irg
+hc -bcc-b -d Mscciri, -kk («.— 1
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192, en,R,N. and autya, D.K, (1990)
An Ergonornic Design of o Retractable Mosquito—ntro11er
Curtain in Front of a iindow for protection Aaist
Insects, ?roject Report. No, 192, Pp 13.

193, en, R,N0 anS Adak, ,N. (1990)
: Comparison cf Ergonoinic Methods for Evaluation. 0f
Comfortability of iork-viear Luitahie for a Tropical
Climae, Project Rort No, 1939 2.’ 27.

194, en9 R,N. anS Chakrabcj-t’;,, (1990)
r Ergonornic Desipn of a indo :hutters oth or
Ventilation nd Protectio Aqainst Rains anS Solar Radin—
tions, Project Reoort No, 1949 Pp 11,

195, Sen,R,N. ad Banerjee,:. (1990)
An Erçonouuc DCS1gO a Soou1der-curn ind E)ao ui a 1c
for the Diegates 0f I;ternationai Conferenceo,
Poject eort No. 195, Pp E),

196, zen, R.N,,Pandit,A.K,Chakraborty,A,, autya, D.K, Adak,
3,N. and 3anerjec, S, (1990)

An Erqonornics Study Tour o? o Phar:oceuticals Manu
facturing Factory in Calcutta, Projoct Report No. 196,
Pp 23,

197,
aflC 3anerjee. (1990)

An rqonomics tudy Tour to o Sa?ety Match Factory in
Calcutta, roject i:eort No. 197, 18.

198, Adak9 S.N,, Pandit,A,K,, autya, D,K,Chokraborty,
.‘, ane Banerjee, (1990)

An brgonon’iics tudy four to an Environ. entai ond ;ork
Physiology Laboratory, D12A3 at Dc•lhi, Pojoct
Report No, 198 P 1,

199, en,h,L,2Chak.rahoI-ty,A0.
and E)anerjce ,, (1990)

:n Ergonornics tudy Tour to an Industrial Hygiene
Laboratory anS Occupational a?oty Nuseum in an
Institute in Ca1cut:a, Project Report No. 199, Po 13.

200, en,R.N,,E)anerjee,,,b ya,D..andi,A,K,,fdak9S,N, o:c
Chakraort (1990)

An Erronornjcs Stuciv Tour to an 1cctLrico and
E1ectrooics Equi.rncnt . oriufacturing r-actcrv in Calcutta,
Projct Report Na. 2009 P 15,

201, Lenh,N, and Iqbal, R, (1991)
rh iork on t Err.onor’ic Dei’-n o o 1oorFar. uitab1e fox Tropical Climo.te, Project Reoort N,201,

P1. 14,

202, 5en,R,N, ond Iqbal, 2, (1991)
Eroonocnic Design o? a Sound-proof Dovor -for o
Typewritcr for Noise Reduction, Prj•ct Rc;ort No,2029
P 7.

203, •-.en, R, ï, anS 2ay, L (1991)
Erqonomic Desiçn o? a hair DUItOL)1G fr Oriental
anct Occidental Types of itting 2ostura,Project
Report io. 2032 Pe 25,

204, en, R0N. anJ Loi, . (1991)



205. en, R,N. arici Santra, R. (1991 )
In Ergonomic tudy on Musculo—Skelctal Disorders in
Indian Agricultural dor1:ers, Project Report Na.205,Pp 23.

206. Sen, R,W,, Iqbal, R.9 Lai9 SeRay, I. and Santra,R.(1991):
An Ergonrnic 5tudy Tour ta n 1ectrica1 Industr in
Sombay, Project Report No, 206, Pp 5,..

207. Sen, R,N0, Ray, I.,Iqba1 R., aitra, R, ,zantra7R.and Lal,S.
(1991)

An Ergonornic Study Tour to an Oid Lend Pigments and
and .tnbi1i7er Lanufacturing Factnry in fiost Oenoal,
Projac port 1\ 207, P 13.

208, en,R,N., Lai9 . and Iqbal, R, (1991) ;

An Ergonornic Study to a Diamond Polishing/Processina
Factory ai Bornbay, roject Peort n, 200,Pa 9.

209. •eri,R.N. antrR.,Ray, I,)Lal,S. and Icfbai9R,(1991);
An Erconomic tudy Tour ta a Loderr: Leaci anci inc
Pigments Lanufacturinq Factory in Jest Benqa1,1roject
Reort No. 209, P 13,

210. Sen, R.N. and Bagchi, S. (1991):
An Ergonomic Safety model of root (Jute) ,Cutter Knife,
Pro ject Re2ort Na, 210, Pp 20,

211. Sen,R,N, nd Sahu, , (1991) ;
An Eroono!njc Design of a u1tivurpose -ove1.-cum-Koda1i 9

Project nepc;rt No. 2119 Pp 14.

212, en,R.N, and 3asu, K, (1991) ;
Ercionornic Assessrnenf off Nork- stress of Fernale workers
in coLstruction of Bui1din Ly questionnaire Technique
Project Report No, f12, Pp 11,

213. Se,R,N, and Adhya,B. (1991) ;
An Erçonornic Design of a Brush for C1aninc Utensils,
rroject Report No,213, Pp IR,

214, en,R,N,,Chakraborti,i,, lahuS suKBanchjS and
Lkha123,K, (1991) ;
An Erçonomic Study Tour to the Reqionai Labour
Instjtute at Calcutça, Project Report No.21i,P,D 14.

21R, en ,L,N, ,3agcbi . ,anu ,, a1<ha1 , .1K, ,Basu,K. and
Adhya,3. (1991);
An Erciononic itudv Tour ta e Coal Mine ai Dhanhad,
Projact Reort No,21P. P 23,

216. Sei,R,N,,anu,..Pasu,K,,akhaj,S,K,,7agcni,S, and
Adh,b, (1991):

-orn Lud Tour to ie 1,e itral 1iI1n F esearci
a ion3Naiibad ,2ihar,P.roject Report No .216 ,Pp 17.

217, SeR,N,asu,K,,Sahu,,,Adhya,B,,Nakha1,3.1K. and T3agchi,
, (1991);

‘n rconomic tudy Tour ta a Mines Rescue Station at
Shanswar, Bihar, Project Report No. 217,Pp 9.

°1C ei R T aicia1 -3su , ,-o1i ia ‘3 a1’d flagchi
b,(1991);

An Erqonornic -tudy Tour ta the F:inino Environient Section
of the Indian ;3chool o Mines,Dhanbad.2rOjeCt Report
No,218 P 13,

2IO - Sc FN - ‘L ,Tr1- 1 1< - ,-ri ,. -



Jiunian actors Societg
P.O. Box 1369 • Santa Monica, California 90406 • (213) 394-1811/394-9793 • FAX (213) 394-2410

l-RESS RELEASE FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: 1-lurnan Factors Society

(310) 394-1811

tIFS DJSTINGUISIIED FOREIGN COLLEAGUE AWARD

PRESENTED TO RABINDRA NATII SEN

SANTA MONICA, CA -- The Human Factors Society honorcd Rabindra Nath Sen wth

ts i9)i Distinguished Foreign CoHeague Award during a speciiI ceremony at ihe 1-IFS 35U

AmuvTeeting. The meeting took place September 2-6, 1991, at Oie San Francisco Marriott

1-lote!, site of the awards cerernony.

i he award recognizes a nnn-U.S. citizen who bas made outstanding conwibutions to the

buman factoi’s/ergonornics field. Sen is professor and head of the Ergonomies Laboratory in the

University of Calcutta Department of Physiology and bas heen instrumental in bringing

ergonomies teaching and research India. His pioneering contributions to the introduction of

appropriate work physiology to India bave helped to mitigate environmental hazards, and recentiy

he broadened his perspectives to include Oie transfer of ergonomies to developing countries. He

bas hecn a mentor to bis rnany students and colleagues in India and bas managed to advance

ergonomies despite enormous economic disadvantages. Sen is ex-president of the Section of

Physioiogy of the Indian Science Congress, former honorary general secretary of the

Physio[ogicai Society of India, and present honorary general secretary of the Indian Society of

Ergonomies. His contributions bave earned him the titie of ‘father of ergonomies in India.

* * *

The iluman Factors Society is a rnultidisciplinary professional organization of almost

5000 persons in the United States and throughout the world, lis members include psychologists,

designers, and scientists, ail of whorn have a common interest in designing systems and

equipment to be safe and effective for the people who operate and mamtain them.
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md. J. Physiol. & AU VoL 27, No. 4

( Department hnology,

From persor Dalcutta State

Transport Corporat,1, me autnors feit the need for a preliminary study when

their are enough scopes for improvement in the design of these buses from the

view point of Ergonomies with special reference to safety, health, comfort and

efficiency of the passengers, drivers and conductors.

A few simple modifications on the existing conditions during boarding

the buses and standing and sitting arrangements inside the buses were suggested

after taking into consideration the anthropometric and other linear measurements

in different places inside the buses. Modifications were also suggested to improve

the movability of the passengers and conductors inside the buses.

In order to assess the thermal conditions inside the buses with special

reference to ventilation and air changes, the siing psychrometer and Kata thermo

meter readings were taken during the months of May and September, 1973. It was

observed that the dry-bulb and the wet-bulb temperatures inside the buses were

5 to 7°F and 3 to 4°F higher respectively than those outside. It was seen from the

readings of the Kata thermometer that the air movement inside the over-crowded

buses was very poor (about 2 ft/minute), whereas the air velocity required is at

least 250 feet per minute. The air space available for each passenger is about

10 to 20 cubic feet whereas the normal requirement is 500 eu. ft. The conditions

inside the buses could significantly be improved if a double-monitor-roof with

small air entry pockets on the roof as well as on the skies and drop-windows

with more exposed areas as suggested, are provided.

Passengers’ subjective assessments on noise and vibration were taken. The

sources of noise and vibration in the buses were from unnecessary blowing of the

horns of the same bus and other vehicles, noises from the bus engine, sudden

VOL. XXVII, NO. 4 156
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ARE THE CALCUTTA PUBLIC BUSES

ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED?

By
Rabindra Nath Sen and Pranab Kumar Nag

( Department of Physiology, University College of Science & Technology,
Calcutta University, Calcutta-700009)

From personal experiences as passengers in the buses of Calcutta State
Transport Corporation, the authors feit the need for a preliminary study when
their are enough scopes for improvement in the design of these buses from the
view point of Ergonomics with special reference to safety, health, comfort and
efficiency of the passengers, drivers and conductors.

A few simple modifications on the existing conditions during boarding

the buses and standing and sitting arrangements inside the buses were suggested
after taking into consideration the anthropometric and other linear measurements
in different places inside the buses. Modifications were also suggested to improve

the movability of the passengers and conductors inside the buses.

In order to assess the thermal conditions inside the buses with special

reference to ventilation and air changes, the siing psychrometer and Kata thermo

meter readings were taken during the months of May and September, 1973. It was

observed that the dry-bulb and the wet-bulb temperatures inside the buses were

5 to 7°F and 3 to 4°F higher respectively than those outside. It was seen from the

readings of the Kata thermometer that the air movement inside the over-crowded

buses was very poor (about 2 ft/minute), whereas the air velocity required is at

least 250 feet per minute. The air space availaNe for each passenger is about

10 to 20 cubic feet whereas the normal requirement is 500 cu. ft. The conditions

inside the buses could significantly be improved if a double-monitor-roof with

small air entry pockets on the roof as well as on the sides and drop-windows

with more exposed areas as suggested, are provided.

Passengers’ subjective assessments on noise and vibration were taken. The

sources of noise and vibration in the buses were from unnecessary blowing of the

horns of the same bus and other vehicles, noises from the bus engine, sudden
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ARE THE CALCUTTA PUBLIC BUSES ERGONOMICALLY DESIGNED?

jerkings of the buses for flot changing the gear when required, vibrations due to
rough roads and ioosely fitted parts of the body of the buses. These high
frequency noises and low frequency vibrations are subjectively very much
irritating, and fatiguing to the individuals.

The pollution problem from the exhaust of these Diesel buses could be
tackled, if contrary to the existing condition, the exhaust pipe is extended to the
roof of the buses where the exhaust and anti-knocking fuel gases wiii be diluted
into the upper part of the air strata and thereby these polluting gases, fumes,
smokes, etc. wili flot be directed to the nose level of the passers-by.

As proper ergonomie dispiays are important both to the drivers and passen
gers, it was suggested that the route numbers shouid be painted black on white
background. The height and width of the boid numerais should be 8 inches
(20 cm.) and 5 inches (13 cm.) respectively when the reading distance is about
150 feet (46 meter). The numerals should be placed in the middle of the front
destination-display-board as well as on the back and side of the bus, so that
passengers will not have any confusion as to their destination. Colour of the buses
should be selected from the population reactions and different categories of buses
such as, ‘Limited’, ordinary, without seats etc. shouid have different colours,
as suggested.

In designing the driver’s cabin, the distance between the seat level and the
bottom edge of the steering wheel should be sufficient (about 13 inches or 33 cm.)
to permit the legs to move high enough to put the feet on the pedal. In order to
avoid accidents, overali visibility of drivers specially on the right side of the buses
Should be increased. Gear changing rod should be modified as suggested. To
avoid errors on the part of the driver, hydraulic aided automatic differential gear
with acceierator could be provided. Modifications of the traffic signais as
suggested should also be considered. The best combination for the road signal
lights was found to be red, amber and green in order from the top.

In total about sixty different modifications for improvement were suggested
for impiementation in future designs.

REFERENCES

1. Sen R. N. & Nag, P. K. (1973): Work Physiology & Ergonomics, M. Se. Project Report
No. 4, Department of Physiology, Calcutta University, p. 16.

2. Idem (1974): Design Ergonomics of a few Public Buses of Calcutca. Proc. 6lst md. Sci.
Cong. Nagpur Symposium on Ergonomies, p. 2.

3. Government of India (1972): The Factories Act, 1948. p. 38.
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Some Anthropometry o! People o! Eastern Indla

RABINDRA NATII SEN, PRANAB KUMAR NAc and

GouR GOPAL RAY

Ergonomies Laboratory, Department of Physiology,
Calcutta University, Calcutta

ABSTRACT : Thc statistical samples of some groups of unorganized

agricultural and non—industrial workcrs from the castern part of India,

were selecteci in order to galher information about the body types and

body dimensions, which are commonly used in Human Engineering

research. From the low body weight (75 percentile value: 49.7 kg). low

bone diameters (75th percentile value of right radio-ulnar and epicondylar

breadths were 5.6 and 9.8 cm respectively), it may be inferred that the

workers had predominantly meso-ectomorphic body componnents, based

on Heath-Carter somatotypic rating scale. It is suggested that the reference

body weights of East Indians are within 45 and 50 kg. From 29 rneasure

ments it was observed that the anthropometric dimensions of unorganized

workers were very similar to those of other industrial workers. A series of

regression equations were constructed between the different anthropometric

variables. Though the sample was srnall, these equations might serve some

purpose for predicting different anthropometric dimensions 0f at least

East Indians, since these are quite frequently required by the Human

Enginecrs.

Sen (1954, 1960, 1964) mcasured the body dimensions of people

in Eastern and Western part of India in order to assess the influence of

cnvironmental variations on body size. Sengupta arid Sen (1964) reported

various body measurements of male textile miii workers for the purpose

of desiging the textile miii machineries. Saha (1968, 1969) measured

body dimensions of female workers in relation to the sitting ar angements.

Many studies on physical anthropoiogy of Indian population have been

reported in relation to genetics (Indian Statisticai Institu e, Calcutta,

Summary report, 1963 to 1975).

The primary purpose of collecting anthropornetric data of the Indian

population reported in the present contribution is to have essential infor

mation about the body types (somatotypes) and body dimensions which

are commonly empioyed in Human Engineering research. Though important

in respect to the designing of tools and machineries for tue unorganized

Pr -ent addrcss National lnst itulc’ of Oecupational Health, Ahrndahad 3OO1(.
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agricuitural and non-industrjai workcrs, these types cf anthopomctrie
data for the Indian population is meager. In the present contribution 192people from different sectors of unorganised workers verc selected.

MATERALS AND METHODS

The subjects were chosen randomly from 18 localities of Eastern part
of India for the anthropometric study and mostly they were belonging to
iower socio-economic status (average monthly income was about
Rs. 150 t0 200 only). Only 29 different anthropometric measurements were
taken. The definitions cf the anthropometric dimensions were followed as
per the C.nference on standardization of anthropometric techniques ancl
terminology (Hertzberg 1968).

Portable platform balance with minimum readability of 0.05 kg. vas
used for the measurement of body weights ; Harpenden skinfold caliper
(Edwars et al. 1955; manufactured by British Indicators Ltd) and
USAMRNL skinfold caliper (Best, 1953: manufacturcd by an Indian firm)
which are supposed to exert a constant pressure cf 10 gm per sq. mm at
varying opening of the jaws were used for comparing the measurements
of skinfolds.

The measuring rod, sliding caliper and steel tape werc calibrated
against standard mm scale. The weighing balance and the skinfold cali
pers were frequently calibrated against standard weights and riecessary
adjustments and precautions were taken when the instruments were
used. During the measurements of body dimensions the instruments were
handlcd in such a manner as to avoid excessive compression of the under
]ying tissues. Most of the measurements were taken in the afternoon.
Although there is a graduai diminution cf body height from the morning
to the afternoon as noted by Keys et al. (1950) and Sen (1960),noattempt
was made to sec such variations, if any, for other measurements. The
anthropometric measurements were expressed as the partition values.

The iandniarks of the skinfold sites selected were as follows
Biceps—Over the mid-region of the anterior aspect of thc’ muscle

with ihe arm hanging vcrtically
Triceps—Over the mid-point bctween acromion and olecranon pro-

cesses marked on the posterior aspects of the arm and the
folds are measured with the arrn hanging vertically

Chest—Over the skinfold between the shoulder and rnedial to the
axilla, running diagonally at 3 to 4 cm above the nipple;

Mid-axilla—-Over the vertical fold of the mid-axillary une, approxi
mately across the fourth and flfth ribs
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Sub-scapula---Just over the tip of the scapula al an angle ut about
45 to the vortical, medially upwards and luterally down
wards

Supra-iliac Over thc crct of hc ilium at th mid—a;ilIary une
Abdomen-.- -Over the horizontal Md at the right side ut umbilicus,

distance around 4 cms.
Thigh—Over the anterior aspect of the thigh at its maximum circum

ference

BESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is stated carlier that the subjects were chosen randomly ; how
ever, the persons involved in different occupations were taken as our sub
jects. without giving much attention to the wide range cf ages, since this
type cf random sampling irrespective of age-groups vilI give a better
stratagem (Ross and Wilson 1974) based on the concept of a theoretical
reference man. The age of the seiected workers varied hetween 15 to 40
years, with one or two exceptions. The groups consisted of 53 percent
agricultural workers, 22 percent load handiing workers, 14 percent
moderato and serni-industrial workers and 11 percent light job workers.

The differenccs in the values obtained from the measurements of the
skinfold cf the same site by the twa calipers rncntioned above were
hghly significant statistically. Tho Bcst caliper recorded consistently
highcr values compared tu the Harpendc’. One cf its possible reasons is
the high frictionai resistanre ot the movabic parts ut the Best caliper
(Sen, Chakraborti and Nag 1975). The data presented in this paper is
enly wilh thc 1-larpenden caliper.

The partition values (Sth, 25th, 5Oth, 75th 5nd 95th pcrcentiles) of
tue anthropometric variables ut the unorganised workers are given in
Table 1. From the low body & bone weight (75th percentile values ofright
radio-ulnar, oiccranon and epicondylar brcadths were 5.6, 8.1 and 9.8 cm
respecvely), low body fat [thc bodv dcnsity vas determincd using the
forinula of Durnin and Rahaman (1967) and the body fat (mean 9.89%)
tram Siri (1956) and the co-efficient of variation (23.4%) and
low ponderal index of ail the groups of workers, it may be inferred that
t ho workers vere predom inant of meso-ectomorphic body components,
based on the ileath-Carter somatotypic rating scale. From the resuits of
this study and other previous studies (Sen 1964 Sengupta and Sen 1964
Saha 1968 ond 1969 : Nag et al. 1975), it may he suggested that the
reference bodv veight cf the workers of Eastcrn India should be within
4f and 50 kg. vhich is important for the expression of absolute metaholic
c(.Vt cf work cf the individuals. As the body weight is low the basal meta
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TABLE 1

Partition values of Lite diJJerent o nth ropontet rie Ineasu rement.s of East liidians

Measuretnent Percentiles
5th 25th 5Oth 75th 95th:

Age (yrs.) 13.5 16.8 20.5 25.6 36.7
Body wcight (kg.) 35.9 41.1 45.i& 49.7 56.9
Ponderal Index 21.9 22.2 22.2 22.2 22.4

Measurement (cm)

Body height 150.8 156.6 161.5 165.7 171.9
Sitting height 37.2 38.3 39.0 39.9 41.1
Acromial height 123.1 128.6 133.2 137.8 142.3
Gluteal furrow heiglit 67.2 72.9 76.1 79.8 83.8
Bi-acromial breadth 25.0 28.2 29.7 31.3 33.7
Bi-deltoid breadth 30.11 37.2 38.5 39.8 42.0
Chcst breadth (rnid-tidiI) 22.1 23.8 25.1 26.2 28.1)
Bi—trochanteric brcadth 25.3 26.8 27.11 211.9 30.5
Epicondylar breadth (Right) 8.3 9.0 9.3 9.11 10.0
Epicondylar breadth (Left) 11.1 . 8.9 9.3 9.6 10.1
Olecranon breadth (Right) 0.7 7.3 7.7 8.1 9.5
Olecranon breudth (Left) (3.6 7.2 7.0 7.1) 8.4
Radio-ulnar breadth (Right) 4.6 5.0 5.3 5.6 6.4
Chest circumfercncc (rnid-tkl:U) 71.5 75.5 711.7 81.6 85.8
Biceps circumference 19.3 21.3 22.5 23.7 26.0
Upper thigh circumfcrence 35.4 311.8 41.3 43.2 45.5
Lowcr thigh circumfercncc 26.6 2)1.7 30.) 31.9 34.7

Skinbld (mm)

Biceps (Right) 2.1 2.8 3.2 4.2 5.4
Triceps (Right) 3.5 4.3 5.2 (3.3 10.1)
Chest (Right) ).0 4.1 4.8 5.7 7.2
Nid—axilla (Right) 231 3.11 4.6 5.2 6.1)
Sub—scapula (Right) -1.6 5.8 8. 8.4 11.9
Supra—iliac (Right) 3.0 33) 4.7 11.2
Abdomen (Right) 4.2 5.1 0.3 11.0 12.5
1’hih (Rght) 3.1) 5.3 (3.5 8.4 11.9
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TABLE 2

Igrcsswn nnLtiulIs und Iic si?flpLe cnrrclatzw( cc—efJtrzcnt:; )ict n?n
hie antiz rc’pornet rjc V(zrjuj)1cS

Deperident 1 ridcpcndcnt Rcgrrssioj I n (r— St;I nd;ird Crrcl;itioiivariable (Y) variable (X) co. cif. of t’upt (ror of en. e (r)
(X) estimate

Age (yrs) Bocly weight (kg) 0.10 10.10 0.39 0.112

iUeasurement (cm)

I3ody height
,., 0.75 126.60 4.77 0.646

Acromial height 0.63 104.00 5.46 0.530
Gluteal furrow height 0.19 62.91 16.31 0.064
Bi-dcltoid breadth 0.24 27.67 2.62 0.436
Chest breadth 0.19 16.80 1.t7 0.517
13i-iliac breudth 0.09 21.02 1.62 0.277
Bi-trochanteric bruadili 0.10 23.5) 1.66 0.326
Epicondylar breadth (Right) ., 0.06 (3.61 0.83 0.366
Hadio-ulnar brcadth (Right) 0.03 1.0(3 0.58 0.267
Olecranon breadth (Right) 0.0) 5.56 0.6)) 0.326
Clwst circumfcrence (mid—tida I) 0.51 54.19 3.49 0.641
Biceps eireumference on; ia.io 1.81 0.431
Upper thigh circumfcrenc ,, 0,41 22.77 3.62 0.545
Lower thigh circum[erenue 0.24 19.13(1 0.72 0.632
Triceps skinfold (mm) 0.06 2.42 1.41 0.204
Sub-scapular skinfold (mm) ,, 0.05 5.0); 2.11 0.114
Supru—iliac skinfold (mm) 0.0)1 1.78 2.09 0.206
J3ody height (cm) Acromial 0.79 7.34 4.16 0.760hcight (cm)

Gluteal furrow hcight (cm) Body 0.02 70.71 13.39 0.062
height (cm)

bouc rate is also low in case of Indians (Sen and Banerjee 1958a, b) It vas
ubserved that the anthropometric dimensions of these unorganised non
industrial vorkers were very similar to those of other industrial workers
(Sen 1964 ; Sengupta and Sen 1964). The body weight, chest circumference,
bi-trochanteric and bi-deltoid breadths were around 5 to 10 percent higher
in case of industrial vorkers. However, when the values of the present
study were comared with those of American and Europcan studies
(Damon and Stoudt 1963 Daniels 1952 ; McFai’land et (il 1953 ; MeFarland

w,
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and Stoudt 1963 : Stoudt et. aI. 1960) it could be observed that the Indianvalues were much Iower than the Westerners’. The ratio between the gluteal furrow height and the total length of the body was 0.455 in the pre
sent subjects. This ratio gives an idea about the relative Ïength of thelOwer extrernities. The higher ratio woulcl indicate the rclativcly largerperipheral parts which might be an advantagc for the Indians to increasethe effective surface area for the maintenance of the body temperaturein the tropics (Banerjee and Sen 1955 ; Sen 1960 Nag 1976). The sleevelength might give us the idea about the relative lcngth of the upperextremities.

As the human body is a complex structure of many interrelated segments, the phSsical dimensions of the body almost aiways require a know
ledge of the nature of the interreations between and among the segments.From the bisection of the segments of the Indian cadavers (Nag 1976Sen, Ray and Nag 1976) it vas found that each segment bas a definiterelationship with thc whole body and other segments in regard to theirweights and lengths. Based on these facts, the regression equations andthe correlation eu-efficients were obtained from the least square approximations (using IBM 1130 series Computer o! the Calcutta University)bctveen the different anthropometric variables which are given. inTable 2. Although the total number o! subjects in this study were small,ihese types o! equations might serve as a basis for the prediction o!(hfferent anthrupornetric variables of .Eastern Irdians tili more data areubtained. Based on a larger number o! observations. rnLlltiple regressionr(1uationS vi1l ho muni more useful lor thu prdiction o! a particularantiiropometric variable. and these arc very useful fur the ilumanE n gi nec rs.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the present paper is to examine the application in hot climates
of certain scientific and technological developments in connection with the design
of industrial buildings where people work. The technological developments that
have already changed the pattern 0f work, the leisure activity and the way of life
0f many people will undoubtedly affect many more in the coming decade, and it is
essential to consider their influence on the human environment so that a total solu
tion for the proper design 0f the working environment to achieve optimal efficiency,
health, comfort, safety and production is attained.

In the Report of the Director-eneral, International Labour Office, eneva,
to the International Labour Conference in 1975, the importance of humanising work
ing conditions and environment and the application 0f ergonomic principles to
achieve these have been discussed. The necessity 0f taking proper measures in
developing countries was also stressed, especially to avoid some of the ill—effects
of industrialisation in advanced countries, to ensure that henefits for the many
are not brought at the peril 0f the few.

It may appear that the requirements for an ideal environment for machines,
such as the proper conditions 0f temperature, humidity, ventilation, cleanliness,
lighting, etc., may be the same for the human operator. However, many workplaces
which may serve the needs cf the machines with great efficienoy fail to provide
the essential requirements of the human workers. A human being is imrnensely
affected by the sise, shape, pattern, colour or aesthetic qualities cf his surround—
ings, while a machine is entirely unaffected.

It is not enough for buildings in which people work to be conceived as ideal
enclosures for sophisticated plants, expensive equipment and complicated machinery.
It is not sufficient for a factory or an office building to be just a shell
designed around a production flow diagram. The production flow in a modem fac-
tory and the work pattern in an office may be cf vital importance but the environ-
ment in which the workers carry out their tasks is even more important.

The amenities in the form cf rest and recreational areas, canteens and other
personal facilities are needed by the human operator but not by the machines. The
average human worker requires a complete change of environment after a period cf
at least two hours for mental and physical relaxation and recovery, which are not
necessary for the machines.

Human beings will always be required to control, operate and maintain the
hardware of industry and commerce, and their safety, health, standard of living,
comfort, welfare, efficiency and productivity ah depend to a considerable extent
on the enviroument in which they work.

Our society, which is rapidly being changed, must not only be technologically
advanced for its survival - it must also be a truly human society. In order to
achieve this goal, the builders of the working environment must take into considera—
tion the way in which space, both within and around buildings, is created, and the
shapes, sizes, patterns and colours of the space that affect the people and their
ways of living - work and recreation.

Today, part of the industrial unrest whieh is affecting most cf the indus
trialised countries 0f the world is due to the unbalanced advance cf the technolo—
gical progress with new machinery, new techniques and. new materials being put into
use often without any proper consideration or understanding of the human problems
involved. Because 0f this, the development may well become self—defeating, for
it is of hittle use devising means of vastly increasing production which may result
in industrial strilces, non—cooperation 0f workers and misery for man and scciety.
How a person lives and how he is affected by his surroundings at work and at home
are cf paramount importance; impcsed hife patterns are dangerous, affecting health
and behaviour, and creating social unrest, labour turnover, etc. The problems cf
the working environment in hot chimates are even more numerous and 0f higher magni
tude than those in cold climates. Unless correct measures are taken at the very
beginning cf the design 0f the working environment, especially in hot chimates in
the developing countries, so that the creation of workplaces which are physically
and men-tally satisfying as well as efficient and economic is initiated, it may be
too late to do much at later stages or it may be toc costly to effect modifications,
if at all possible.

For notes see end cf paper.
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Those who build fac*ories and office buildings seldom used to consider2the use
of the principles of ergonomics (the science and technology of men at work) with
special reference to the effects that rooms, spaces and buildings have on people
and their performance. A factory building may be suitable for tday’s needs but
would almont certainly be inadequate for the needs of the future.-

In cold climates, workspaces with deep internal areas without windows and in
a totally artificial and fully controlled internal environment in a building
envelope designed as a solid block with multistoreyed structure due to site limita
tions or other factors are quite common, since these are more economical and can
have more efficient use of available floorspace and the advantage 0f reclaiming
wasted heat from lighting fittings, people, equipment, etc., for air conditioning.
With a totally integrated artificially controlled enviroument, the window ceases
to play an important part in providing either light or ventilation. Many of the
factories in tropical countries are unfortunately merely copies of the design of
the factories built earlier in cold climates and hence not appropriate to what is
requi:çed for such an environment. Even the design 0f public buses in hot cli—
mates’I5 are merely copies of those used in cold climates. As a resuit, the
designs which were suitable for providing a warm climate inside the vehicle or fac—
tory environment in cold climates were most unsuitable for those in tropical
climates, especially when there is a large amount 0f heat produced on some shop
floors, such as in glass, steel and similar hot industries. Many of the new types
of factory buildings, therefore, are worse than those found with traditional
factory buildings in bot climates.

While standards of industrial building designs in cold climates in developed
countries have been rising in urban situations and on isolated sites, most of the
designs 0f industrial buildings in hot climates in developing countries in both
urban and rural situations remained in the form of large corrugated iron or asbes—
tos sheds linked only by open space or concrete yards, road or railway unes, waste
lands and dumps 0f materials.

The architect should design the factory buildings in such a way as to bring
out the best of the natural possibilities. The task 0f environmental control is
to ensure the best possible indoor thermal conditions by relying on structural
(passive) controls, which may obviate the need for any mechanical (active) con—
-trols; but even if mechanical controls have to be used, their task will thereby be
reduced to a minimum.

APPLIED ERGONOMIOS IN FACTORY DESIGN IN ROT CLIMATES

Four basic determining elements in every design problem are function, form,
fabricating material and finance. An ergonomist must bring a harmony between
these elements in the design 0f factories for bot climates.

Some of the theoretical aspects of the industrial design of the working
environment and factory organisation from the viewpoints of architectre nd ergo
nomics, including psychological aspects, have been discussed earlier.0,?,0

An ergonomic study9 to help design the buildings 0f a drug factory and also
an estate for pharmaceutical industries under the Goverriment of West Bengal in
India was undertaken by the Ergonomies Laboratory of Calcutta University, based on
some 0f the principles of ergonomies discussed in the present paper.

The important factors in the proper design of the factories are:

(1) the site in relation to human habitation, landscape, vegetation, altitude,
etc.; whether near the periphery 0f a town or in rural situations or in a
valley, etc.; to protect from flood, earthquakes, storms, insects, termites,
etc.; to avoid inversion temperature, pollution, etc.; to have good ventila
tion, low humidity, etc.;

(2) the orientation 0f the buildings, including roofs, walls, windows, etc., in
relation to the wind direction, angle 0f solar radiation, etc.; to have the
best natural ventilation and minimal thermal heating of the buildings, in
relation to human comfort, activity and efficiency;

(5) the insulation and thermal capacities 0f the building materials;
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(4) the use 0f sound material and the form of construction;

(5) correct design cf workspace, windows, doors, stairs, corridors, etc., based
on the static and dynamic body measurements and motion 0f the workers.

It is so obvious that the types 0f factory buildings and building materiais
for cold climates cannot solve the problems of factories in countries where heat
is the dominant problem, where, due to economic reasons, the consequences of poor
design cannot be compensated by very costly mechanical air conditioning, and where
the workers differ in body form, thermal responses, etc.

Design in relation to meteorological
conditions, site, location and layout
of surroundings

It is very important for the location and design of factory buildings to
consider the meteorological data over the years concerning ram, temperature, sun—
shine, humidity, speed and direction 0f wind and smog, etc. If the yearly data
are not recorded and analysed, it is essential to have at least data for 12 months
for selection of sites and design 0f factory buildings. Analyses of many 0f the
elements of micro—climate have a deciding role on the site and location 0f faetory
buildings, particularly in tropical climates.

Normally, the climate is about 1.500 cooler for every 500 m elevation in
altitude and the factory buildings are more exposed to greater wind speeds, though
there may be slightiy more solar radiation due to less absorption.

Open, flat or convex sides of the land have the advantage of higher wind
speed, but the solar radiation may be greater due to reflection on the surfaces.
In contrast, concave forms, such as valleys and hollows, generally have greater
mean day temperature, less wind speed and lower night temperature. There are
also possible effects cf temperature inversion in valleys (Fig. 1). In tempera—
ture inversion the normal temperature gradient from warm air near the ground to
cold upper air is reversed and cold air is held beiow a layer 0f warmer air. This
condition, usually invisible, occurs frequently and even in flat sites, as showri in
Fig. 2. When this happens the polluted air cannot rise, and 80 will be trapped
near the ground level. It is obvious that factory chimneys of inadequate height
in an area 0f frequent temperature inversions can be a regular source of nuisance.

If an industry is ailowed to be situated in the middle 0f the valleys to
gradually spread out until ail flat land is filled, it may cause clouds 0f dusts
and smoke to hang over the valleys, as presented in Fig. 3.

The Katabatic flows of air and temperature inversions in vaileys are to be
considered. The flow 0f cold air down valley sides occurs in frequent flushes.
Regional winds are deflected as a down-wash into a valley and these often carry
smoke and fumes down to the floor cf the valley.

Local features, including the different types of buildings can substantially
modify the air movement and air temperature of the working environment. In olden
days, heavy-weight stone or brick buildings with high thermal capacity and with
high ceilings were being used in tropical climates to provide comfortable condi
tions during the summer months as well as in winter. Nowadays, because 0f the
costs, very light—weight buildings with low thermal capacity and with thin concrete
slabs are being used, which could heat up quickly during the day and cool down
quickly during the night. When large glass windows are provided te increase the
natural daylight, it facilitates entry of solar radiation also, which warms the
surfaces inside the room, which in turn re-radiate, and this resuits in the uncom
fortable conditions experienced inside the building.

It would be very useful for the designer to know the time of the day and the
frequency cf observations of sky conditions. A single average figure giving the
sky conditions for a typical day cf a given month may not reveal significant
differences, e.g., between morning and afternoon conditions, which may affect the
design of roofs, overhangs and shading devices.

It is important to know the frequency, likely duration and nature 0f some rare
events such as dust storms, thunder storms, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes,
floods, etc., since the designer must classify these rare events into those which
affect human comfort and those which may endanger the safety 0f the factory
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Fig. 1: Possible effects of temperature inversion
for a factory in a valley.
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Fig. 2: The effects of a temperature inversion in trapping
fine dusts, smoke and fumes near to ground level.
Very tau chimneys or stacks only are able to
penetrate the inversion layer and discharge their
fumes in the rising air.

Fig. 3: When factories are built in the middle of valleys,
it Inay cause clouds of dusts and smoke to hang
over the valley.
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buildings and the lives of the workers. Vegetation, though generally regarded as
a function of climate, can influence the local or site cliniate of a factory. It
is an important element in the design 0f outdoor spaces, providing sun—shading and
protection from glare.

The nature and extent of climatic deviatians and also their likely effects on
the intended building should be assessed early in the design stage, before one is
committed ta a certain solution which. may prove to be difficuit ta rectify.

There is always a reduction in wind speeds near to the ground — down ta 40 per
cent over rough terrain and 30 per cent in urban centres - but under certain candi—
tians with less slopes, funnelling, sharp ridges and solid obstructions, wind speed
may increase due to suction, turbulence and vortexes as shown in Fig. 4. It is
possible to locate sites which would experience a considerable degree 0f natural
wind. The wind velocity on urban sites is reduced to less than half of that in
the adjoining open country, but the funnelling effect along a closely built-up
street or through gaps between tali building blocks can be more than double the
velacity, as presented in Fig. 5. At the leeward corners 0f obstructions, strong
turbulences and eddies eau also be set up.

Wind speed can be reduced by 50 per cent by a long horizontal barrier at a
distance of ten times the height and by 25 per cent at a distance of about 20 times
the height. Hedges, shrubs and trees act as screens to reduce wind speeds near
the ground, while having sufficient permeability to prevent excessive turbulence
(Fig. 4). Trees reduce dust movement, give a “green” outlook from windows and
provide desirable shade from solar radiation. A tau hedge or thick beit of shrubs
above eye—level isolates the pedestrian worker or passerby from the mass of indus-
trial plant or buildings. The advantages and disadvantages 0f trees, hedges,
shrubs, etc., should be carefully considered.

In choosing the location of the factory, consideration should be given ta
siting it not far from workers’ residential places sa that it does not require
several hours 0f travel to get ta work.

The higher the temperature 0f the air, the more water vapour it can hold.
Due ta the lowes-t layer 0f air being heated by the ground surface during the day,
its relative humidity (RH) is rapidly decreased and, as a result, the rate of
evaporation in increased when water is available ta be evaporated as with an open
surface af water or with rich vegetation or with higher air movement. The situa
tion is reversed during the night. On a clear night, especially with stili air,
the RH increases as the lowest layer of air cools.

The air temperature in a city can be about 800 higher than in the surrounding
cauntryside and a difference 0f even 1100 bas been observed.

The relative humidity in an urban area is reduced by 5 to 10 per cent due ta
the quick run-off af rainwater from paved areas, the absence 0f vegetation and the
higher temperature.

Olgyay10 was the first ta propose a systematic procedure far adopting the
design of a building ta the human requirements and clirnatie conditions. The
system has limited applicability, as the analysis af the physiological requirements
is based on the outdaor climate and not on that expected within the factory build
ing in question. It in known that the relation 0f indoor to outdoor conditions
varies widely with different characteristics 0f the building construction and
design. The method, though suitable for application in humid regions where
ventilation in essential during the day and there is little difference between the
indoar conditions and those out of doors, could lead ta erroneaus conclusions if
applied in hot, dry areas, particularly in bot industries in the sub-tropics.

These include problems of overheating in the suinmer, of underheating or
excessive cooling in winter, of wetness during rainy seasons, etc. Those tempera—
tures belaw which heating in necessary are 18°C during the day and 1500 at sunrise,
although higher temperatures wauld be desirable.

The intelligent application of the principles of ergonomics ta the design 0f
factary buildings in hot climates necessitates some understanding of the heat trans—
fer processes 0f conduction, convection, radiation and evaporation, as each play
an important part in the heat gains and losses in the factory buildings and the
workers. Without this understanding, the efficacy of building design may be con
siderably reduced in the proper use 0f different materials and in the details of
construction ta suit the comfort and performance af workers.
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Fig. 4: Trees and shrubs reduce windspeed. Obstructions,
though reducing air speed, may produce an
up-draught or a down-draught due to funnelling,
suction and other effects.

Fig. 5: Phenomenon of tau buildings producing
increase of wind speed due to suction
and turbulence near 10w building blocks.

Increase wind speed
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Thermo—regulation, tolerance and comfort
of workers

The thermal balance of the human body can be expressed by the following
equation:

M - E ± CD ± 0V ± R = 0,

where M is the metabolic heat or energy expenditure, due to activity, shivering,
etc., E is the heat loss due to evaporation of sweat or moisture, CD is the conduc
tion heat from contact of warm or cold bodies, CV is the convection heat from the
air hotter or cooler than the skin, and R is the radiation heat gain or loss from
the sun and sky and hot or coid surfaces.

As soon as the sum of ail the factors becomes greater than zero, the blood
circulation to the skin surface is increased due to vasomotor adjustments, more
heat is transported from the body core to the surface, and the temperature of the
skin is elevated with a resultant acceleration of ail forms of heat ioss to the
environment. Conversely, when the sum becomes less than ero, the blood circula
tion to the skin and hence the skin temperature are reduced and the heat loss pro—
cesses are slowed down.

The normal skin temperature is between 31°C and 34°C. As the air temperature
approaches the skin temperature, convective heat loss graduaily decreases. Vaso
motor regulation of the human body tries to increase the skin temperature to a
higher limit (34°C), but when the air temperature reaches this point, there will be
no more convective heat ioss.

The four basic factors which directly affect human comfort are air temperature,
humidity, air movement and radiation.

The summary of the thermal data at the actual places of work in different hot
industries in India11—6, 49 are presented in table 1. It will be seen that these
workplaces are much hotter than similar places in cold countries.

Table 1: Mean maximum thermal data at some of the actual places of work in different hot
industries in India

Industries Dry-bulb Wet-bulb Relative Globe temp. Air speed CET (B)
temp. temp. humidity

°F °C °F OC °F °C ft/min cm/sec °F

Textile milis 99.0 37.5 97.5 56.4 92.0 99.5 37.5 375 190 92.5 33.6

Soap factory 97.4 36.4 81.6 27.6 88.0 100.0 37.8 420 210 84.6 29.2

Steel rolling
milis 109.0 42.8 89.0 51.7 46.0 142.0 61.2 1 500 750 97.2 36.5

Coke oven
battery 105.0 40.6 75.0 23.9 23.0 174.5 79.2 950 475 101.7 38.7

Foundrjr 97.0 36.1 83.0 28.4 55.0 155.5 57.5 400 200 95.3 35.2

Glass factory 152.0 66.7 95.0 55.9 10.0 210.0 98.9 1 500 750 105.0 40.6

Outdoors (in
shade) 96.4 35.8 86.0 30.0 62.0 102.2 39.0 520 260 101.3 38.5

Note: CET (B) = Corrected effective temperature (basic).
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High thermal load in hot industries in a tropical country increases the load
on the cardiovascular system by increasing heart rate and blood pressure to force
more blood to the skin for cooling by the evaporation of sweat. The high thermal
load combined with metabolic heat increases the body temperature and at times may
even cause heat disorders in hot climates, whereas the metabolic heat in workers cf
cold climates helps to combat cold.

For physiological comfort in hot, dry climates, buildings must be adapted to
the summer conditions as, in general, the winter requirements will be satisfied by
a building in which comfort in ensured for the suminer. The 10w humidity in the
hot, dry conditions allows an adequate sweat evaporation rate from the body even
in still air, and thus air motion need not be great ta prevent discomfort due ta
moist skin. Natural ventilation during the day is, therefore, unnecessary for
evaporative cooling and undesirable for convective heat exchange, and the ambient
air speed under “stiil” air conditions may be taken as 15 cm/sec. This slight
air movement is the result of convective air currents caused by surface temperature
discrepancies between differently oriented walls. Thus with a wind veloeity of
16 km/h (10 mph), the indoor air speed would be expected to range from 35 cm/sec
(70 ft/min) with poor ventilation ta about 150 cm/sec (300 ft/min) with efficient
cross—ventilation. Higher velocities are not necessary for comfort and may even
be annoying.

Men at rest can tolerate a greater amount cf thermal stress than do men doing
hard work.17 The more vigorous the work, the less easily do the workers tolerate
severe thermal stress.

The enegy xpentues at different industrial tasks performed by workers in
hot climatesh10,1B are found to be different from those cf their counter—
parts in developed countries,2l,22 as shown in table 2.

The higher energy expenditure of similar industrial tasks in hotter climates
is due to higher metabolism at higher tissue temperature, increased blood flow and
sweat gland activity.22 Noreover, due ta mechanisation in developed countries,
the peak workload cf industrial workers has been reduced, whereas due to the
problems of unemployment, poverty, etc., the workload of workers in developing
countries did not change.

Table 2: Enerov exnenditure of Indian aduit male workers in different industrial tasks

Industrial tasks Mean Range Industrial tasks Mean Range
Kcal/min Kcal/inin Kcal/inin Kcal/min

1. Cotton textile mills 4. Foundry
Carrying bales 5.2 3.2—6.3 Furnace attencling 2.1 1.8—2.4
Carrying laps 4.1 3.7-4.5 Moulding 3.9 3.0-4.8
Drawing 3.9 3.2-4.5 Ocre making, baking 4.0 1.9-8.5
Spinning (double

side) 2.4 2.3—2.5 5. Glass factory
Bottle making:

Winding 2.8 2.7-2.9
Sizing 2.2 1.5-3.5 By hand:

Helping 2.6 1.6—3.3Weaving: 2 looms 1.8 1.3—2.3
Cutting 2.3 1.9—2.6

4 looms 1.9 1.7—2.8
Airing 1.6 1.3—1.9

2. Soap factory
Barrel or drum

By machine:
Stacking 1.3 1.2—1.6

opening 5.4 3.8-6.8
Sorting 1.5 1.3-1.8Rosin breaking 6.1 5.5-6.7 Attending furnace 2.4 1.8-3.3Pan unit attending 3.5 2.9-4.1

Pumping 3.9 3.6-4.9 6. Manual material
handl ing

3. Steel rolling mil1
Lifting 9.8 4.6-14.2Billet pulling 3.8 2.6—4.5
Carrying 10.0 5.6—13.5Billet conveying 4.1 3.6—4.7

Front roughing 4.9 3.6-6.3 7. Laboratory work
Bar holding 3.0 1.6-4.4 Standing working 1.7 1.2-2.1
Looping 2.9 2.8-3.1 Sitting working 1.3 1.0-1.6
Coiling, platform

operating 1.4 1.1-1.7
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Maximal physical work eapacity of industrial workers at comfortable temperature
conditions in India23’24 was found to be much lower (shown in table 3) than that of
the westerners in cold climates. The thermal load in hot industries reduces the
capacity further,27,28 as given in table 4. Thus, the proper design of factories
in hot climates plays a great role in reducing the thermal load, thereby increasing
comfort, performance and productivity of the workers.

Table 5: Maximal ph.ysical work capacity (maximal oxygen uptake) of Indian adult male
industrial workers with mean body weight (kg) 55.6 ± 0.95 and mean body
height (cm) 165.0 ± 0.58 at comfortable thermal conditions

Groups Maximal oxygen uptake

Litres (STPB)/min ml (STPD)/min/kg

Age groups:

20 — 29 yr (N = 57) 2.46 ± 0.05 45.25 ± 2.05

50 — 59 yr (N = 51) 2.35 ± 0.04 45.04 ± 1.75

40
— 59 yr (N = 16) 2.15 ± 0.05 54.96 ± 0.90

Occupation groups:
(heaviness of jobs)

Light (N 7) 1.67 ± 0.02 50.94 ± 1.56

Moderately heavy (N 19) 1.91 ± 0.05 56.22 ± 0.79

Heavy (N so) 2.27 ± 0.05 40.67 ± 1.41

Very heavy (N = 17) 2.50 ± 0.06 41.98 ± 1.99

Extremely heavy (N = il) 5.17 ± 0.08 55.51 ± 2.26

Ah groups (N 84) : 2.51 ± 0.14 41.08 ± 1.56

1ry-bulb °F Wet-bulb °F Globe °F Relative Air speed ft/min CET (B) °F
(oc) (oc) (°c) humidity % (cm/sec) (oc)
83.0 ÷ 0.10 67.8 -t- 0.12 85.0 ± 0.09 47.1 + 0.53 175.0 ± 2.57 70.6 ± 0.06

(28.4 - 0.05) (19.9 ± 0.06) (28.4 ± 0.05) (88.9 ± 1.20) (21.5 ± 0.05)

Mean ± standard error; N = number of subjects; CET = corrected effective température
(basic).

Table 4: Maximal physical work capacity (maximal oxygen uptake) of Indian adult male
industriel workers (N = 84) at three different thermal conditions

Heat stress index Maximal physical Maximal oxygen uptake
CET (B) work capacity

°F OC KM/min Litres (SPPD)/min ml (STPD)/min/kg

70.3 ± 0.34 21.5 ± 0.19 1 025.8 ± 27.2 2.31 ± 0.14 41.08 ± 1.56

80.7 ± 0.42 27.1 ± 0.25 955.8 ± 27.5 2.05 ± 0.05 56.43 ± 1.58

90.2 ± 0.25 32.4 ± 0.14 847.6 ± 27.2 1.81 ± 0.06 52.23 ± 1.56

N = number cf subjects; Mean ± standard error; CET (B) = corrected effective temperature
(basic).
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Among the workers of the cold and hot climates accustomed to such climates,
there are also differences in the thermal comfort levels29,30,49 and the limits not
to be exceeded without a risk 0f endangering health and efficiency considerably, as
given in table 5. It is important to note that thermal balance is essential for
thermal cornfort but it can also be achieved by the thermo-regulatory mechanisms
such as blood circulation, sweating, etc., 0f the body under conditions of dis—
comfort.

Table 5: Optimum confort zone with typical thermal conditions for Indian adult male
industrial workers with usual clothing at different levels of activity in
winter and summer seasons

Activity and Range of Typical thermal conditiohs
seasons comfort

Dry—bulb Wet—bulb Relative Globe Air
CET (B) temp. temp. humidity temp. speed.

°F
O

°F 00 0p O % °F OC ft/min cm/sec

Very light work:

Suinmer 78.8 26.0 90.5 32.5 74.0 23.4 47 99.0 57.3 500 250
Wjnter 73.0 22.8 73.5 25.1 56.5 13.6 32 94.0 34.5 50 15

Heavy work:

Summer 68.9 20.5 82.5 28.1 65.0 18.3 38 90.0 32.2 700 350
Wjnter 64.5 18.1 75.0 23.9 55.0 12.8 25 80.0 26.7 100 50

CET (B) = corrected effective temperature (basic).

]3ody shape or the surface to volume ratio bas an effect on the thermal
preferences. A thin person generally found in hot climates bas a much greater
body surface than a short, fat person of the same body weight,3133 and he or she
can dissipate more heat and will tolerate and prefer a higher temperature.

]Dark skin of the people in hot climates containing the pigment melanin pre
vents the penetration 0f damaging ultraviolet rays and increases the heat emission
from the body in the same proportion as it affects absorption; thus it in more
resistant to the damaging effects of surishine.

Bien in the older age—croups tolerated severe thermal stress very nearly as men
in the younger age groups.54 In severe heat, the reaction of both groups was very
nearly identical, whereas due to the higher body fat and greater amount ofc1othing,
the females have some difference in thermal comfort and tolerance levels. Fac—
tories where only females would work should take this and other points into con
sideration in the design.

A reduction in the amount of work clothing will increase the ability 0f men
to withstand thermal stress, except under conditions involving very great amounts
of radiant heat or in circumstances where there is very fast—moving hot air. Bien
wearing the least clothing withstood more easily the higher temperatures.35

All this bas a considerable bearing on the design of industrial buildings to
produce optimal conditions for the workers. It is obvious that the same design
of industrial buildings in cold climates would be very unsuitable for hot climatic
conditions due to these differences.

For warm, wet conditions it bas been estimated36 that over 2,000 N/m2 vapour 2pressure, every 1 m/s increase in air speed compensates for an increase of 300 N/m
in vapour pressure. When the air in completely saturated and warmer than the
skin, air movement would only increase discomfort and heat gain. Fortunately,
such conditions are seldom met in nature. The highest humidities, even in warm,
humid conditions, are experienced when air temperature in below skin temperature,
whilst the highest temperatures are accompanied by moderate humidities. But such
conditions can quite easily be produced inside factory buildings cf poor design and
with bad management.
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Materials and form of construction

Specific features of design and of structural materials37 that affect the
response of a factory building to exposure to clirnatic elements are the quantity of
solar radiation absorbed in and penetrating the building, the air surface tempera-.
tures, the air velocity and the vapour pressure.

In a bot climate, the function 0f the building envelope is to moderate the day—
time heating effects of the externai air and solar radiation on the structure and
its interior. At the saine time, the rate of cooling during the night shouid not be
over-reduced.

In choosing suitable building materials in hot climates, two ambient charac—
teristics are of primary importance: the maximum temperature and the diurnal range
dependent on vapour pressure level. A third significant factor is the absorbed
solar radiation, which depends on the orientation and external colour of the build
ing element in question. The most important thermo—physical properties are the
thermal resistance and heat capacity, which may often be expressed together by the
product of the two. But as the mechanisms of heat flow control operating through
the two factors are different, the effectiveness, and hence the relative importance,
of each with respect to physiological comfort within a building varies differently
with the climatic characteristics.

The ground loses much heat by radiation, particularly on clear nights, and soon
after sunset its temperature falls below that of the ambient air. The direction
of heat flow is reversed from the air to the ground. The lowest layer of air
becomes cooler.

A difference of temperature between the inside and the outside, or between
different parts of a building, will result in a transfer 0f heat from the warmer to
the cooler areas. Any wali, floor or roof wiil offer some resistance, but will
not entireiy prevent heat transfer. The purpose of thermal insulation is to
restrict and delay the rate of transfer.

Insulation wiii be most effective under steady state conditions, or when at
least the direction of the heat flow is constant for long periods 0f time, espe—
cialiy in heated or air conditioned buildings. Where the direction 0f heat flow
is reversed twice in every 24—hour cycle, the significance of insulation will be
diminished.

The effect of solar radiation on opaque surfaces can be combined with the
effect of warm air by using the sol—air temperature concept of Mackey and Wright.38
The magnitude of sol-air temperature influenced by the factors 0f absorbance and
surface conductance shows that the selection of colour has some effect; the selec—
tion of material is, however, 0f greater significance. Variations in surface
conductance are even less, but a lesser absorbance and a greater surface conductance
would reduce the solar heating effect.

By far the greatest source 0f heat gain can be the solar radiation entering
through the windows. This could, in fact, increase the indoor temperaIure far
above the outdoor air temperature. Overheating is a problem in all tropical cli-
mates. For the reduction 0f solar heat gain through windows, four variables are
within the control 0f the designer:

1. orientation and size 0f windows;

2. external shading devices;

3. internai biinds, curtains, etc.;

4. special glass.

Design of shading devices

In hot climates it is very important to shade the outside walis of a building
exposed to high levels of sunlight.39 This can be done by creating permanent
screens or louvre blades, a reinforced canopy or externally applied venetian blinds,
or planting tall trees with thick leaves or shrubs. These are very effective when
they shade the east and west walls of the building, which are exposed to the morning
and evening iow-ievel sunlight.
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Shade is required not only against direct solar radiation but also againot
diffused radiation from the sky which, in tropical regions, may reach very high
intensities (0.75 Kcal/cm2/day on a horizontal surface).

When horizontal adjustable louvres are used, they should be constructed so as
to enable their opening at an angle of approximately 120°, so that when required
they also direct the air flow towards the occupied zone. In multistoreyed build
ings, window overhang shades tend to reflect an appreciabie amount of solar radia
tion on the walls and into the windows 0f the upper storeys. The vertical shadow
angle measures the performance of horizontal shading devices.

Vertical shading devices consist of lower blades or projecting fins in a
vertical position. The horizontal shadow angle measures their performance.
Narrow blades with close placing may give the same shadow angle as broad blades
with wide spacing. It will be seen that this type of device in more effective
when the sun is to one side of the elevation, such as an eastern or western eleva—
tion. The shading masks with segmental shape wiil be most effective when the sun
is opposite to the building face considered and at a high angle, such as for north
and south-facing walls. To allow sun only at a 10w angle, this type of device
would have to cover the window completely, permitting a view downwards only.

Egg—crate shading devices are combinations 0f horizontal and vertical elements.
The many types ofgrille-blocks and decorative screens may fall into this category.
The construction of shading masks for moderately complex shapes in effective for
any orientation depending on detail dimensions.

Once the necessary shadow angles have been established, the design qf the
actual form 0f the device wiil be quite simple and it can be postponed to a later
stage when it can be handled together with other considerations, structural or
aesthetic, dayiight or air movement.

The aridity in hot, dry areas in accompanied by several characteristics of
importance to human comfort ad to building design. Direct solar radiation in
intense, up to 700-800 Kcal/m’h on the horizontal surfaces, and may be further aug—
mented by the radiation reflected from the barren, light-coloured terrain.

In hot, dry areas the main consideration in to reduce the impact of solar
radiation on buildings and to provide shade in the streets, recreational areas, etc.
Ah the internal roads leading to the different buildings 0f a factory should have
shade from the trees planted on the sides 0f the pedestrian pavement. Where hot,
dry winds are associated with dust storms, wind oontrol should be aimed at protect—
ing rather than obtaining the bent ventilation. Internal courtyards and patios
are often provided for social purposes and aiso as resting areas. During the day,
ventilation in reduced to a minimum to exciude the hot, dust-laden outdoor air from
the interior.

In warm, humid regions, the planning should be directed towards optimum ventila
tion conditions and maximum protection from solar radiation.

Design of roofs and walls

If a heavy-weight roof with an external layer 0f efficient insulating material,
itseif protected by a waterproof light coloured (whitewash) covering, in used, heat
flow during the day from externai to internai layers in restricted by the insula
tion and reflecting surface and only a small portion of the potential heat in
absorbed in the elements.

High heat capacity concrete waiis externally insulated by rockwooi or expanded
plastic and covered by waterproofing materials are suitable for this purpose. Ail
external surfaces should be as near to white as possible. The high thermal capa—
city of the concrete layer reduces the effeot on internai temperatures 0f any heat
which thus penetrates.

The whole roof may be externahiy covered by a polythene sheeting at a distance
of 10—20 cm above the roof surface. Polythene (polyethylene) in transparent to
radiation 0f the wave length around ten microns emitted by the roof, placing littie
restriction on radiative coohing cf the roof at night. The disadvantage cf the
method in the deterioration of the polythene sheets due to the exposure to the sun,
so that they have to be replaced at intervals.

The alternative cf doubie-roofing at much less cost, especially in factories in
rural areas in hot chimates, in to maintain vegetation on neiected portions 0f the
slanting roof.
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Orientation and design of windows

In the equatorial location, the main windows should face north or south to
avoid solar beat gain. At the higher latitude, though an orientation away from
the Equator would receive the least sunshine, it may be desirable to have me
solar heat gain in the winter when the sun in low, and so an orientation towards
the Equator may be used where the workplace does not generate much heat. In both
locations the minor openings at unimportant workplaces should be placed on the east
and west sides. Sola.x heat gain in the west side cnn be partiuularly troublcsorne as
its maximum intensity coincides with the hottest part of the day.

If wind in to be captured or a pleasant view is to be utilised, etc., the
opening cf windows may nt tises override tne solar consideration.

It is generally believed that to give optimum conditions 0f ventilation, the
inlet window should directly face the wind. Any deviation from this direction
reduces the indoor air speed. However, this in not always no. In some cases,
better conditions can be achieved when the wind is oblique to the inlet windows,
particularly when good ventilation conditions are required in the whole area of a
workplace. When the wind in oblique (at 45°) to the inlet opening of the same
workplace, most of the air volume takes up turbulent, circular motions around the
room, increasing the air flow along the side walls in the corners.

Very good ventilation conditions are possible in regions with westerly windows
even when the long façade with the inlet windows is turned by 450 to the north—
west or south-west, where shading is much easier.

The air movement could be grossly influenced by the way the window blinds or
sashes open. If the hinges on the windows arc fitted properly depending on direc
tion 0f prevalence 0f the wind, the window blindo or sashes would ac-L as deflectors
to direct tOc wind through the windows, whereas if the hinges are fitted in the
wrong way, the wind would be directed away from the room. In many 0f the fac-
tories in the tropical climates, junt changing the hinges from one to the oiher
side of the window frame may improve the climatic conditions greatly (Fig. 6).
This point has been overlooked in many factories in hot climates.

R(GHT

:zi
Deflection

Fig. 6: Correct method 0f fixing window blinds or sashes no as to facilitate
entry of wind from the prevailing direction 0f wind

Windows may be large but should be protected by movable insulated shutters;
apart from small apertures for illumination, both windows and shutters must Te
closed during the day.

The most effective height of the windows from the human comfort aspect in
about 0.5 to 1.5 m above the floor. It is preferable to use horizontally pivoted
windows with upper hinges which, when open, would direct the air flow downwards.
For bot areas, large sliding walls should be used, which may be kept open most 0f

the time but closed during storms or rais to provide good control of the conflict—
ing requirements for maximum ventilation alternating with wind, dust and ram pro
tection during storms.

WRONG
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It in particularly important in hot areas to have two horizontal strips 0f
window places in different wails, to provide the most adequate arrangements, one at
the height 0f the floor and the other just below the ceiling, thus causing air
motion in the roorn by thermal force during windiess hours.

In a centrally heated factory room in a cold climate the opening of s small
window for only five minutes may cost a fraction of a dollar due to loss of heat,
whereas it may be rightly desirable to open ail the windows for greater ventilation
in a non—air—conditioned factory room in hot ciimates.

To minimise the 1locking cf air fiow through fly screens, e.g., in a drug
factory, it is preferable to instail them at some distance from the wall, rather
than directly on the windows. and extending them over a much larger area than the
windows. When there is s balcony adjacent to the workroom, it is possible to
ensure insect protection with less interference of ventilation by fixing a fly
screen around the balcony, thus enabling the entry of air through a wider area.

Good ventilation not only keeps the workers cool and comfortable, it also
heips dispersion of odour offensivenens, harmful dusts, fumes and smoke from the
working environment which tend to increase with an elevation of air temperature.

In hot tropical climates, fans should be used to increase air movement to at
least 0.5 m s-. High air speed increases the thermal comfort by increasing the
evaporation of sweat and the heat loss by convection, both in hot humid and hot
dry conditions.

The use 0f ceiling fans should be avoided in hot climates as these blow back
the hot air from the top on to the workers. The inlet air blowers at the floor
level or so—called “floor fans” or the circulators sucking the cold air from lower
windows are much better. But at much higher air speed the body may gain heat
from the hot air, which is to be avoided.

A loss of heat by evaporation cf water is utilised in hot, dry climates by
passing the air through meshes or weeds soaked with water. But in hot, humid
climates this process cannot IDe used. Much of the sweat which in produced by the
body is dripped away and not utilised for cooiing the body by evaporation of sweat.

The largest air speed will IDe obtained through a small inlet opening with a
large outlet. When the iniet opening is large, the air speed will IDe iess, but
the total rate of the air flow or volume 0f air passing in unit time wiil be
higher. When the wind direction is not constant, or when the air flow through
the whole space is required, a large iniet opening will be preferabie. The best
arrangements are full wall openings on both sides with adjustable sashes or closing
devices which can assist in channelling the air flow in the required direction,
foliowing the change of wind.

Unfortunately, it wili be found that the highest temperatures often coincide
with the least amount of breeze. As this wouid be the critical situation, the
best that can be done is to provide openings as large and unobstructed as possible
to make the building as transparent for wind as practically feasible.

The predominance of high humidity necessitates correspondingly high air speed
to increase the efficiency of sweat evaporation and to avoid as far as possible
discomfort due to moisture on skin and clothes. Continuous ventilation is, there—
fore, the primary comfort requirement and affects ail aspects of building design
such as orientation, the sise and location cf windows, layout of the surroundings,
etc. Even with the maximum ventilation there are limits under which comfort can
be achieved in a warm, wet climate.

One cf the chief causes of discomfcrt in warm, wet climates in the subjective
feeling of skin wetness. Ventilation should ensure a sweat evaporation rate
sufficient not only to maintain thermal equilibrium but also to enable evaporation
0f sweat as the sweat emerges from the pores, without accumulating on the skin.
The provision cf continuous and efficient ventilation, protection from the sun,
ram and insects, prevention cf the increase of internai temperature during the
day and minimisation during the evening and night are the requirements for the
design 0f a building in warm, wet climates.

To adequateiy cross—ventilate the areas cf a factory building, either ail the
areas should IDe provided with doors, windows, etc., on both windward and leeward
sides 0f the building, or those areas on the windward and leeward sides only shouid
IDe given access through large openings to rooms on the opposite pressure sides.
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To raise the. building on pillars is advantageous in a warm, wet ciimate because
it enables better ventilation by locating the windows above the zone of maximum
damping of wind by the surrounding vegetation, etc., and also by enabling the cool—
ing 0f the floor from below, which is particularly beneficial at night. In addi
tion, the building is better protected from floods and from termites.

Occasionaliy, underground rooms are provided in which temperature fluctuations
are further stabilised at a level close to the annual average; the summer tempera
tures are, therefore, much lower thanin the buildings above the ground.

Conditions which are perfectly comfortabie may produce adverse effects if con
stant and there is no change at ail over prolonged periods.

One of the basic needs of the human being is change and variation, a fact
which has been ignored by early research workers. This point is particularly
noticeable in mechanically controlled environments, such as in air conditioned
buildings, where the environmental conditions can be and often are kept constant
within very fine limits. What the designer should aim at is a range 0f comfort
conditions within which considerable variations are permitted.

It is quite interesting to observe that people enjoy natural, cool and fluo
tuating fresh breezes even when these stop for a few seconds at random, while
peopie complain 0f the monotonous air movement at the same temperature and constant
speed in an artificial climate. If these observations and causes are proved
beyond doubt, in future the artificial ciimate may have to incorporate the random
variation 0f air speed and air temperature within prescribed limits to provide the
most comfortable conditions for workers.

The ordinary entilation in the factories and workshops in hot climates should
be at least 5.0 ft (1.4 m3) per person per minute. The air speed at the head
level should be at least 100 cm/s (200 ft/min).

Design in relation to lighting,
colour and noise

It is surprising that even today simple issues of heating, lighting and
ventilation are too often inadequately considered and acoustic problems are flot
properly dealt with.

Where rooms or shop floors rely on natural daylight, the maximum practical
depth is about 5 m (or 20 ft) from the window wall, and this may be increased to
about 7.5 m (or 30 ft) where a scientifically designed combination 0f artificial
and naturai lighting is employed. Even mixed lighting by means of daylight and
electricity limits the working depth of a shop floor.4U

The effects 0f colour on people at work are to be considered for the scienti—
fic use of colours in the rooms and shop floors. In hot areas the “cool” blue or
green colours, as against red should be used to give subjective sensations
0f coolness or impressions of reduced temperature.

The ceiling 0f a factory building plays an important role, particularly in
reducing reverberant noise. Though people, furniture, wall linings, soft flooring,
etc., all act to absorb noise to some extent, a considerable proportion 0f any
noise travels upwards to the ceiling. There is a wide variety of acousticaliy
absorbent materials suitable for use in ceilings.4l The so—called “false” ceiling
with sound-absorbing material not only reduces noise but also heips to insulate
and thus minimises transfer of heat from a hot roof to the shop floor.

Design in relation to safety, health,
pollution and welfare

Normally, factories should be so designed that the use 0f personal protective
equipment against heat, dust, smoke, fumes, noise, accidental injuries, etc., is
eliminated or at least minimal. If the hazards cannot be reduced at the source,
then personal protective equipment has to be used, but one has to foresee that it
rnight be impossible for the workers to endure wearing protective equipment in hot
conditions.
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The normal psycho—physiologicai conditions of activity and rest with recovery
from stresses are impeded by unfavourabie ciimatic conditions and the resulting
stress on b.ody and mmd causes discomfort, ioss of efficiency and may eventually
lead to a breakdown of health or even cause accidents. It is a challenge for the
designer of the factory building to strive towards the optimum of total comfort,
i.e., compiete physical and mental well—being.

A weil-designed working environment inciudes not oniy suitabie physical condi
tions cf ample ventilation, heat dissipation, illumination and other comfort
standards, but also the tangible and intangible amenities that can transform dis—
content and boredom into interest and a sense of participation by the workers, as
for example the availability and use of shower facilities in hot climates, which
are very much favoured.

Any industry that has a high “fatality rate” and a poor accident record is
inefficient and it loses productivity through the loss 0f man—hours and discontinu
ity cf work. Many unnecessary burdens are placed on the social services and the
economy of the country as a whole and the degree of human suffering is immeasurable.

A human life is irreplaceable. Iioss 0f limbs and inability te work only bring
misery and personal ruin.

For minimising accidents, the design criteria should take into consideration
the major causes arid frequency 0f different types cf accidents from the records of
similar industries in hot climates.

In hot, dry conditions, the chances cf fire are much greater than in coid
conditions, and hence greater precautions should be taken and better facilities
provided for fire exits, structural fire barriers, safe internai and external
access, especially in multistoreyed buildings. Industry has to count the cost cf
necessary precautions and control measures and the cost wili in the long mn have
te be related to the total benefits te be expected from the process. The costs
shculd be regarded as an essential part cf the proceso and net simpiy as an added
burden te be carried on the back 0f the manufacturer.

Factories and air pollution

The recent planning policy 0f most of the countries has been te encourage
siting cf industrial zones on the outskirts of new towns, or siting state or
gcvernment—sponsored industrial estates outside townships, mainly te reduce the
effects cf pollution on the people living in the towns.43,44 With the ever—
increasing number cf factories or industries, the threat cf air, water and land
pollution greatly increases.

Te deal with aspects 0f pollution directly reiated te the design of landscape
and buildings for industries, one has te consider the effects 0f waste materials
cr surplus energy generated by various forms 0f human activity in industry threaten
ing damage to man’s health, possessions, food supply, recreation and aise te plants,
animais and wildlife. In addition, there is pollution due te noise and other
environmental nuisances generated from the factory buildings.

Air pollution arises from smcke, fumes and other gaseous emissions, dusts and
grit from the factory processes directly discharged into the atmosphere.
Obviousiy, the design 0f the factory building, including the ventilation system,
chimneys, etc., must be done properly te cope with the minimum interference and
pollution cf the air by toxic and other substances. These pollution problems are
enhanced by tropical climates. It is, therefore, very important that industrial
plants and buildings be built te help in the effective control 0f pollution and its
reducticn.

The effect of a temperature inversion in trapping smoke and fumes near the
grcund is obvious. It is important te find eut the height at which temperature
inversion cccums. Very tau chimney stacks with correct height are able te pene—
trate the inversion layer te discharge their fumes in the rising air and thus avoid
pollution (Fig. 2).

The heaviest air pollution cornes from the burning 0f fossil fuels. Coal pro—
duces dusts and srnoke which are considered specially harmful when trapped as fog.
The photochemical smog which arises from the compiicated chemical reactions 0f the
ernissions of the internai combustion engine in the presence cf sunlight is an
indirect effect of pollution from industry as it arises from transport movements.
In order te avoid these, siting and design cf the factory buildings, including the
chimneys, should be made scientifically, and for this the effects cf inversion and
the effects 0f local microclimate conditions 0f mechanical and thermal turbulence
upen the plumes frcm tau chiinneys or stacks (Fig. 7) have te be considered.
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One trend of modem industry is to get out into the open and not worry about
buildings. It is easy to get rid of the gaseous by—products, but the downwind
public is becoming more pollution conscious.

Factories and water pollution

Water pollution may occur from the falling ram passing through smoky and
polluted air, by ways of ditches, ponds, streams, rivers, estuaries, etc., to the
direct polluting of the sea itself. Many of the wastes of the factory are
directly discharged into rivers, except in countries where there is strict enforce—
ment of control measures to avoid pollution. Pollution 0f water may not neces—
sarily render it toxic but often the effect is to deprive the water 0f oxygen and
thus reduce its capacity to support life. The effects 0f thermal pollution are
similar. The design of the factory buildings to avoid such pollution is an
important necessity.

Factories and land pollution

Polluting 0f land arises from the solid wastes. Industrial chemicals destruc
tive to insects and bacterial life may be leaked into the soil from the waste
dumped upon it. The toxic and caustic effluents from chemical plants usually
involve great risk. The disposal 0f this must be done properly and the design of
the factory building helps this greatly.

Design in relation to storage, cleanliness
and maintenance

In tropical countries, the prevalence of hot and dry conditions leads to a lot
of dust. The factory should be so designed that the routine storage and mainten
ance of cleanliness is made easy. Hence either the glass windows should be at the
lower level, or the glass windows near the top of a “saw—tooth roof” factory, for
example, should have at least a low cost bay with safety guardrails for safe, easy
and regular cleaning. A broom brush fitted on rollers se that the windows can be
cleaned from the outside by pulling from one end to the other is also useful.

Easy accessibility for regular and proper maintenance of machinery must be con—
sidered in the design of the factory shop floor.

Petter understanding of certain aspects 0f human motion and body measurements
for use of criteria and for guidance in the design 0f workplaces are necessary, as
wasted movements are a source of inefficiency in production.

Design in relation to power supply

In the days 0f power crises, it is very important to design factories in hot
climates to make much greater use of natural ventilation and daylight. The short
supply of energy in the form of electricity, diesel, coal, etc., will be much more
aggravated in the years to come.42 Conceptual ergonomies would suggest the minimum
use of these forms 0f energy in maintaining the comfortable conditions in the
factory buildings, especially in hot tropical climates, and maximum use of natural
cross-ventilation, natural daylight, reduction of direct solar radiation in heating
the roof and walls 0f the buildings by use 0f good reflecting double—roofs or vegeta—
tion on the roof, good ventilation, sunbrealcers or reinforced concrete canopies,
forced eold air inlets through ducts under the floor or lower windows.

Nowadays it is quite common to make economical use 0f fuel by planning coke
ovens, blast furnaces for pig iron, steelmaking converters, and fabricating milis on
the same site, the whole plant thus comprising one large type of industrial installa—
tion making the best use 0f modem insulating materials and other means to prevent
the escape of heat into the surroundings. In future, the factories in hot climates
may advantageously utilise solar radiation on the roofs to cool the working
environment 0f the workers.
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Design 0f industrial estates

It is not enough to design one industrial building, even when it is well

constructed. It is essential to have ergonomie considerations in designing indus—

triai estates to reduce the cluster of small buildings and to improve the layout

by various rnethods.45 A logical and scientific flow diagram for intake 0f raw

materiais and for output of finished products should be worked out for ail the

factories in the group, so that efficient road, rail and conveyor systems can be

made with common points for packaging, loading and unloading, and cominon facilities

for maintenance, security, safety, medicai clinics, canteen, recreation, sports and

other organisations, and common services for electricity, fuel, gas, water, steam,

compressed air, refrigeration medium, telephone, etc., and a ring circuit of refuse

and waste disposai could be economically viable and usefui. According to the

suitabiiity, any one of the different types of layout or plans55 suoh as linear or

radiai or ring types (Fig. 8) may be used.

In good industrial planning, orderliness and over-ail integration are combined

and options for maximum future expansion are kept open.

Noderateiy compact internai planning 0f factory blocks will be of benefit for

most of the year. Oourtyard-type buildings are very suitable, since ventilation

and light from both the external and internai sides are available. Buildings are

to be grouped in such a way as to take advantage of prevailing breezes during the

short period when air movement is necessary. A moderateiy dense, low rise deveiop

ment is suitable for these climates, which will ensure protection 0f outdoor

spaces, mutuai shading of externai walls, shelter from the wind in the cold season,

shelter from dust and reduction of surfaces exposed to solar radiation in the hot

season. Wind speed above the level 0f the bulk of the industrial building bloeks

in the town, to which the higher buildings are exposed, is much higher. In a hot

climate, in particular a humid one, this is obviousiy an advantage.

When the high buildings have also large horizontal dimensions, they divert

the air flow above and over the biocks and cause “wind shadow” behind them (Fig. 4).
On the other hand, when the horizontal dimensions are not much larger than those of

the lower buildings, the turbulence and pressure difference created around them

improves the ventilation conditions 0f iower buildings in their neighbourhood.

“Industrial parks” or recreation woodlands or “greens” are used as buffer zones

between beits of industry.

In some planning regulations, importance is given to the patterns of industrial

development by which the commercial office centre of a town is segregated from

residential and shopping areas. This is going out of favour since it has led to

cities becoming dead at night after the office and factory workers have gone home.

The type of mixed development is more humane and now acceptable by many.

Control on factory design

llnless the planning, location and design 0f the factory buildings re properly
controlled from the very beginning, it will be extremely difficult to avoid grave
situations in the years to corne, in many countries, national laws, acts and local

rules, regulations and restrictions determine location, construction and material

usage in factory buildings.44 These acte, rules, regulations and restrictions

should aiso be based on the principles of ergonomies and on appropriate guidelines

so that effective control can he established to humanise the environment and make

for the proper development of the area and the progress of society as a whole.

An application to build giving an outline 0f the proposed factory should be
made to the local planning authority. Permission to build should only be given
with the condition that a detailed plan be submitted within a stated period. The
local authority, through its appointed offices, should have the right of inspection

0f the work to ensure that the building is constructed according to the approved

plan.

The factorv inspectorate, like a “watchdog”, should make good use of its loud
bark ami its nose for trouble, but shouid reserve the use of its sharp teeth for
those rare occasions when they might be required to ensure the effective cantrol cf
properly designed factories suitable for the climate.
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RESIDUAL CARRY-OVER 0F ACCLIMATIZATION 0F
SUB-HIMALAYAN NATIVES DURING GRADED

WORK LOAD AT HIGH ALTITUDE

Rabindra Nath SEN and Pranab Kumar NAG1

I ork Plzysiology & Ergono,nics Laboraà’ory, Deparl,nen of Physiology,
Calcuua Universiry, 92, Acliaryya Prafiilla Chandra Road,

Calcufla 700 009, India

During graded work load the nature of cardio-respiratory responses of
seven sub-Hirnalayan Sherpa subjects (exposed group, EG), at 3,660 m
altitude, were cornpared with those of a sirnilar group of four subjects
(control group, CG) at 2,000 ni. The average rates of work calculated
froni the gross w’eight carried rnultiplied by the speed of walk rariged
froiii 3,320 to 8,440 kg-rn/rnin. Differences noted in the physiological
responses between the exposed and control groups were due to hypoxia
and cold at high altitude. At 3,360 kg-m/min, transient rise of pulmo
nary ventilation in EG over the values of CG was around 117 percent,
whereas at 8,440 kg-m/rnin, the Tise was only 40 percent. This hyper
ventilatory responses were always associated with the lowering of pulse
rate. In the present study, highest average work pulse rate record at
8,440 kg-m/min of the EG was only 137.6 beats and at 3,360 kg-m/min
the value vas only 106 beats. The additional high energy demand for
vork at high altitude rnight be partly due to cold and higher work of
breathing, and partly due to the difference in work load. The ventila
tion equivalent (BTPS), 39.44 1 (at 3,360 kg-rn/min) gradually clecreased
to 23.72 1 at 8,440 kg-m/rnin in EG, and in case of CG these were
varied only between 26.28 to 20.30 1. The oxygen pulse was rnarkedly
higher in EG, indicating a compensating rnechanisrn for increased ainount
of oxygen intake.

Regarding varieties of difhculties encountered in mati at high altitude and tue
possible adaptive mechanisms which help in the cardiovascular and respiratory
adjustment to cold and hypoxia, several studies have been reported (MITcuELI.,
1970; PuGII, 1965). The natives of high altitudes show blunted or decreased
ventilatory responses (BALKE, 1964; LAinai et aI., 1972; SEvERINGnAus et al., 1966)
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and increased energy expenditure (NlsnlTn et al., 1964; NAG et al., 1976) at rest
and during work, and in responses to voluntarily imposed hpoxic stimuli (CIIJ0DJ,
1963). It has been assumed that decreased ventilatory responses, wiuch are
secondary to decreased peripheral chemoreceptor sensitivity of the natives are
deveicped during the flrst few months of life after birth (LAnIRI et al., 1976) and
by process cf generations this hyposensitivity to hypoxia is being formed as a
genetic characteristics of (lie natives. As an extension, the present siudy vas
carried oui on eleven Sherpa subjects, horn at 4,500 ni and hred at moderate
altitude (2,000 to 2.500 m) in the sub-Himaiayan region to investigate further the
nature cf cardio-respiratory responses cf Sherpas in graded work ioad during acute
exposure to high altitude and to clarify whether here was any residual carry—over
of acciimatization te the cardio-respiratory responses to those horn at high alti
tudes (L\1ITRI and EDELNIÂN. 1969; MTCnFL.L. 1970; S0RENsEN and SEvERINGIIAUs,

1968) even lhough (bey settled permanently and stayed a long period, more than 7
to 10 years, at iover altitudes.

METI-IODS

Uhe stLtdy vas conductcd during the winter nionths cf December and January.
The subjects seiected for studv were healthy, young male Sherpas. A thorough
enquirv was made te conhrm the origin and trihe cf (lie subjects. since there were
admixtures of diffèrent tribes in tue locality from vhere the subjects vere selected.
The physical characteristics, e.g., age, bcdy weight, body height. and a fev skinfolcl
thicknesses for (lie prediclion of lean body weight and bocly fat were measured.
It appeared that ail were in good health and siniilar hody status.

They ere divided mb two groups. consisting seven and four subjects. The
ficid study on sevcn subjects vas conducted at Sandakpu area (Dist. Darjecling,
I ndia) at 3,660 iii (harometric pressure: 480 mm Hg) altitude. The suhjects from
Darjeeling town (barometric pressure: 590 mm 1-1g) ascended te that altitude and
were aliowed te induce te that altitude for a complete week, since one week stay at
the altitude is required for preliminary acclirnatization to hypoxia and coid
(Wi:iiin, 1966). After that the suhjects carried graded loads (0, 25, 35, 45 and
55 kg) to a slight soft-snow covered fixed distance of I kni on n mountain siope oC
approximately 12 te 15 percent uniforrn elevation at 3,660 ni altitude. The aver
age rates cf work cf the seven subjects calculated from the gross weight (bcdy
weight plus actual load carried in kg) multiplied by the speed cf walk (m/min) at
particular 5m angle cf the mountain slope were 3,360, 5,670, 6,230, 7,440 and
8,440 kg-m/min.

The other group cf fcur subjects, which cnn be treated as contrcl, stayed al
Darjeeling town and carried dillerent loads at 3,320, 5,470, 6,070, 7,140 and 8,330
kg-m/min on a treadmili at the horizontal level. Attention was given te impose
equal wcrk lcads for both the groups, but for practical difficulties, it was net ac
curately possible.
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l3oth at Sandakpu and Darjeeling, the subjects carried loads on the back by
supporting the load by a circular strap around the forehead and by slightly in
clining the body forward; and this is the usual mode of carrying loads at high
altitude in the sub-T-limalayan region. The environmentai conditions, such as
dry-bulb and wet-buib temperature and air movement were recorded with the
help of siing psychrorneter and kata thermometer respectively. Throughout the
experimentai period the subjects wore wooien dresses and marching boots or
hunter boots for their protection against cold. It was not possible to measure
the insulative value of the ciothings, but the average weight of the clothes were 2.5
to 3.0 kg only.

During 9 to 12 min of ioad carrying the average pulse rates of ail subjects of
two groups were counted every minute. The pulmonary ventilation was recorded
with tue help of KM-respirometer and the oxygen and carbon dioxide concentra
tions of the expired air were estimated by Scholander’s method. The pulmonary
ventilation and oxygen consumption were expressed at BTPS and STPD respec

tiveiy: it is mentioned earlier that standard ambient pressure were 480 and 590 mm

Hg for the above-rnentioned places. No atternpt has been made to reduce the
gas volurie to sanie standard sea level 760 mm Hg pressure. The ventilation
equivalent (I, BTPS), a measure of respiratory efficiency, vas expressed as the ratio
between pulrnonary ventilation (I, BTPS) and oxygen consumption (1, STPD);
whiie the oxygen pulse, which is considered as a mensure of one’s oxygen trans
porting capacity, vas expressed as the oxygen consumption (cc) per heart beat per
kg body weight.

Sorne of these measurements were also undertaken at rest and during recovery

from work. 12 max were deterrnined by treadmiil exercise in lower altitude

subjects: while higher altitude group performed step-up test, as described in
CoNsoLAzlo et aI. (1963).

RESULTS

The physical characteristics of the two groups of subjects are given in Table I.
It was observed that the two groups were belonging to saine tribe and origin, and
siniilar age and health. The dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures were 8.33 and

Table 1. Physical characteristics of two groups of subjects.

Varhble Control group Exposed group

-

C S (N=4) (N=7)

Age(year) 31.3±1.4 261+0.9
Body height (cm) 161.9±4.4 159.1+1.2
Bocly weight (kg) 53.0+1.3 54.2±1.3
1.ean body weight(kg) 48.9+1.6 51.1±1.1
Vo2 max (//min/50 kg body weight) 4.11+0.38 3.33+0.12

Values are means+standard errors.
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6.39° in the lower altitude, and 0.40 and 0.17° in the higher altitude respectively.
In the work place cf lower and higher altitude, the air movement were 0.14 and

0.40 rn per second respectively.
The rates of work cf the Sandakpu (exposed group) and Darjeeling (control

group) suhjects and their corresponding cardiorespiratcry responses are given in

Table 2. The decrement of pulse rates and the increment cf pulmonary ventila

tion cf the exposed group in respect to the control group are shown in Fig. I, in

terms cf the percentage decrement and incrernent. The rates cf work cf the two

groups ranged frcrn 3,320 to 8,440 kg-rn/rnin. It is menticned earlier that it vas

not possible te give exactly equal wcrk lcads for the twc groups. The rates cf

vcrk were slightly less in the control grcup.

Table 2. Cardio-respiratory responses of the two groups cf subjects.

Variables Control group Exposed group

Rate of work: 3,320 3,360+24

(kg-rn!min) Pulrnonary ventilation 27.72 1 .89 59.29 + 4.37

(I,’min/SO kg, BTPS)
Pulse rate increase over rest 35 6 b 8.6 33.6 -1- 4 I

(heats/rnin)
Oxygen consumplion 1 .08 + 0.11 1.55 ± 0.17

(l/min/50 kg, STPD)
Ventilation equivalent 26.28 ± 3.28 39.44 + 4.51

(1, BTPS)
Oxygen pulse (cc/pulse/kg) 0.189+ 0.019 0.296+ 0.032

Rate cf work: 5,473 + 18 5,675+37

(kg-rn/rnin)
Pulmonary ventilation 44.71 ± 4.17 60.21 + 2.18

(1/min/50 kg, BTPS)
PUISL &k iicrease over rest 57.6 + u.3 46.5 ± 2.4

(beats/rnin)
Oxygen consumption 2.05 + 0.25 2.02 0.14

(l/min/50 kg, STPD)
Ventilation equivalent 20.30 + I .64 30.57 + 2.28

(I, IITPS)
Oxygen pulse (cc/pulse/kg) 0.286± 0.025 0.319± 0.020

Rate cf work: 6,068+67 6,231 ±65

(kg-rn/min)

[‘ulmonary ventilation 45.06
-

2.80 61 .74 + 5.24

(11’rnin/SO kg. BTPS)
Pulse rate increase oser rest 61 .7 3.6 50.5 2.7

(beats/min)
Oxygen consumption 2.17 0.15 2.25 ± 0. t5

(!/min/50 kg, STPD)
Ventilation equivaient 21 .11 + 2.4 28.23 3.16

(1, BTPS)
Ogen pulse (cc/pulse/kg) 0.306+ 0.017 0.351 ± 0.023
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Continued from Table 2.

Pulmonary ventilation
(!/min/50 kg, BTPS)

Pulse rate increase over rest
(beats/min)

Oxygen consumption
(1/rnin/50 kg, STPD)

Ventilation equivalent
(1, BTPS)

Oxygen pulse (cc/pulse/kg)

Pulmonary ventilation
(I/min/50 kg, BTPS)

Pulse rate increase over rest
(beats/rnin)

Oxygen consumption
(!/min/50 kg, STPD)
Ventilation equivalent

(I, BTPS)
Oxygen pulse (cc/pulse/kg)

3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Rate cf work (kg-m/min)

Fig. J. The decrement of the pulse rates and the incrernent of the pulmonary ventilation of
the exposed group in respect f0 the control group.

The pulmonary ventilation was markedly higher in the exposed group as com
pared with the controls. At the lowest rate of work (i.e., average of the two
groups was 3,340 kg-m/min), the transient rise of pulrnonary ventilation of the
exposed group ‘as around 117 percent, whereas at the highest work load (i.e.,

Variables Control group Exposed group

Rate of work:
(kg-m/rnin)

Rate of vork:
(kg-rn/rnin)

7,142+67 7,445+105

51.23 + 4.20 57.31 ± 2 83

66.8 + 4.3 53.7 ± 3.3

2.52 + 0.29 2.58 + 0.13

20.30 + 1.75 22.70 + 1.52

0.353+ 0.050
8,332+78

0.390+ 0.036
8.440+150

52.68 ± 5.19 73.05 + 5.11

71.7 + 3.8 50.2 + 4.4

2.48 + 0.31 2.98 + 0.17

21.81 ± 2.88 23.72 + 1.70

0.324± 0.039 0.470+ 0.024

Values are rneans+standard errors.
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average of the t\vo groups was 8.385 kg-m/min), the rise vas onlv 40 over
flic values of the control group. flic increase of vork pulse rates over rest, as
sho n in Table 2, vere much less in the high altitude, i.e., about 10 10 20 beats/min.
It bas also been dcpicted in Fig. 1 that the decrement of tue pulse rates of the
exposed group, comparing controls, vas only 6 percent al flic lovest work load,
vhereas al flic highest vork intensities these were as high as 30 percent.

The oxygen consumption values per min per 50 kg body \veight vas fairly
high in 11w exposed group. At 8,440 kg-m/min 11w oxygen consumption for the
exposed group was 2.98 l/min/50 kg and the corresponding values for the control
groups ‘as only 2.48 l/min/50 kg at 8,330 kg-m/min, i.e.. 20 higher in the cx
posed group. These respective values vere 92 and 60 percent of their maximum
oxygen uptake. l—Iovever, 11w oxygen consumption increased as linear function

with the rates of work as independent variable. only with diflerence in siope of
hie unes (Yr0.0004X+0.356, :L0.630, for control group and Y=0.0003X+
0.402. +0.408, for the exposed group). The corresponding simple correlation co
eflicients of the two unes vere 0.7443 and 0.7545 (i.e., helow 0.1 percent level of
significance).

There vere wide dilTerence in flic ventilation equivalent with graded work in
the hieh altitude. Tue ventilation equivalent at BTPS, 39.44--4.5l / (3,360 kg
m/min) gradually decreased to 23.72+ 1.70 / (8,440 kg-m/min) in the exposed
group. whereas in case of control group il varied only between 26.28+3.28 10
20.30-L_ 1.64 1 for similar work loads. As it was expected, flic ventilation equiva
lent vas negativcly correlated with Oie rate of vork (r=-uO.4l 35 and 0.5423 for
control and exposed group rcspectively). The oxygen pulse vas markedly higher,
0.296 cc/pulse/kg (3,360 kg-m/min) b 0.470 cc/pulse/kg (8,440 kg-ni/min), in flic
exposed group than il vas in flic controls (0.189 cc/pulse/kg for 3,320 kg—ni/min
and 0.324 cc/pulse/kg for 8.330 kg—m/min), indicating relatively more amount of
oxvgen extraction al higher work Ioads.

DI SCIJ SS ION

In order b sec Oie nature of cardio-rcspiratory responscs in graded physical
work and the residual carry-over of acclimatization of Sherpas, bora al high alti
tude but bred al Iovcr altitude, tlie present stucly vas undertaken. Two groups
of similar origin by birth and spent similar period of early life al high altitude were
selected in the studv. Approximately al 12 10 15 ycars of age they came down (o
the lower altitude and occasionally in once in two years they go up as high altitude
porters, along with dilTerent expedition teams.

The rates of work of two groups vere almost sanie, as revealcd in Table 2.
Diflerences in tue physiological responses of the exposed group with the average
responses of tue control group were possibly due to (he eflects of pliysical factors,
such as hypoxia and cold at high altitude. Since previous studies have been deait
vjth either rnoderate work Ioads (LAiIIRI et al., 1972) or graded ;vork loads givea
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oniy in the simulated altitude (SAT0 and SAKATE, 1974; STERNBERG et al., 1966),
the higher work loads were given to tue present subjects with an oniy purpose to
actualise usual stresses imposed on the mountain dweiiers in their day-to—day life.

The pulinonary ventilations were higher in the exposed group, as mentioned
eariier; but it was interestingly noted that pattern of hyperresponses of the Sherpa
subjects were Iess pronounced with graduai increase of rate of work at high alti

tude, than those of controls at lower altitude. But during prolonged exposure to
hypoxia, the increase ofpulrnonary ventilation was reported to be more pronounced
w’ith the increase of rate ofwork among sedentary subjects (AsTRAND and R0DHAL,

1970). The present findings of reiatively Iower ventilation were well corroborated
with SAT0 and SAKATE (1974); their gracled work loads, however, were given in
simulated high altitude condition. It is true that the less prevalent effect of ex

posed group at higher work loads of the present study does flot indicate that
Sherpa subjects reached nearer to the maximum breathing capacity, since the

highest ventilation record was only 73.05±5.11 l/min/50 kg body weight (I3TPS).

The possible reason for higher ventilation at lower rate of work is not clear.

Does it necessariiy mean that an optimal level of stimuli is required for the chemo

receptors to get maximal response and further which there will be no marked

change? Though it was understood that the decreased peripheral chemoreceptors
sensitivity (LAHIRI et al., 1972; MILLEDGE and LAHIRI, 1967; SEvERINGHus et al.,

1966) was definitely persistent with Sherpa subjects, which they possibly deveioped

during their first few months of life at high altitude (LAHIRI et al., 1976; M1rcHELL,

1970). However, it’s quantitative measure is yet to be found out with special

reference to duration of stay after birth at high altitude. In contrary, recently

LAHIRI et al. (1976) reported that the normal hypoxic drive, aithough it matures

only after birth in the high altitude, is thought to be substantially lost during

aduit life.

Along with different possible causes, as explained above, the differences in

pulmonary responses of the present study may be partly due to the differences in
work loads of two groups (NAG, 1976; NAG et al., 1976). Notwithstanding. the
hyperventilatory responses were aiways associated with the lowering of pulse rates
(KELL0G, 1964) at high altitude. Hypoxia is attributed to the reflexes of the
carotid bodies. Since one of its changes is vasoconstriction, the arterial hlood
pressure rises as a result of increased peripheral resistance and hence the reflexes

of the baroreceptors of the carotid sinus and aortic arch would respond as brad
ycardia (BEsT and TAYL0R, 1967). In the present study, the highest average
work pulse rate record vas only 137.6 beats per minute and at the lowest work Ioad

(3,360 kg-m/min) it was only 106 beats per minute. KELL0G (1964) and PuGH

(1964) reported that the reduction of maximum pulse rate after several months

stay at high altitude was as great as 40 to 50 beats per minute. The developrnent

of lowered pulse rate might be possible only after long terrn acclimatization, or

possibly a genetic carry-over. While the sojourning Iowlanders aiways show high
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pulse rates (AsrRAND and R0DoAL, 1970). Thus, the present [indings possibly
demonstrate an important observation regarding the beneficial e[Tècts of relatively
lower pulmonary ventilation and Iowered pulse rate in better adaptability of
natives at high altitude, although they came dowri te lower altitude during their
early life.

It is clearly stated that oxygen consumption vas fairly high in the exposed
group. The additional high energy demand for work at high altitude rnight be
due 10 the eftect ofcold (DB 0.389 and WB 0,167°) and also partly due to dilier
ences in work loads. The hypereactivity of the respiratory muscles required for
the lungs to hyperventilate (LuFI, 1964) niight aIse partly responsible for high
energy demand at high altitude. As mentioned in Table I, the maximum oxygen
uptake of the exposed group (3.333+0.115 //min/50 kg body sveight) at high alti
tude vas 19 percent lower than the control group (4.110+0.380 //min/50 kg bcdy
veight). ohserved at lower altitude. The reduction cf J, max svas reflected as
overexertion (BusKIRK and TAYL0R, 1957) cf the subjects on the graded work loads,
since each load demands higher percentage cf j)’, max, as compared with lover
altitude subjects. PuGH (1964) carefully remarked that the reduction cf the
max bas a definite relationship with the increase cf altitude.

There was marked decrease of ventilation equivalent in case cf the exposed
group and no such decrease was observed for control subjects. Tins fali cf ventila
tion equivalent indicates relatively lower ventilation rate at higher rates cf wcrk to
avoid further strain cf the respiratory muscles thereby il might cause higher
amount cf oxygen extraction in exposed subjects. H vas noteri that the average
oxygen pulse (0.365 cc/pulse/kg) cf the exposed group is higher than that cf con
trol group (0.292 cc/pulse/kg bcdy weight). Te consider the adaptive mechanism
which might operate at high altitude. the possihility is (bat the main limitations
(1-luRrAno, 1964) arise in the difl’using capacity for cxygen in the pulmcnary system
and/or between muscle capillaries and tissues (WEST, 1962; WEsT et cl., 1962).
Increase cf oxygen pulse cnn be stated as the rise of alveolar P02 due te hyper-
ventilation cf the Sherpa subjects at high altitude. Since the atmcspheric F02 is
lower at high altitude, the P0. in capillaries, and arterial and venous blocd is also
suppcsed te be lower. For Sherpas, having relatively lower pulmonary ventilation
and lower pulse rate, it might he a compensation for increased amcumit cf oxygen
W enter from lung te blood.

The authors are grateful b Dr. C. S. Nair, Principal Scientitic OIficer, Physioiogy Research
Ccli, Darjeeling, fer bis keen interest and providing facilities of vork. Thanks are due to Mr.
U. S. Ray for bis sincere technicai assistance throughout the study. The study svas partly sup
ported t’y the financial grant of Indian Council cf Scientific and industriai Research.
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SOME ANTHROPOMETRIC STUDIES

1

ON INDIANS IN A TROPICAL CLIMATE

by

R1NDRA Nrn SEN

It is true that every individual bas a bodhly configuration
as distinctive as his finger prints. It is, however, likely
that the various aspects of the uniqueness of the indivi
dual can be overemphasized, thereby putting the inter
individual similarities in the background. If we consider
the principles in support of the quantitative orderliness
of physical constitution as developed by Adolph (1949),
we cannot but appreciate nature’s attempt to link the
diversities.

It is stated (Scholander et al., 1958 Coon, 1954, 1955)
that there is a general tendency ni animais to have
their body form in accordance with the environmental
condition in which they live. WilIer (1957) does not
believe that with the influence of cimate the body
form of animals—including man—changes and lie
supports the views of Mayr (1956), McDowell et al. (1953)
and Galineo (1955) in that readjustment of cellular
mechanisms and flot alterations of body form is the
key factor in anirnal’s adaptation to heat. Garn (1958)
strongly criticized the views of Wilber (1957) and
supported the views of Roberts (]953) and Adams (1958)
in that the dimatic rules (see Bergmann, 1847; Allen,
1887) do apply to man. Au attempt was, therefore,
made to throw some light on this controvcrsy with
reference to the Indians in a tropical cirnate.

A fairly comprehensive anthropometric measurement
of a small nurniier of the sample subjects from the
eastern and western zone of India was taken in order
to find out if there is a difference between the body
measurements of people in the tropics and those of
Westerners in cold cimates.

METHODS

Fifteen normal maie (ageil 18-44 years) and seven
female (aged 19-24 years) research and collage aduit stu
dents and nine schoolchildren (four girls and five boys,

.ra1aA #•
d) unatroI H

alia) nrisdi T•
dI hirnfl L

hiixd asqO

aged 3-10 years) who were naturally accimatized in
Calcutta, were selected at random and 31 different
antliropometric measurements of theirbody as advocated
by Du Bois and Du Bois (1915) were taken. Another
saniple of 40 aduit male workers (aged 24-46 years)
naturally accimatized to the cimate of Bombay were
also seiected at random. Fourty-one different anthropo
metric measurements according to Du Bois and Du Bois
and 22 different other anthropometric measurements,
generally used for machine design, were taken. Measure
ments were made on both the extremities and the mean
value was recorded for cadi location.

Steel measuring tapes, linen measuring tapes, an
anthroponieter, a measuring board marked with horizon
tal and vertical unes, a stool with loose wooden plates, a
cailiper and a piatform scale were mcd in the present
study and each item was used accordingly with ail the
necessary precautions to obtain values which would ha
comparable with those of Westerners. The linen tape was
manipulated in such a way as to avoid compression of
the underlying tissues. Ail the measuLring articles were
calibrated against a standard metre scale. Linen measur
ing tapes were replaced immediateiy when a slight tan
dency of lengthening due to repeated use, was noted.

Tic detailed definitions of the differeut anthropo
metric measurements taken, are shown in Table 1.

RESULTS

Due to the relative paucity of such anthropometric
measurements on Indian subjeots, ail the anthropometric
data of 15 adult male students, 40 adult male workers,
7 aduit female students and 9 cbildren are given
in Table 2 as the means with standard deviations and
ranges, for the purpose of comparison The differences
in the measurements such as height, weight, etC., of
the groups due to age and sex could easily be noted.
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TABLE lA. Definitions of anthropometric measurements (according to Du Bois and Du Bois) nsed in the present investigation

Riglit ride, trunk erect, knees together and knee angle at right angles, thighs
horizontal, contact measurement, buttock to skin over patella (knee-cap).
Knee at right angles, feet rested flat on floor. Buttock to back of tise knee (posterior
aspect of leg).
Seated on the floor, sacrum against tise board, legs fufly extended, feet at right
angles to legs. Distance from feet to board.
Upper arm and forearm et right angles. Back against the hoard; distance between
elbow ami seat.

I

L.

Serini letter Item Dctafled definitionor no.

A Vertex chin Around vertex of head and point of chin.
B Coronal Coronal circumference around occiput and forehead, just ahove eyebrows.
F Ansi length Tip of acromial process to lower border of radius measured with forearm extended.
G Axilla arm Circumfcrence et the level of upper border of exila.
H Forearm (maximum) Largest circumference of forearm (just below elbow).
I Forearm (minimum) Smallest circumference of forearm (just above the head of ulna).
J Hand length Lower posterior border of radius to the tip of second finger.
K Open hand Circumference of open hand at tin metacarpophalangeal joints.
L Suprasternal pubis Suprasternal notch to upper border of pubes.
M Abdomen Circumference of abdomen et the level of umbilicus.
N Chest (mid.tidal) Circumference of thorax at the level of n.ipples in the male and just aboya breasts

in the female.
O Thigh length Superior border of great trochanter to the lower border of patelle.
P Thigh circumference Circumference of thigh just below the level of perineum.
Q Hip circumferencc Circumfercnce of hips and buttocks et the level of great trochanters.
R Patella length From sole of foot to lower border of patelle.
S Patclla circumfercnce Circumfcrence et the love! of lower border of patella.
T Foot length Length of foot including grcat toc.
U Foot circumference Circuinference of foot et the base of little toc.
V Ankle circumference Smallcst circuniference of ankle (juat above malleoli).

I Weight Weight of the body without clothes.
II Height Height to vertex.

III Suprastemal foot Sole of foot to suprasternal notch.
IV Nipples-foot Sole of foot to level of nipples.
V Axilla-foot Sole of foot to upper border of axilla.

VI Ensiform.foot Sole of foot to tip of ensiform process.
VII Trochanter.foot Sole of foot to superior border of great trochanter.

VIII Pcrincum-foot Sole of foot to perineum.
IX Trunk circumference Circumfcrence of body (trunk) at level of tip of ensiform process.

X Arm length Tip of second linger to upper border of axilla.
XI Finger-olecranon Tip of second finger to tip of olecranon process.

XII Finger-metacarpo Tip of second finger to metacarpophalangeal procesa.
XIII Forearin length Tip of olecranon to lower border of radius.
XIV Upper arm length Tip of olecranon to acromial proccss.
XV Upper arm circumference Circumference of ansi at the insertion of the deltoid.

XVI Biceps circumference Circumfercnce of arm at belly of biceps.
XVII Mid thigh circumference Circumferencc of thigh half-way between anterior superior spifle of the ilium and

the lower border of patella.
XVIII Calf circumference (maximum) Largcst circnmfercnce of calf.

XIX Around heel Circumference of foot around heel.
XX Around maxila From back of neck around superior maxilla just below cars and nose.

XXI Neck circumference Around neck just below larynx.
XXII Shoulder circumference Arousid slioulders at level of heads of liumeri.

TABLE lB. Measurements while sitting (Sacrum pressed on the board, elbow sud knee at right angles, erect position)

Serin! no. Mcasurement Details

1 Buttock-knee

2 Seat length

12 Leg length

4 Elbow-seat

4
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Serial no. Mea.uienaent Detafla

3 Pateila heiglit Leg at right angles to thigh. Measure from top of muscle mass near end of femur
to floor (heels).

6 Seat height Feet rested flat on floor; knec et right angles. Distance between floor and lower
surface of thigh behind the knee.

5 Shoulder-elbow Trunk erect, humerus vertical, forearm horizontal. Measure from top of acromion
proceas to hottom of elbow.

7 Siuing beight Back against the board until back of knee touches tise stool edge, legs dangling
freely. Trunk as erect as possible; head in eyc-ear horizontal. Measure from rear
betwecn top of head and stool.

8 Trunk height Trunk saine as in sitting height. Distance from stool to topmost margin of body
sternum palpated diaregarding supra.sternal bones. Measured from front.

9 Back height Seat erect as in sitting height. Distance from stool to groove between flrst and
• second vertebra. Measure from back.

10 Abdominal depth Maximum horizontal contact dimension, wherever found.
11 Chest depth Horizontal anteroposterior dimension at nipple level. Contact from spinal groove

to sternum.

TABLE 1C. Measurement while standing erect (from aide)

Scrial no. Measuremeut Detaila

13 Anterior arm reach Heels together; heels, buttock middle of back and occiput against tise hoard.
Now both arma horizontal in maximum forward ranch with contacts maintained.

14 Crotch height Vertical distance from crotch to floor.
15 Foot length Weight even on both fcet. Left foot, maximum contact from heel to great toc (or

second toc if longer).
16 Foot breadth Position as 15; measure maximum breadtli.

TABLE 1D. Measurements whilc standing erect (from front)

Serial no. Meacurement Details

21 Bi-trochanteric Knees together and et right angles, truuk erect. Maximum lateral diameter of
buttocks, light touch measurements.

17 fleight Heels together, feet et right angles, body erect; distance from top of head to floor.
19 Span akimbo Arma flexed, held horizontally palms down, lingera straight and together, thumba

touching chest, wrists straight, fingers of each hand not meeting. Distance between
two elbow points.

18 Total spart Arma stretched on aides distance between tips of middle fingers.
23 Bi-deltoid Arma et aide, paIns forward; maximum contact dimension acrosa deltoida.
22 Bi-illiac Heels together, a firm pressure dimension of maximum illiac brim (acrosa bip

bones).
20 Forearm length Distance from elbow tip in tise tip of xniddle linger when arm is flcxcd et elbow.
24 Hand Iength Distance from end of small wrist bone at base of thumb to tip of middle linger

where hand is stretched.
25 Cheat circumferencc (reat) Horizontal circnm.ference juat above nipplea. Tape not tightened but merely in

contact ail round; cheat neither coilapaed nor expanded; token during quiet
breathing.

26 Circumference of head Top maximum circumîerence.
27 Circumference of upper arm Maximum of biceps.
28 Circumference of forearm M lialf.way between elbow and wrist.
29 Circumference of thigh At half-way between crotch and knce (left leg).
30 Maximum distance around left

eau Maximum distance around left calf.
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Table 3 shows the comparison of different other body
measurements of the 40 Indian workers with those of
the 499 Indian workers.1 Since the 499 Indian workers
(aged 19-60 years, with mean 37.3 years) was flot a
homogeneous group, the whole group was divided into
sub-groups of people from Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh
and South India (rest). The different measurements for
the different groups are given in Table 4. The results
show negligible differeuces among the groups. The
values for the different anthropometric measurements
of the Indian subjccts are compared with those of the
Westerners in Table 5. Where the original source did
flot cite snetric units, the values were multiplied by the
proper conversion factor. Where the same or approxi
mately the same measurements were given for different
groups, they were ail entered in the proper columns
for the purpose of comparison. The precise definition
of any particular measurement was carefully examiued
tutd oniy comparable values were entered. It wili be
observcd from Table 5 that there are marked differences

in the different body measurements of Indians in a
tropical climate as compared to those of Westerners
in a cold cimate. Not only the average weight, height
and other body measurements of tue Indians are much
lower than the values of Westerners, but the differences
for the different regions are also flot proportionate. Jf
we compare the different linear measurements as
proportions of height as given in Table 6, we find thas
the trunk and sitting heights of the Indians are proport
tionately less than those of Westerners, wherea the
lengths of the peripheral parts (upper and lower
extremities) are proportionately more, inclicating relative
enlargement of the peripheral parts of the body of
Indian subjects. When circumferences and diameters
of different regions of the hody are expressed as gramme
weight per centimetre height, it shows also the evidence
of the relative enlargement of the peripheral 1arts iii

the case of the Indians.

1. Unpublishecl work of tise Physiology Division, Central Labour Instituts,
Bombay.

TABLE 2. Different anthropometric measurements taken (according to Du Bois and Du Bois) for Indian subjectst

East Indian West Indian East Indian Esst Indian
(BengalI (Bombay) (Beiigal) (Bengal)

Serial adult males aduit males aduit female clijidren
no. or Measurements (students) (workers) (students) (students)
lctter (N = 15) (N 40) (N 7) (N = 9;

4 girls, 5 boys)

StandardMetn Stum Mean Standard Mesn (leviation‘ eviation Mea,, deviation deviation

-

A Vertex-chin circumference

B Coronal circumference

F Aria length

G Axila arm circumference

H Forearm circumference (largest)

I Forearm circuenference (smallest)

J Hand length

K Open hand circumference

L Suprasternal-pubis

M Abdomen circumference

N Chest (snid-tidal)

O Thigh length

P Thigh circumîerence

Hip circumference

66.15 3.03
(61 .9-7O.8)

54.79 2.25
(52.6.58.1)

56.33 3.43
(51.6-65.2)

26.83 2.91
(23.9-32.7)

23.23 1.77
(21.2-27.1)

14.51 1.09
(13.0-16.8)

17.34 1.09
(15.6-19.3)

19.31 1.05
(18.1.21.1)

51.39 2.84
(46.4.57.0)

65.65 2.73
(59.4-87.9)

81.03 2.15
(71.1-96.8)

42.49 2.31
(39.5-46.1)

48.48 4.96
(42.2-56.7)

83.98 5.31
(78.4.90.2)

45.81 3.15
(41.0.51.8)

64.19 2.45
(56.3-67.0)

55.24 1.34
(51.6-58.0)

57.95 3.78
(52.9-71.1)

29.93 2.59
(23.2.38.5)

24.61 1.09
(22.2-27.0)

15.56 0.80
(13.8-17.2)

19.11 1.13
(16.5.23.7)

20.38 1.39
(18.3-26.7)

53.62 3.18
(47.8-62.0)

72.91 1.86
(62.0.90.2)

84.29 5.76
(72.3-100.2)

42.96 3.56
(36.2-53.3)

49.15 3.11
(42.8-58.0)

85.94 5.32
(77.3-98.3)

46.29 3.02
(40.2-56.5)

63.71 2.89
(60.8.66.7)

5 3.60 2.63
(51.0-56.9)

50.24 2.17
(48.2-51.1)

26.97 2.05
(24.5.29.1)

21.96 1.03
(20.7-23.6)

14.74 1.04
(13.5-15.8)

16.67 0.63
(16.0-17.0)

18.01 0.79
(17.2-18.4)

50.07 2.79
(46.0.53.5)

74.69 7.27
(73.4-87.0)

80.49 3.30
(77.1.84.0)

41.86 2.03
(40.0-43.5)

54.77 5.80
(50.2.66.4)

88.81 6.30
(83.0-99.8)

42.56 3.12
(38.0.46.5)

57.38 1.40
(54.3-62.1)

49.11 2.11
(46.7-52.6)

34.42 3.94
(26.9-42.0)

16.94 1.72
(14.9-20.0)

15.96 1.13
(14.0.18.4)

10.90 0.72
(9.8-12.3)

11.86 1.07
(10.1-14.1)

13.96 0.61
(12.4-15.4)

36.39 3.36
(30.4.44.5)

48.27 4.01
(41.4.57.5)

54.24 3.86
(45.7-62.6)

27.34 3.80
(21.3-35.7)

31.51 3.66
(25.7.40.1)

52.41 5.60
(42.2-64.9)

29.62 3.82
(23.9-38.4)

V.

Q

R Patella length
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TLE 2 (continued)

Some «nthropometric studies on Indians in tropicai climate

Serial
no. or Measurements
letter

East liidian West Indian
(Bengal) (Bombay)

aduit males aduit males
(atudents) (workers)
(N= 15) (N=40)

Mean Standard StandardMean deviationdevintion

East Indian
(Bengal)

adult females
(students)
(N =7)

Standardcan deviation

East Indian
(Bengal)
chiidren

(students)
(N = 9;

, girls, 5 boys)

Mean Standard
deviation

(28.3-37.2)
23.91 1.31

(21.7.25.9)
22.49 1.09

(21.4-24.8)
20.11 1.36

(18.4.21.7)
49.56 8.53

(36.5-66.8)
163.00 7.78

(151.9-176.1)
136.02 6.95

(123.7.149.3)
126.31 6.46

(116.1.138.0)
130.18 6.91

(119.8-141.6)
119.39 6.40

(118.8.130.8)
88.14 5.13

(80.7.97.9)
78.91 4.98

(70.9-86.9)
76.61 6.19

(67.0.91.5)
63.23 3.39

(58.1-69.3)
44.01 2.52

(40.6-48.8)
9.99 0.46

(9.2.11.0)
26.61 1.68

(24.8.30.2)
30.11 2.57

(26.8.35.0)
25.58 2.99

(22.4-31.4)
23.39 2.77

(20.3-29.7)
43.95 3.81

(38.7.49.9)
31.63 2.80

(28.0.37.7)
30.36 1.74

(28.6-33.6)
48.25 2.94

(44.4.54.6)
34.24 2.90

(30.1-40.6)

21.99 2.08
(19.0.26.8)

16.51 1.80
(13.1.20.3)

16.46 1.26
(14.6.19.7)

14.29 1.03
(12.4-16.7)

16.57 4.33
(10.3.27.2)

108.53 12.50
(88.2.137.3)

115.8 10.99
(72.2.115.8)

81.92 12.37
(57.2.108.2)

85.44 11.55
(67.6-111.2)

77.77 9.54
(62.4.100.6)

57.12 7.45
(45.2.73.1)

53.11 7.46
(42.0.70.8)

54.80 2.96
(48.2-61.4)

40.44 4.77
(32.1.48.8)

28.76 3.23
(22.6-34.9)
6.77 0.56

(5.9-8.0)
17.68 2.25

(13.9.22.4)
19.31 2.39

(15.5-24.8)
15.99 1.50

(14.0-18.4)
15.60 1.22

(13.6-17.5)
29.76 3.13

(25.4-35.9)
21.76 3.33

(18.1-24.2)
21.78 2.37

(17.7-275)
38.54 2.37

(34.3-44.0)
23.37 3.07

(15.5.27.4)
59.04 4.44

(49.5-68.3)
5.83 1.93

(3-10)

n—
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S Patella circumference

T Foot ength

U Foot circumference

V Anicle circuniference

I Weight (kg.)

II Heiglit

III Suprasternal-foot

IV Nipples-foot

V Axilla-foot

VI Ensiform-foot

VII Trochanter-foot

VIII Perineum-foot

IX Trunk circumference

X Arm length

XI Finger-olecranon

XII Finger-metacarpo

XIII Forearm Iength

XIV Upper an length

XV Upper anin circuinference

XVI Biceps circinuference

XVII Mid thigh circumference

XVIII Caif circuniference (largeat)

XIX Around heel

XX Around maxilla

XXI Neck circumference

XXII Shoulder circumference

Age. (yrs.)

31.17 2.17 30.78 1.73
(27.8-36.2)

24.29 1.34
(20.0-27.6)

23.04 1.98
(20.0.32.0)

19.72 1.40
(17.2-22.8)

54.71 6.54
(43.1-74.9)

164.40 4.92
(154.5.173.0)

138.96 5.06
(130.8-152.2)

128.67 4.66
(119.1.130.1)

132.85 8.25
(105.1.149.8)

120.83 5.60
(107.3.134.6)
87.32 4.07

(79.4.97.3)
85.98 4.37

(77.2-98.1)
80.88 4.65

(70.2-96.2)
67.40 4.98

(61.6.83.0)
46.84 1.37

(43.5-50.8)
10.36 0.59

(9.2-12.2)
28.33 1.45

(25.7-31.8)
35.08 1.87

(28.0-38.1)
27.08 2.38

(23.542.8)
25.07 1.60

(21.6-29.9)
45.55 2.90

(41.2-52.5)
30.47 2.29

(22.4.36.2)
31.63 2.44

(23.3-41.1)
47.74 4.20

(32.5.57.5)
36.64 3.39

(27.9-46.7)
101.6 5.57

(92.5.130.0)
24.07 6.23 33.29 6.95

(18-44) (24-46)

31.97 2.24
(29.0.35.7)

22.04 1.05
(20.6.23.0)

21.16 0.90
(21.1.22.1)

19.87 1.34
(18.7-21.8)

46.73 5.24
(40.4-55.1)

153.31 8.12
(142.0.160.1)

128.64 6.94
(119.0.134.0)

119.50 6.96
(110.0.125.0)

124.23 6.42
(115.0-130.0)

111.83 5.97
(104.5.117.0)
82.29 3.79

(78.0-86.0)
77.93 4.20

(72.0.83.5)
72.03 5.44

(64.0.78.9)
59.86 3.16

(56.0.63.0)
40.47 2.05

(38.0-42.6)
9.31 0.66

(8.5-10.0)
24.76 1.05

(23.7.25.9)
27.90 1.84

(25.5.29.5)
24.90 1.52

(23.1-27.4)
23.96 2.65

(21.1-29.1)
48.84 4.88

(42.9-58.5)
32.03 2.31

(29.8-33.7)
27.16 1.89

(24.0.29.0)
45.17 2.30

(41.5-46.9)
31.99 1.49

(30.2-33.2)
80.99 6.02

(72.6-88.9)
20.85 2.33

(19.24)

o

1. Measurements are given in centimetres nnless otiserwise indicated.
2. Figures in parenthesea indicate range.
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TABLE 3. Different anthropometric measurementa of Indian aduk male workers in Bombay’

1 Buttock-knee
2 Seat Jength
3 Pateila height
4 Elbow-seat
5 Shoulder-eibow
6 Seat height
7 Sitting heiglit
8 Trunk height
9 Back height

10 Abdominal depth

55.32 2.61 55.12 2.54 55.94 2.76 55.52 2.30
46.62 2.41 46.40 2.78 47.29 2.52 47.10 2.18
51.18 2.41 51.08 2.26 51.08 2.06 51.66 1.84
21.79 2.18 21.81 2.18 21.97 2.10 21.27 2.41
35.83 2.18 35.59 1.62 35.76 1.92 36.01 1.41
40.30 1.50 40.24 1.43 40.47 1.88 40.53 1.14
85.10 3.04 85.08 3.00 85.46 3.42 84.52 3.38
54.46 2.65 54.44 2.48 54.86 2.72 53.94 2.78
60.18 2.74 60.06 2.72 60.68 2.54 60.02 2.42
19.42 2.11 19.42 2.14 19.36 1.68 19.54 2.58

Aduit male workert (N 40) Achilt male workers (N 499)
Serial Anthropometric —_________________________

no. measurernents Mean Range Mean Range

1 Buttock-knee 54.89 2.66 50.0- 59.8 55.32 2.61 46.0- 62.3
2 Seat length 45.64 2.75 37.5- 51.0 46.62 2.41 36.3- 53.0
3 Patdlla height 51.33 2.41 47.2- 55.5 51.18 2.41 46.5. 57.8
4 Elbow-seat 22.98 2.10 18.0- 26.5 21.79 2.18 16.3- 28.3
5 Shoulder-elhow 36.13 2.14 25.5- 39.0 35.83 2.18 30.5- 41.5
6 Seat height 41.95 1.61 39.0- 45.0 40.30 1.50 34.0- 46.5
7 Sitting height 86.22 2.83 80.0- 91.0 85.10 3.04 75.0- 94.0
8 Trunk height 56.26 2.43 52.0- 61.0 54.46 2.65 47.0- 63.0
9 Back height 62.45 2.70 56.5. 68.5 60.18 2.74 52.5- 69.0

10 Abdominal depth 18.44 2.34 15.0- 27.0 19.42 2.11 15.4- 32.8
11 Cheat depth 17.58 1.44 14.8. 22.5 18.25 1.69 14.4- 25.3
12 Leg length 104.30 6.02 94.0-116.0 102.98 4.80 86.0-116.0
13 Anterior arm reach 82.76 3.40 76.0. 90.0 83.48 3.79 71.8- 96.8
14 Crotch height 70.86 4.11 60.0- 78.0 75.78 4.19 60.0- 88.5
15 Foot length 24.29 1.34 20.0- 27.6 24.73 1.16 21.6- 29.7
16 Foot breadth 9.62 0.47 8.5- 10.5 10.24 0.43 8.7. 11.4
17 Height 164.40 4.92 154.5-173.0 163.00 6.10 142.0-182.8
18 Total span 169.80 8.12 157.0.187.8 169.45 7.25 148.4-193.6
19 Span akimbo 86.34 3.74 76.5- 93.5 86.50 3.68 75.8-100.0
20 Forearm length (includ.

md hand) 46.84 1.37 43.5- 50.8 45.51 1.97 40.0. 51.5
21 Bitrochanteric 29.16 1.54 26.5. 32.8 28.99 1.61 24.9- 35.6
22 Bi-iiac 24.98 1.57 21.5. 28.5 24.63 1.53 19.0- 30.3
23 Bi-deltoid 39.88 2.16 38.0- 45.0 40.17 1.91 33.7- 44.9
24 Hand length 19.11 1.13 16.5- 23.7 18.67 0.88 15.4- 21.3
25 Cheat circumference

(mid-tidal) 84.29 5.76 72.3.100.2 83.70 5.65 69.7.103.2
26 Head circumference 55.24 1.34 51.6. 58.0 53.96 1.57 49.7- 59.3
27 Upper arm circumfcrence 27.08 2.38 23.5- 32.8 25.12 2.68 18.4- 33.4
28 Forearm circumference 24.61 1.09 22.2. 27.0 20.66 1.59 16.5. 25.4
29 Thigh circuniference 45.55 2.90 41.2- 52.5 40.34 3.75 31.0- SC.3
30 Calfcircumferencc . 30.47 2.29 22.4- 36.2 30.50 2.36 24.7. 40.2
31 Body weight (kg.) 54.71 6.54 43.1- 74.9 50.85 8.00 31.5- 86.5
32 Wrist diameter 5.08 0.23 4.4. 5.4 \ — — —

33 Knec diameter 9.03 1.52 8.3- 10.2 — —

1. Measurements are given in ceutinietres unleas othorwlae iudicated.

TanLE 4. Different anthropometric measuremeuts of workers in textile mille in Bombayt

Snbjects

Serial Authropumetric Ail Maharashtra Uttar Pradesh Rest
no. meaanremente (N = 499) (N 370) (N 90) (N 39)

Standard Standard Standard Standard
eRfi devation ean deviation can deviation L eau deviation

G

o

I

e

Ç
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o

Tsutt.n 4 (continued)

* 15 Indien students
40 Indian workers

1 499 Indien workers
2 584 American gunners
3 103 American drivers
4 31 American naval personnel
5 63 Britisli naval personnel
6 529 British piot8 and gunners
* 15 Indien studente
• 40 Indien workers
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 Asnerican gunners
3 103 American drivera
4 31 Anierican naval personnel
5 63 British naval personnel
6 529 British pilote and gunners

40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 American gunners
3 103 American drivers
5 63 British naval personnel
6 529 British pilote and gunners
* 40 Indien workers
1 499 Indien workers
2 580 American gunners

18-44 49.56 8.53 36.5-66.8
24-46 54.71 6.54 43.1- 74.9
19-60 50.85 8.00 31.5- 86.5

66.72 7.17 49.0- 92.1
34.1 75.80 12.27 —

20-40 78.30 — —

18.29 66.34 6.41 —

23.2 65.73 7.21 —

18.44 163.00 7.78 151.9-176.1
24-46 164.40 4.92 154.5.173.0
19-60 163.00 6.10 142.0-182.8

172.41 4.21 150.9-188.7
34.1 175.20 5.79 —

20-40 178.30 — —

18-29 173.20 6.47 —

23.2 172.70 6.02 —

24.46 86.22 2.83 80.0- 91.0
19-60 85.10 3.04 75.0- 94.0

— 91.18 2.01 82.0.100.1
34.1 93.00 2.69 —

18-29 89.80 3.37 —

23.2 91.9 3.15 —

24.48 82.76 3.40 76.0- 90.0
19-60 83.48 3.78 71.8- 96.8

— 88.34 2.75 74.9- 99.1

Subjecte

Serial Anthropometric Ail Maharashtra Uttar Pradesh Reat
no. meaeuremeut (N 490) (N = 370) (N 90) (N = 39)

M Standard Standard M Standard M Standard
eau deviation Cfl deviation eau deviation eau deviation

11 Chest depth 18.25 1.69 18.10 2.21 18.64 1.51 18.03 1.72
12 Leg length 102.98 4.80 102.78 4.74 103.32 5.08 104.12 4.50
13 Anterior axm reach 83.48 3.79 83.16 3.78 84.46 3.96 84.36 2.84
14 Crotch length 75.78 4.19 75.72 4.20 75.58 4.66 76.74 3.94
15 Foot length 24.73 1.16 24.65 1.14 25.06 1.24 24.81 0.85
16 Foot breadth 10.24 0.43 10.21 0.46 10.34 0.48 10.26 0.40
17 Height 163.00 6.10 163.00 6.00 163.10 6.70 163.75 5.70
18 Total span 169.45 7.25 170.00 6.40 171.30 8.05 168.55 8.25
19 Span akimbo 86.50 3.68 86.68 4.32 87.54. 4.06 87.54 3.28
20 Forearin length 45.51 1.97 45.35 1.93 45.78 1.93 47.04 1.81
21 Bi-trochanteric 28.99 1.61 28.87 1.65 29.50 1.50 28.91 1.72
22 Bi-iiac 24.63 1.53 24,58 1.47 24.82 1.71 24.35 1.72
23 Bi-deltoid 40.17 1.91 39.65 2.21 40.31 1.87 40.32 2.00
24 hand lengtb 18.67 0.88 18.56 0.87 18.89 0.93 18.65 0.83
25 Chest circumference (mid-tidal) 83.70 5.65 83.40 5.39 85.05 5.25 83.95 5.70
26 Circumference of head 53.96 1.57 53.88 1.51 54.24 1.62 54.29 1.81
27 Circumference of upper arm 25.12 2.68 25.08 1.51 25.06 2.48 24.74 2.44
28 Circumference offorearm 20.66 1.59 20.81 1.67 20.64 1.45 20.63 1.37
29 Circuinference of thigh 40.34 3.72 40.60 3.74 39.46 3.46 39.62 3.46
30 Circumference of calf 30.50 2.36 30.68 2.42 29.96 2.10 30.44 2.40
31 Body weight (kg.) 50.85 8.00 50.60 8.15 51.60 8.85 50.60 8.15

1. Measurementi are given In centlmetrss naleas otherwlse indicated.

TABLE 5. Comparison between different anthropometric meaaurements of Indien aduit males in tropical dlirnates and thoBe
of Westerners in cold climates

Age Mean StandardReference Meaaurements’ Source2 No. and type of subjecta (yeara) deviation Range

o

1.31 Weight (kg.)

11.17 Height

7 Sitting height

13 Anterior arm reach
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8 Trunk heiglit

III Suprasternal beight

VI Ensiform height

J + XIII Upper extremity
+ XIV

40 Indian workcrs
5 60 British naval personnel
• 15 Indian students
* 40 Indiait workers
1 499 Indian workers
5 59 Britisli naval personnel
* 15 Indian students
* 40 Indian workers
5 59 British naval personnel
* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workers
7 2691 American cadets
* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workers
8 163 Arncrican studcnts
* 15 ludian students
* 40 Indien students
1 499 Indian workes
2 583 American gunners
* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workcrs
2 583 Amcrican gunners
5 63 British naval personnel

40 Indian workcrs
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 American gunners
* 40 Indian workers
4 31 Aincrican naval personnel
* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workcrs
2 584 American gunners
4 31 American naval personnel
5 63 British naval personnel
• 40 Indien workers
1 499 Indiau workers
2 583 American gunners
4 31 American naval personnel
* 40 Indian workers
4 31 American naval personnel
• 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workers
5 59 British naval personnel
• 40 Indian workcrs
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 American gunners
9 196 American plots
* 15 Indian students

Environmen:al physiology and psyclwlogy in arid conditions / Physiologie et psychologie en milieu aride

Trnn 5 (continued)

18 Total span

Reference Measurementst Source2 No. and type of aubject Age Mean Standard
(yeara) deviation Range

40 milan workers
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 Arnerican gululers
5 63 British naval personnel
* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indien workers
2 583 American gunners
* 15 indien students
s 40 milan workers
5 60 British naval personnel

15 Indian students
* 40 Indian workers
5 59 British naval personnel
• 15 Indien students

24.46 169.80
19-60 169.45

— 179.04
18-29 181.00.
24-46 56.26
19.60 24.46

— 59.14
18-44 136.02
24-46 138.96
18-29 140.70
18-44 119.39
22.46 120.83
18-29 122.20
18-44 74.06

Q

Q

‘p,

J.24 Hand length

VII Trochanteric hcight

14 Crotch height

12 Leg length

15.T Foot length

11 Chest depth

10 Abdominal depth

32 Wrist diameter

22 Bi-iliac

21 Bi-trochanteric

33 Knee diameter

16 Foot breadth

26 Head circumference

25N Chest circumference
(mid-tidal)

8.12 157.0-187.8
7.25 148.0-193.6
5.03 153.9-201.9
6.85 —

2.43 52.0- 61.0
2.65 47.-0 63.0
1.63 51.1- 66.0
6.95 123.7-149.3
5.06 130.8-152.2
5.71 —

6.40 118.8-130.8
5.60 107.3-134.6
5.06 —

1.78 67.2. 84.5

1.48 70.2- 93.6
1.32 —

1.09 15.6- 19.3
1.13 16.5. 23.7
0.88 15.4- 21.3
0.83 —

5.13 80.7- 97.9
4.07 79.4- 97.3
4.51 —

4.11 60.0- 78.5
4.19 60.0- 88.5

6.02 94.0-116.0
4.80 86.0-116.0
4.57 —

1.31 21.7 -25.9
1.34 20.0 -27.6
1.16 21.6- 29.7
0.80 22.9- 30.0
1.44 14.8- 22.5
1.69 14.4- 25.3
1.06 15.0- 26.9
1.61 —

2.34 15.0- 27.0
2.11 15.4- 32.8
1.07 16.0- 36.1
0.23 4.4- 5.4

1.57 21.5- 28.5
1.53 19.0- 30.3
1.09 23.9. 34.0

1.91 —

1.54 26.5. 32.8
1.61 24.9- 35.6
1.34 31.0- 41.9

L52 8.3- 10.2

0.47 8.5- 10.5
0.43 8.7- 11.4
0.44 —

1.34 51.6. 58.0
1.57 49.7- 59.3
2.22 51.0- 60.0
2.63 54.0- 61.2
2.15 71.1- 96.8

24-46
18-29
18-44
24-46
19-60
18-29
18-44
24-46
18-29
24-46
19-60

24-46
19-60

18-44
24-46
19-60

24-46
19-60

18-29
24-46
19-60

24-46
20.40
24-46
19-60

20-40
18-29
24.46
19-60

20-40
24-46
20-40
24-46
19-60
18-29
24-46
19-60

18-44

82.52
78.20
17.34
19.11
18.67
19.60
88.14
87.32
87.20
70.86
75.78
82.20

104.30
102.98
104.39

23.91
24.29
24.73
26.33
17.58
18.25
20.69
20.40
18.44
19.42
20.71
5.08
5.55

24.98
24.63
28.60
28.60
28.60
29.16
28.99
35.09
32.80
9.03
9.25
9.62

10.24
9.60

55.24
53.96
56.37
57.47
81.03

L
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TABI.x 5 (continued)

Soins anthropomerk studies on Indiens in tropical climats

* 40 Indian workers
1 499 Indian workers
2 584 American gunners
9 184 American pilota
5 61 British naval personnel
* 15 Indian studenta
* 40 Indien workers
1 499 Indian workers
5 62 British naval personnel
* 15 Indian students

* 40 Indien workers
1 499 Indien workers
5 62 British naval personnel
• 15 Indian studenta

24-46 84.29
19-60 83.70

— 90.05
— 91.95

18-29 87.20
18.44 23.39
24.46 25.07
19-60 25.12
18-29 27.80
18-44 23.23

24-46 24.61
19-60 20.66
18-29 26.70
18-44 14.51

24.46 15.56
18-29 17.60
18-44 48.48

24-46 49.15
18-29 53.00
18-44 31.63

24-46 30.47
19-60 30.50
18-29 35.60

5.76 72.3-100.2
5.65 69.7-103.2
3.26 78.0-103.9

5.05 —

2.77 20.3- 29.7
2.38 23.5. 32.8
2.68 18.4- 33.4
2.04 —

1.77 21.2- 27.1

1.09 22.2- 27.0
1.59 16.5- 25.4
1.30 —

1.09 13.0- 16.8

0.80 13.8. 17.2
1.66 —

4.96 42.2- 56.7

3.11 42.8- 58.0
3.24 —

2.80 28.0- 37.7

2.29 22.4- 36.2
2.36 24.7- 40.2
2.09 —

Tt.uzs 6. Comparison between different linear measurementa as proportionate of heiglit of Indiens and Weaterners’

Lengilis
7 Sitting heiglit
8 Trunk height

J + XIII +
XIV Upper extremity

24 Hand length
VII Trochanteric height

12 Leg length

— 0.525 0.522 0.529
— 0.318 0.334 0.343

0.455 0.502
— 0.116 0.115

0.541 0.531
— 0.634

Comparison of different diameters and circumferences as per gIn. body weght per cm. height

Diameters
11 Cheat depth
32 Wrist
33 Knee — 0.027

0.267 0.253
0.077 0.075
0.076 4k074
0.159 0.157

— 0.054
— — 0.012
— 0.021’ —

0.232 — 0.228
— — 0.073
— — 0.069

— — — — 0.138

Age Mean Standard
Reference Measurementst Source5 No. and type of subjecta (years) deviation Range

27.XVI Upper arm cfrcumference

28.11 Forearm circumference
(maximum)

I Forearm circumference
(minimum)

P Thigh circumference
(maximum)

30 .XVIII Caif circumference
(maximum)

* 40 Indien workera
5 63 British naval personnel
* 15 Indian students

• 40 Indian workers
5 63 British naval personnel
* 15 Indien students

• 40 Indien workers
1 499 milan workcrs
5 63 British naval personnel

1. Measurements are given in centimetres uniras othcrwiae indicateti.
2. Sources: Thia article; 1. Central Labour Irat., Bombay; 2. Randull es al. (1946>; 3. McFarland et al. (1953); 4. Taylor sud Behnke (1961);
5. Roberts (1957); 6. Morant and Gilson (1945); 7. Randail (1943); 8. Elhel (1945); 9. Benton (1943).

4

Indian Indian Indian Anierican American British British
No. Mensuremente students workera worker gùnners drivers naval pilota and

personnel gunners
(N = 15) (N = 40) (N = 499) (N = 584) (N = 103) (N = 63) (N = 529)

0.531 — 0.532

— —
— 0.451

— — 0.113
— 0.503
— 0.588’ —0.632

— 0.053 0.059 0.054
— 0.015

• Circumferences
N Chest

XVI Upper ami
H Foreann (maximum)
P Thigh

0.268
0.081
0.066

1. Sources were: 15 Indien stodents (this article); 40 Indian workers (this article); 499 Indien workers (Central Labour met., Bombay); 584 American
gunners (RandaU et al.. 1946); 103 American drivers (MeFarland et al., 1953); 63 British naval personnel (Roberte, 1957); 529 British pilota
and gunnera (Morant sud Gilson, 1945). V

2. Figure for 163 Asnerican atudents (Elbel, 1945).
3. Figure for 31 Ainerican naval personnel (Taylor and Behnke, 1961).
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DISCUSSION

It is rather surprising that anthropometric data for
comparative purposes are difficuit to obtain. Many of
the figures for the purpose of comparison have to lie
taken from literature where the values werc obtained
from measurements based upon a somewhat selected
population, e.g., various service groups. Since these
groups are to be within certain defined maxima and
minima, the tails of the “normal curve” for an unselected
population are certainly cut off. This was aiways kept
in minci whule coniparing the data. Although there will
lie corne error in the values of the standard deviation
and the range, the error in the value of the mean je
probably flot large.

From Table 5, k wifl lie observed that there are
markcd differences in the body form of Indians in the
tropies as compared to that of the Westerners in cold
clirnates. There is n tendency for the people in the
tropics to have n body form of the “ectomorphic” type,
being more skinny and of less body weight. In a hot,
humid, tropical dirnate the human body must lie able
to inaintain its temperature. Therefore, either h must
have n lesser amount of energy.producing organ and
lience less weight of visceral organ or it must have n
more radiating or evaporative surface to increase heat
dissipation. When the average body weight of a person
living in the tropics is reduced, due to tue evolutionary
effcct of the climate, the supporting structures, such
as tlie legs, etc., need not remain large in girth but could
becorne siemier in order to have a more effective evapo
rative surface per unit weight of the body or the length
or brcadtli of the peripheral parts may be relativcly
larger to increase the effective surface arca of the body.

The surface area of the Indian aduit male and fcmale
studeiits of the present study was actually mcasured
(Banerjee and Sen, 1955, 1957; Banerjee et al., 1958)
and it was fourni that the total surface area of the body
of each subject was more than that calculated by the
wcight-height formula of Du Bois and Du Bois (1916).
The present author actually ineasured the surface area
of nine Indian children for the present study, and
observed the surface area of the body in each case
to lie greater than that calculated with tlie weight
heiglit formula. k is to lie noted tisat the corrected
constant in the weight.hcight formula was more in
Indian aduit females (78.28) than in the maIes (74.66).
It may lie due to the lower average height in proportion
to weight of the body in the former and also due to
the adaptation of tue body of the females in tue tropics
to provide more surface for evaporation needed to help
heat dissipation which is hindered by the greater
proportion of fat in the body of aduit females than that
in aduit males as was found by the present author (Sen
and Banerjee, 1958). When the percentage ratio of the
measured surface area of cadi component region of
the body was compared to the surface area of tic whole
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hody, it was found that tic percentage was greater
for the extremities and smailer for tic trunk in the
case 0f Indians, when compared with the subjects of’
Du Bois and Du Bois (1915).

There je a good agreement that tic basal lient pro.
duction in Indians in n tropical climate is lower tian
that in Westerners in cold cimates. The present author
(Sen and Banerjee, 1958) observed that basic metaliolic
rate of Indians is on the average from 12 to 17 per cent
lower than the universaily accepted Mayo Foundation
Standards for the Westerners. It was also observed by
the author (Banerjee and Sen, 1958) that a large part
of the difference of the basal oxygen consumption
between Indians and Westerners could lie accounted
for when the values are expressed per kg. of cd solide
or oeil mass or lean body mass.

From these observations, iL may be concluded that
both the body forrn and readjustments of ceilular
mechanisrns are equally important adaptation processes
of the body to maintain its temperature in tropical
cimates. The reduction in heat production constitutes
an important economy of energy expenditure and is
of great significance in the continued existence of the
organism in n tropical environment. Similarly tic
change in the body form to provide n larger surface
for evaporation je an important step towards the process
of heat dissipation in a tropical climate.

S UMM A RY

Forty.one different anthropometrîc measurements as
suggested by Du Bois and Du Bois were taken on
31 normal naturaily acclimatized subjects consisting
of 15 adult male and seven aduit female students and
fine chuidren of the eastern zone of India. In addition
to these measurements 22 different other anthropometric
measurements were also taken on 40 naturally accima
tized Indian workers of the western zone.

The values were compared with those of Westerners.
Significant difference between the body form of the
people in tropical country and that of the people in
cold climates was observed.

Tus was presumed to lie the effect of tropical climate
in providing for greater evaporative or radiating surface
and lesser heat producing ce» mass.
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RÉSUMÉ

Soma anthropomctric studies on Indians in tropical clirnate

Quelques études anthropométriques faites sur des sujets
indiens en climat tropical (R. N. Sen)

On a procédé, suivant la suggestion de Du Bois et Du
Bois, à 41 mensurations anthropométriques distinctes
sur 31 sujets normaux 15 hommes, 7 femmes et
9 enfants, tous originaires de la partie orientale (Bengale)
de I mdc, pour déterminer les effets anatomiques du
« stress » thermique auquel le climat local soumet
constamment l’organisme.

II ressort de ces observations qu’il existe des cliffé
rences anatomiques importantes entre les habitants de
pays tropicaux comme l’Inde et ceux de pays froids.
En Jade, les éléments périphériques du corps sont
relativement plus développés, les extrémités plus
longues, le tronc plus court et plus étroit, ce qui réduit
le poids du corps (notamment celui du foie).

Ces différences tendent vraisemblablement à accroître
la surface d’évaporation ou de rayonnement et à réduire
la production de chaleur métabolique par une diminution
relative de la masse cellulaire active, ce qui contribue
à régulariser la température du corps malgré la chaleur
et l’humidité du milieu tropical. Cette étude confirme
que les « règles climatiques » définies par Bergmann
et Aflen sont applicables aux populations humaines de
pays tropicaux comme l’Inde. Les observations de
l’auteur sont d’ailleurs corroborées par une étude
anthropométrique faite récemment par la Division de
physiologie du Central Labour Institute, à Bombay,
et comprenant 31 mensurations anthropométriques
opérées sur 500 sujets de sexe masculin habitant la
région occidentale (Bombay) de l’Inde.

DISCUSSION

G. LAiuBERr. Ne pensez-vous pas qu’il soit difficile de comparer,
du point de vue anthropologie, des groupes de populations
vivant dans des conditions écologiques aussi différentes que
celles des Indiens et des Américains?

R. N. SEN. The limitation of such a comparison was kept in
mmd. In view of the extreme paucity of data, this preiminary
attempt was made and the available data were compareil with
those of ‘Westerncrs to show the difference. Considering the
differences in the habits among these groups of Indian subjccts
and the eimilarity of their anthropometric measurements, the
effects of the ciinate cannot be ruled out. Or course, the
effects of other factors should also be studied.

C. H. WYNnnÂJe. I do not feel that Dr. Sen can make any
comparison in this way. He lias isolated climate as the main

ADAMS, T.; CovINo, B. G. 1958. J. appi. Physiol., no. 12, p. 9.
AD0LPH, E. F. 1949. Science, vol. 109, p. 579.
ALLEN, J. A. 1887. Radical Raz’., vol. 1, p. 108.
BANERJEE, S. R0IIATGI, K. S.; MuxunnixE, M.; SEN, R. N.

1958. Indian J. mcd. Res., vol. 46, p. 556.
—; SEN, R. N. 1955. J. appt. Physiol., no. 7, p. 585.
—; —. 1957. Indian J. mcd. Ras., vol. 45, p. 33.

determinant in the anthropometrical differences but there are
many others, such as diet, exercise, etc., which might be zuuch
more important. How does he explain this?

R. N. SEN. It is likely that factors sucli as diet, exercise, etc.,
miglit have their effect, but it is interesting to note that though
the climatic conditions of the two zones of India md the mean
linear anthropometric measureinents of the subjects arc quite
similar there are znarked interindividual differences in the
quality and quantity of the diet consumed aizd also in their
occupations as students and workers. It would be interesting
to sec if factors such as diet and exercise would grossly
influence the linear measurements. The difficulty of getting
a long-tenu control over diet and working conditions to obtain
their isolated genetic effect on the anthropometric mensure
ments is obvious.

—; —. 1958. J. appt. Physiol., no. 12, p. 29.
BEr’mrors, R. 5. 1943. Body sizes ofpursuim pilots. 4 p. (U.S.A-F.,

Air Material Command, Wright.Patterson Air Force Base,

Aero. Mcd. Lab., Engineering Division.)
BERGMANN, C. 1847. Côuinger Studien, part 1, p. 595.
CooN, C. S. 1954. The story of man. New York, Knopf.
—. 1955. Amer. Net., vol. 89, p. 257.
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CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS IN SOME GROUPS 0F
INDIANS WORKING IN SHIFTS

Rabindra Nath SEN and M anas Ranjan KAR

Work PIzys(ology and Ergononics Laborawry, Deparinient of Physiology,
Calcutta Universi’y, 92, Acharya PraJWla C’handra Road,

Caicutta-700 009, India

The present study was undertaken in order to find out the effect of
changes of shifts on different physiological responses in Indian industrial
workers. Two groups, one of 8 workers from industries and another oC 6
sedentary subjects used as control, acted as volunteers in this study. The
flrst group worked in three different shift rotations: morning, afternoon
and night. The second group worked in two shifts: day and night only.
DifTerent physiological responses, specially the pulse rate and oral tem
perature, were recorded hourly. The other physiological responses,
such as frequency of rnicturition, gastro-intestinal disturbances, hours
of s!eep were also noted. Several days of consecutive work and recrea
tional activities were considered in each subject. In the control group,
the oral temperature rhythm did flot change significantly with the change
oC shifts; so did the pulse rate rhythin. But this group had less sleep and
higher frequency of micturition in the night shift routine than those during
day shift. The typical industrial workers’ oral temperature rhythm also
did flot change signiflcantly with the shift changes, but their pulse rate
rhythm changed slightly with shift change, possibly in an attempt to
adapt. They generally slept well in aIl 3 shifts and had micturition
equally frequent. However, there were individual variations with some
peculiarities in both the groups.

The externai and internai environments of the living organisms oscillate in
different rhythrns. The capacity of the living organisms to fcllow the external
environmental rhythrns and to oscillate in harmony with them enhances the survival
potency of a species. 0f so many types of rhythms, human beings are very much
concerned with the circadian ones as these irnmensely influence and guide them
(AscR0EF et al., 1967, 1974; CoLIN et al., 1968; FRAzIER et ai., 1968; HALBERG

et al., 1966; KLEIN et ai., 1970; OGATA et ai., 1962; OsTBERG et al., 1973; SAsAKI,

1964).

The relationship between internai 24-hour rhythms and external work sched

Rcceived for publication September 4, 1977.
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66 R. N. SEN and M. R. KAR

ules is important because pedoimance and us allied matters are inlluenced when

the internai rhythnis. normally synchronised to the rhythms oC society, experience
a change oC the external working condition. Such a change is iniposed on persons
vho work in rotating shifts. These changing vork schedules and their efîects on
body and mental functions need detailed investigation.

The present prelirninary study vas undertaken 10 see the effects oC shift
changes in industries on the different physiological and pshychophysiological re
sponses oCthe Indian industrial vorkers with an aim to (I) find oui the adaptability
oC eacli vorker vith respect to each of (lie physiological responses to dilTerent shirt
scheduies, and (2) to find oui the association, connection and relation among the
different responses in the constantly rotating routines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Thc’ workeis ami 11w .vchedules of their work. I n the presen t investigation.

one group consisting oC S healthy workers (age-group 22—30 years), with about

CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS 0F INDIAN WORKERS 67

the vhole 24-hour data or that particular subject was rejected. Additionai mone

tary and sociopsychological incentives were given to the subjects for proper re

cording oC the data, which were exarnined and verified from tirne to lime by sur

prise on-the-spot visits.
Variations oC oral temperature and pulse rate during 24 hours were piotted for

each individuai subject as weIl as for the whoie group. Mean difference between

the maximum and minimum values of each response represents the amplitude oC

the parameter. The mean for each individual subject giveri in the tables were

obtained during each particular shift from ail the hourly values for ail the days.

Using the least square approximation, best fitting unes were drawn on each

or the 24-hou r period for each subject in order to detect the trend oC the rhythm.

The students’ t-test was performed on the mean value oC each parameter to see if

there vas any significant diflerence between different shirts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Individualities of contrai subjecis (without an)’ change ofshifts)

When the circadian graphs oC individual subjects were plotted ror consecutive

days with the values or subjects living with normai or standard routine (i.e., outdoor

activities during office-hours at midday, and rest at night), as well as from subjects

working in rotating shirts, it was observed that each individuai exhibited some

specific type or rhythm with some peculiarities 50 typical ror that individual. The

[
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66 R. N. SEN and M. R. KAR

ules is important because pertormance and its allied matters are inlluenced when
the internai rhythms. normally synchronised to the rhythms of society, experience
a change of the externat working condition. Such a change is imposed on persons
vho work in rotating shifts. These changing work schedules and their elTects on

.—-—
body and mental functions need detailed investigation.

The present prelirninary study vas undertaken to sce the ellects cf shift
changes in industries on the different physiological and pshychophysiological re
sponses ofthe Indian industrial workers with an aim te (1) find out the adaptabilitv
of each worker vith respect to each of the physiological responses to dilTerent shift
schedules, and (2) to find out the association, connection and relation among the
dilTerent responses in the constantly rotating routines.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The noikers and die schedules of their work. In the prescrit investigation.
one group consisting of S healthy workers (age-group 22—30 years), with about
4 years ofexperience in the shirt work, were taken from different faclories with the
saine rotation of shifts from morning (A) to afternoon (B) to evening (C) for S
hours a day, 6 days a veek and one week for a shift. Shift “A”, i.e., the morning
shift vas from O hour to 14 hour, shift “W’, i.e.. afternoon shift was from 14 hour
to 22 hour, and shift “C’, i.e., night shift was from 22 hour to 06 hour. Another
non-industrial group of 6 volunteers ofsimilar age-group vas also taken as control
subjects who followed the routine cf 2 shifts: day and night. They were engaged
in sedentary vork (reading, writing, sorting cards, household work, etc.) for
S hours a day, 6 days a veek and one week for each shift. They did flot vork in
this change of two shifts earlier. This group of control subjects, non-habituated
to shift changes, vas taken te Hnd out the dilTerences of quality and amplitude of
the impact of the change of living routine as compared te these of the persons
havituated in shift work.

F’hj’siological respoirses during sh,ft work. The volunteers, both industrial
and non-industrial sedentary (i.e., control) were subjected to hourly measurernent
cf oral temperature (with properly calibrated clinical mercury thermometers) and
of pulse rates. The subjects did flot take any hot or cold drinks or did flot talk,
and kept their mouth shut at least 15 minutes befofe the nieasurement of oral
temperature. The thermorneter vas kept under the torigue at least for 5 minutes.
The pulse rate vas recorded hourly, after at least 5 minutes’ rest during the off
hours and during work on the shop floor wi[hout interruption cf activity. To avoid
disturbance in the natural sleep, the oral temperature arid pulse rate were flot
recorded during the periods cf sleep unless the subject woke up spontaneously
for sorne reason. The subjects took the measurements themselves after a thor
ough training in the technique. Sorne cf the sample data were checked for a few
days during the trial period as well as during the actual experimental periods te
see if the data were being collected properly or flot. In case of any discrepancy,
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7TH OA ROUTINE

0 4 ‘8 22 2 6
HQUR S

Fig. 2. Oral temperainre rhythm of a subjcct (PP) in both normal and alered routines.
Shaded areas inclicaic work pcriods and blank ones sleep pcriods.
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susteriance and reCLirrence of a particular type oC circadian rhythm vas evident in
case oC a fev individuals as cari be seen in Fig. I which shows the hourly oral
temperature values of crie of the control subjects (GGR) for 5 consecutive
24-hour days with normal and standard routine (academic persuits in an institute
during ornce-hours followed by sedentary recreational activities in the evening and
sleep at night). This subject tended to repeat bis circadian oral temperature pat
tern every alternate day, whereas in Fig. 2, the values of (lie hourly oral tempera
ture oC another control subject (PP) did flot alter bis previous basic circadian
rhythm during normal routine even aCter 3 days of night work. Work oC MEDDIs
(1968) also revealed sirnilar nature of flxity of the oral temperature rhythm in a
control subject who followed a 48-heur routine (instead of 24-hour i.e., circadian)
and slept alternate nights and stili maintatned the circadian rhythm of body terri—
perature. It has been reported that there was liitle or no physiological or psy
chological adaptation to the 4S-hour routine, althougli it vas harmless te follo’.v
the routine for l—2 months. In another experiment CoLQuI0uN et aI. (1968)
noted only a partial adaptation cf the temperature rhythm (o the night shift sched—
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ule even when the control subjects were tested for a period of as long as 12 con
secutive days on each shift. MIYAzAKI et aI. (1970) reported their experiment oU
daily shifting oU living routine of control subjects with a progressive advance (up
to a very limited extent oU time only, of course) in the rising hour in the morning
caused the morning rise of body temperature to commence earlier and but when
the hour of rising vas too early, it failed to bring any change then. KLELTMAN and
JAcKs0N (1950) found that the less the deviation from the usual routine, the better
was the adjustment oU the body temperature curves to the new cycle.

‘Ç

t.

HOURS

Fig. 3. Individual oral temperature rhylhrn in 4 subjects (PP, AM, RM, AD): Best filting
lines of each 24-hour-day curve. Figures within circles represent the serial number of
consecutive days of experiment (subject PP observed night shift routine in addition 10

bis fixed day shift routine).
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Jonction cf 01(1/ tninJeraturc in tue colitrol gI01(p cf subjecis (simulation cf shifitork)
Fi2ure 3 is hie comparative presentation oC tue best fitting hues obtained bythe least square method of the day-to-day oral temperature curves obtained fromfour subjects of the control group (PP, AM, RM, AD); Fig. 4 on the other handis a cumulative graph and shows the hourly mean values of ail the 6 controlsubjects for ail the 6 consecutive days during the day shift routine as well as duringthe night shift routine. It is evident that when the control group oC subjects (whoare non-industriai and sedentary) vent to the night shift from the day shift, thepattern oC the rhythn oC oral temperature did not change with the change of shift,although there vas a change in the mean oral temperature (mean of 24 hours), asveil as in the amplitude oC oral temperature for each of the 6 subjects as given inTable I. In the night shift the amplitude vas littie lower than ihose observed inthe day shift similar ho those observed by KAtn1uRA et al. (1970). One of thereasons may be duc to the inclusion of less number of readings available duringthe day lime when the subjects were sleeping. However, this lowering oC temperature may also be due 10 the lower metabolic rate during the night similar bthe observation oC LEKFI,\N (1972).

Janiatio,i of oral (enipeiature in (lie group cf industnial workers (ipica/ sIilfi work)The houriy average values of oral temperature and pulse rate (with S.D.) ofail the industrial workers for ail the days in each of the three shifts are presentedin Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Cumulative graph for oral temperature and pulse rate rhythns of conirol group ofsubjects (N=6) with common routines of shifts. Shaded portions indicate pcriods ofwork/activities in respective shift routine.
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Fig. 5. Cumulative graph for oral temperature and pulse rate rhvthms of a group of indus-trial vorkers (,V-= S) with common routines of shifis. Shnded portions indicate periodsof vork on the shop-floor.

A similar change as seen in the control group described above, occurred inthe regular shift workers. Their circadian rhythrn of oral temperature in themarning shift (shifi A) was like that or the day shirt or the contrai group. Andon going to the shift B (afternoon shift), the rhythms of both oral terriperature andpulse rate did not change significantly except a slight change in the position of thepeak of the curve which had been shifted to a later period. On g’ing to the nightshift, the patterns remained essentiaily the same, except a shght Io\vering of baththe mean values and the amplitudes.
To some extent a similar type or response vas noted by K..\MIMUR,\ et al. (1970)where the diurnal rhythrn or body (oral) temperature in vorkers on the morningshifi showed a pattern similar ta that of the men in an ordinary routine. In thepresent study. the working haur of the day shift of the contrai group nearly corresponded to the working hour oC the mcii in ordinary routine of the above-mentioned study. [n contrast to the present study, Kamimura observed that tem—perature rose at night shift (being highest at 700 hr.) campared to two othershifts. In the present study tcmpcrature vas round to be an the declinc in thenight shiCt comparcd ta twa other shifts. or course here is â point to note thatthe said night shirt to Kamimura vas a bit diffèrent in timing, being concluded atn inter hour (7: 30 1w.) compared to the present study (where night shifts are beingoperated belween 22: 00 hr. and 6: 00 1w). However, in another study, WATANATtE (196$) noticed no sign or synchronisation or the temperature to the livingand vork schedule within a five-day rotation period, whereas accarding to TELEKY(1943) night work causes either a tendency to inversion or a true inversion of thetemperature curve within a week far most people if there is a physical work ta bedone (factary work); but if the vork is essentially mental or involves less physicalvork (as in the case or the contrai group or the present study) the tendency is lessand the required tirne is longer.
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VAN LooN (1963) attributes the reason for contradictnry findings and opinions
on temperature rhythm-work/rest cycle relationship to the relative infrequency oC
data collection; lie points out that this infrequency Ieads to difficulty in recognising
a change in the rhythm if and when it takes place. On the other hand, KmTSIAN
(1963) was of the view that the failures to demoristrate inversion are probably due
to the impatience oC the investigators who expects resuits within a very short
period; but actually in a situation where individual variations in resistances to
phase-change are very wide, it is necessary to continue observations for a much
longer period. It niay be added that this period oC observation, besides being
longer, would moreover have to be separated into two distinct types for observa
tions and !nterpretation: (a) Period “contaminated”—the experimental subject
going back to holiday routine in oti-days, and (b) Period uncontaminated (I.e.,
the experimental subject continuing in any shift without “oft-days”). Because,
the point of “contamination” of the data collection period is a major cause of
difference in resuits aniong observers arid individual differences among subjects
of a single observer. The data in the present study was therefore collected in
uncontaminated condition. Different experimental subjects may take a different
number of off-days at diffèrent dates in addition to the affair of ‘off-day’ at week
end. Even going to the single week-end off-day itself, when they resume the
normal work/rest paitern, very probably resulting in reversion to normal tem
perature rhythm. However, we learn more from VAN LooN (1963) that the es
sential change in the rhythm aCter night work is the flattening oC temperature curve
rather than total inversion and one should not take a shift in phase as the primary
criterion for deciding the questioh of adaption.

Mean oral temperature of 24 hours and the amplitude of temperature oC each
subject vas lowest in the night shift (except in two subjects: SP and MG as given
in Table 1). It was interesting that the subject (SNDB) whose mean oral tem
perature was Iowest (36.93°) in the night shift, the dilTerence between the rneans
oC the shifts A and C was statistically significant (p<O.00I) and oC the shifts B and
C was (p<O.005) also significant, as revealed by students’ t-test; whereas the mean
amplitude oC temperature vas highest (1.667°: the p value for the t-test were not
significant). This subject (SNDB) expressed his preference for the morning shift
and had a strong dislike for the night shift. Another subject (JG), also had his
minimum 24-hour niean temperature (36.78° and p<O.00I oC t-test between C and
A) in the night shift but the amplitude of his temperature also was the lowest in
night shift and, interestingly, lie expressed his preference for the night shift. A
study on the comparative relations of mean oral temperature and its amplitude to
the worker’s suitability on a particular shift is in progress on a large group of
industrial workers with difîerent degrees of heaviness ofjob.

The rhytlzni ofpulse rate
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the pulse curve had more or less pattern similar
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to the oral temperature curve althroughout except a few momentary changes due
to short bursts of activities. With a change of shift, it also foilowed the oral tem

3 . . perature curve specially in the case of non-industrial shift-workers. Here also.
like the temperature rhythrn, the 24-hour mean pulse rate and the amplitude vas
enerally lower in the night shifts than those in the day shifts as shown in Table 2.
\Vhen the pulse rate rhythrn of shift-workers vas considered. it tended to fait more•
in the night shirt similar to the observation of DALEvA e! cl. (1972). But the pulse
rate rhythm as compared to the oral temperature rhythm vas slightlv dissociated
towards the end of the night shift as shown in Fie. 5. It appears that pulse rate
is more adaptable to tlme work schedule and ts circadian rhythm is slightly less
rigid than the temperature rhythm. KLEITMAN e! al. (1963) preferred to conclude
that the diurnal heart rate curve is flot a physiological rhythm like thc diurnal oral
temperature curve, but n simple periodicity, immediately coupled with the daily
routine of living. However, it is interesting to note that the pulse rate followcd
the physical activity much more in industrial shift workers than in the non—industrial
control group.

The subject (SN DB) who preferred the mornine shifi. to the night shift, had
the lowest amplitude of pulse rate in the morning and higliest in the evening, and
the subject (JG) who preferred the night shift, had his lowest amplitude in the
ni g h t.

Hotus cf sleep

The total hours as well as the quality of sleep of the industrial shift-workers
vere not much different in the three shifts except a very slight diminution of sleep
hours arid satisfaction in sleep in the week of night shifts as shown in Table 3.î- But the total sleep hours for each 24 heurs in the sedentary non-industrial control
croup, vho gel the same opportunity for sleeping freely on the dates of day-shifts
and night shifis as much less in the days of night shifts than in the days of day
shift of normal routine. Socially, the individual’s opportunities were res(ricted
from full participation in the social activities which are designeci mostly for day
time work, and the control subjects were not accustomed to shed oIT the anxietiesj for socialiy and psychologically-desynchronised and altered routines.
the non-industrial sedentary control group was obviously disturbed in their im
proper sleeping environment in the day time when they foitowed night shift rou
tines. Thus the difference in the sleep hours in the day and night shifts may be
due to the non—indentical sleepmng and social conditions in the two shifts. The
importance of social cues were stressed by AscmmoFF e! al. (1971) in their experi
muent and they found it to be of prirnary importance for retention of the circadian
rhythms (preventing inversion). GIEDKE et aI. (1974) aIse took the social zeitgeber

f • as sulflcient for the maintenance of human circadian rhythms.

Frequencm of mic!zIri!ion

The frequency of rnicturition of the individual industrial shifi workers were
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more or iess the same (Table 4) in three rotating shifts, although it was reportedby FR0ttERG (1972) that diuresis happened to be lowest in the night shift amongthe three shifts. In tise non-industrial control group, the micturition frcquencyvas higher during nioht shifts in comparison to that during the day shifis.

Adaptanoiz b change to sInf’
Sleep Izours and iîiJ;’qzem,’. It is known that there are individualvariations among the industrial workers in the time taken for adaptation 10 different shifts, spccialiy (o the night shifis; [bis adaptation or non—adaptation orpoor-adaptation in this study were reflected rnainly through the duration of slcepand the micturition-frequcncy. A few subjects (JG, BM) took only two consecutive days to have a gooci sleep on going to the night shift from the afternoonshift, and others took as long as 5 to 6 consecutive days for a good sleep. Thereare reports (J3EL0vA et al., 1974) that the restoration of the previous rhythrns ofsieep,fwakefulness vas seen after two days of rest, but from this swdy no generalisation could be made as it requires fully controlled environment (such as sleeping chambers) identically sarne for ail the subjects, which were not possible in thisst udy.

Gastro-intestinal disturbances. The gastro-intestinal distu rbances in the formof indigestion, acidity, constipation, etc. appeared in two of the industrial shift
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Table 3. Mean hours of sleep n each 24-hours.

Industral shft A Shift B Shift Cworkcrs
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SDSNDB (D=8) 7.13 ±3.1 7.47 3.7 5.63 ±3.9BM(D=l0) 7.62 ±4.1 7.93 ±2.7 7.55 ±2.9MG (D=10) 8.04 ±3.3 8.22 ±3.2 7.81 ±4.2SM (D 12) 7.60 ±3.4 7.58 -‘--4.3 7.17 ±3.4PS (D=l0) 6.23 -‘-2.8 6.45 ±3.6 5.64 ±3.8SP (D=14) 5.93 3.3 6.02 ±3.5 5.14 ±4-33G (D=11) 6.45 ±3.1 6.8! ±4.0 5.91 ±3.5KB (D=7) 6.71 ±2.7 7.03 ±3.2 6.28 ±3.6

Day shift Night shiftControl group
Mean SO Mean SDPP (D=6) 9.67* ±2.1 4. 17’ ±2.4AM (D=6) 6.97* ±22 2.86* ±2.6AD (D=6) 9.34’ ±1.9 5.43’ ±2.0RM (D=6) 8. 12* ±2.4 3. 18* ±1.8LM (D=6) 7.8! ±2.7 4.45 ±2.6MK (D=6) 8.59’ ±2.1 4.24’ ±2.2

D, numher of days of observation; A, rnorning shift;SD, standard deviation.
* The values significant below 5 4 level.

B, afternoon shift; C, night shift:
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Table 4. Mean micturition frequericy in each 24-hours.

77

Industrial shift Shift A Shift B Shift Cworkers
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SDSNDB (D=8) 49* ±0.91 54* ±1.02 7.0 ±0.96BM(D=l0) 6.1 ±0.82 5.9 ±0.72 5.3 ±0.74MG (D=l0) 6.5 ±0.76 6.0* ±0.65 5.1* ±0.81SM(D=12) 8.3 ±1.12 8.4 ±0.84 7.9 ±0.77PS (D=10) 5.7 ±0.81 6.2 ±0.72 6.3 ±0.67SP (D=14) 7.1 ±0.79 6.7 ±0.96 6.6 ±0.80JG (D=1l) 6.9 ±0.83 6.5* ±0.78 5.2* ±0.59KB (D=7) 6.4 ±0.92 7.0 ±1 .51 6.7 ±0.68

Day shift Night shiftControl group
Mean SD Mean SDPP (D=6) 5.2* ±1.55 7.8* ±1.5AM (Drn6) 7.8* ±1.4 107* ±1.3AD (D=6) 4.5 ±1.6 6.3 ±1.0RM (D=6) 5.2* ±1.2 7.2* ±i.4LM (D=6) 6.5* ±1.1 93*

±1.7MK (D=6) 57*
±1.5 8.2*_—— ±1.6 —

D, nurnber of days of observations; A, morning shift; B, afternoon shift; C, night shift; SO,standard deviation.
The values significant below 5 level.

workers (SNDB, PS), but flot in other control subjects; sorne of the control subjects complained about the difficulty in defecation after a change of shift. Thereare reports by the previous workers (BAR1AD et al., 1969) who maintain the viewthat intoierance to shift rotation is rnanifested by gastric disturbances. TAKAGI(1972) reported that a large nun-tber of shift worers suffer from digestive disorders.Among the two subjects mentioned above, SNDB who preferred the morningshift and disliked the night shift, frequently used to feel uneasy for some sort oCindigestion and difficulties in defecation, from the very second day of going 10 thenight shift tiil the second or third day oC the next shift change (i.e., morning shifi).

CONCLUSION

Thus it seems that the circadian rhythms of the dilTerent body systems havesome bearing upon health, on which the efficiency of work depends, and in turn ismodified by (a) the work load (SAUTKIN et al., 1974), and (b) the habit or trainingof work in changing schedules. In order to gel maximum efficiency from a biologicai machine without endangering ils well-being, health and iongivity, we mustconsider the ease and promptness of adaptabiiity of the different body systems ofthe workers to the rotating work schedules, because round the dock activity wiiibe a must in near future in industries for brighter econorny and also il is going tobe adopted in ail other spheres of human functioning for better output, quanti
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( tativelv as well as
With further study, it ‘ill be possible 10 fjrid out the important parameters

vhich niay be employed to pre-select the shift workers suitable for specific shifts
or rotating shifts vith maximum prodLlctivity continuin through maximum num
ber oC davs vith unafïected health.
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REPORT ON THE THESIS SUBMITTED FOR Ph. D. DEGREE 0F

THE UNIVERSITY 0F CALCUTTA IN PHYSIOLOGY BY Mr SRI

SAMIT KUMAR MITRA M.S.C. UNDER THE TITLE

“PHYSIOLOGICAL STUDY 0F THE WORKERS ENGAGED IN

BRICK-FIELD”.

J am specially happy and proud to have been choosen as an examiner of the above

mentioned thesis that is a typical product of the very respected Calcutta University

School of Work Physiology. Since I am working in this field (more than 40 years),

I have collected many studies which are precise and sharp descriptions of indian

workers. Simultaneously, this school that is probably now the most important

group of work physiology in the world has confirmed and deepen the knowledge

about the physioiogy of man at work in general.

Coming from such a brilhiant center M. Sri Samit Kumar Mitra thesis bas to be

considered with rather severe requirements. Even with such requirements, his

thesis is quite satisfactory.

Both the scientific frame and the social demands are cleariy expressed in the form

of set of questions presented at the beginning of each chapter and answered at the

end in a very demonstrative way. The methods are classical, justified and well

related to the theoretical fraine.

The anthor explains clearly how numerous are the workers who are engaged in the

strenuous work found in brick fields. This consideration underlines the necessity of

studying specially this group of workers who have flot yet been subjects of a

scientific evaluation.

It seems that the sample studied coming from 3 brick-fields among the 4000 found

in Eastern India (West Bengal) is representative of the whode population of brick

fields workers though it is of course very difficuit or impossible to give a full

demonstration. In fact their height (# 163 cm), their weight (20-29 years old # 50

kg, 30-39 years old 56 kg) and their V02 max (2,20 liters minute -1) and V02 max

per Kg (45 ml Kg 1 minute1 for younger men, 40 ml Kg -1 minute -1 for

eider meri) are rather typical of airai indian industrial workers selected among the
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farrners by the employers. The author has himself reinforced this selection in

choosing “subjects with good physique as well as apparent physical fitness -

willing to cooperate and having at least two years experience in the brick industry”

(p. 61). We may also remark that the mean age of the sample is 30 Y with a group

of young workers (mean age 25 Y) and “old” workers (mean age 36 Y) No worker

older than 40 Y was considered.

We have no information about the nutrition status of these workers or their financiaj

ressources (salary, extended family) so we cannot know really if their important

training bas resulted in a full development of their physical capacities. We may

consider that their characteristics are between those of villagers (Nag, 1981) and

those of industriai workers (Sen and Sarkar, 1979).

The correlation between bothy height and Forced Vital Capacity (F.V.C.) is well

established and the regression equation very useful.

The author gives a new demonstration of the influence of age on working capacity.

It could be wise to change a littie fig. 1 (p. 107) where we see the measured points

in a situation flot corresponding exactly to the written presentation of the resuits.

Either these points correspond to the two means related to age groups and it would

be better to see the left point at 44,60 (ml kg -1 minute - 1 and 24,4 Y and the right

point at 40,21 ml Kg -1 minute - 1 and 35,57 Y or if the regression une has been

calculated from ail the data the 2 points are flot necessary. This is a detail on which

I may be wrong. Another remark may be related to the fact that the author bas

observed a rather big difference in V02 between 2 groups which mean age differ

only by 10 years. This difference is more important than what as been found by

Nag and cou. (1980) and Nag (1981).

This resuit linked to the fact that no worker is aged more than 40 Y. May indicate

that work in brick fields may be 50 strenuous that it could affect the long term

health of workers. But we have flot facts about the oxygen consumption during

work. These data are ver-y difficuit to obtain and very rare. But we can learn in the

thesis what is the global physiological load with many measurement of heart rate.

This measure has the great advantage of integrating heat load. The author brings

ver-y convincing evidences of the influence of thermal environment showing

striking difference between seasons and hours of the day. If the influence of heat

specialiy on eider workers is quite ciassical, very convincing demonstrations of
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climatic differences are rare in the litterature. The resuits obtained by the author

arnong brick field workers are very convincing and of utmost interest. Some

resuits are really appaling : means of 136bp for both groups during the fifth

working period at the end of the morning during summer. In the 2 last periods of

the morning and the 3 last periods of the afternoon mean pulse rate is superior to

130 bpm for younger puddlers!

These data raise the question of the classification of work from the viewpoint of

heaviness. R is difficuit to avoid a critical reflexion about the validity of

Christensen’scale in these special population activities and climate. Anyway “it is

more or less universally admitted that heart beat rate should not exceed 110

beats/minute for long periods during the work day. During more intensive work

periods 130 beats/minute should flot be exceeded” (Wisner A., 1989, International

Journal of Industrial Ergonomics, 4, 117-138).

The author has produced very interesting recovery heart rate curves. We may

remark that in summer these curves are totaily or partially above the safe limits (1 st

minute 1 l0bpm, 2 nd 100, 3 rd 90) proposed by Brouha even for the younger

green brick makers or the stackers (3rd minute).

As an ergonomist, I am aiways interested by the practical recommandations that

may be issued after a field research. To give precise examples, I would like to refer

to L. Brouha book “Physiology in industry’ (1967) quoted quite rightly a few

times by the author in his thesis. Brouha suggest a few directions for solutions in

the case of workers overloaded by physical work and heat : breaks taken in places

relatively protected from heat sources (sun), limited duration of work, hats, baths

(in the neighbouring canal), availability of abondant cool, good taste drinking

water. I dont know how far for these solutions are realistie in the case of West.

India brick fields workers, considering economical and cultural dimensions.

I repeat my high appreciation of the thesis of Mr Samit Kumar Mitra. Reading his

book has been extremly interesting and stimulating for me and I hope that the

University of Calcukta will award M. Samit Kumar Mitra with Ph. D. with the

highest possible appreciation.

A. Wisner, professor emeritus
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The anthor explains clearly how numerous are the workers who are engaged in the

strenuous work found in brick fields. This consideration underlines the necessity of
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farmers by the employers. The author has himself reinforced this selection in
choosing ‘subjects with good physique as well as apparent physical fitness -

willing to cooperate and having at least two years experience in the brick industryT

(p. 61). We may also remark that the mean age of the sample is 30 Y with a group
of young workers (mean age 25 Y) and “old” workers (mean age 36 Y) No worker
older than 40 Y was considered.

We have no information about the nutrition status of these workers or their financial

ressources (salary, extended family) 50 we cannot know really if their important

training has resulted in a full development of their physical capacities. We may

consider that their characteristics are between those of villagers (Nag, 1981) and

those of industrial workers (Sen and Sarkar, 1979).

The correlation between bothy height and Forced Vital Capacity (F.V.C.) is well

established and the regression equation very useful.

The author gives a new demonstration of the influence of age on working capacity.

h could be wise to change a littie fig. 1 (p. 107) where we see the measured points

in a situation not corresponding exactly to the written presentation of the resuits.

Either these points correspond to the two means related to age groups and it would

be better to see the left point at 44,60 (ml kg -1 minute - 1 and 24,4 Y and the right

point at 40,21 ml Kg -1 minute - 1 and 35,57 Y or if the regression une has been

calculated from ail the data the 2 points are not necessary. This is a detail on which

I may be wrong. Another remark may be related to the fact that the author has
observed a rather big difference in V02 between 2 groups which mean age differ

only by 10 years. This difference is more important than what as been found by

Nag and cou. (1980) and Nag (1981).

This result linked to the fact that no worker is aged more than 40 Y. May indicate

that work in brick fields may be so strenuous that it could affect the long term

health of workers. But we have not facts about the oxygen consumption during

work. These data are very difficuit to obtain and very rare. But we can learn in the

thesis what is the global physiological load with many measurement of heart rate.

This measure bas the great advantage of integrating heat load. The author brings

very convincing evidences of the influence of thermal environment showing

striking difference between seasons and hours of the day. If the influence of heat

specially on eider workers is quite classical, very convincing dernonstrations of
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climatic differences are rare in the litterature. The resuits obtained by the author

among brick field workers are very convincing and of utmost interest. Some

resuits are really appaling means of 136bp for both groups during the fifth

working period at the end of the morning during summer. In the 2 last periods of

the morning and the 3 last periods of the afternoon mean pulse rate is superior to

130 bpm for younger puddlers!

These data taise the question of the classification of work from the viewpoint of

heaviness. It is difficuit to avoid a critical reflexion about the validity of
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more or less universally admitted that heart beat rate should not exceed 110

beats/minute for long periods during the work day. During more intensive work

periods 130 beats/rninute should flot be exceeded” (Wisner A., 1989, International

Journal of Industrial Ergonomics, 4, 117-138).

The author has produced very interesting recovery heart rate curves. We may

remark that in summer these curves are totally or partially above the safe limits (lst

minute 1 l0bpm, 2 nd 100, 3 rd 90) proposed by Brouha even for the younger

green brick makers or the stackers (3rd minute).

As an ergonomist, I am aiways interested by the practical recommandations that

may be issued after a field research. To give precise examples, I would like to refer

to L. Brouha book “Physiology in industry” (1967) quoted quite rightly a few

times by the author in his thesis. Brouha suggest a few directions for solutions in

the case of workers overloaded by physical work and heat breaks taken in places

relatively protected from heat sources (sun), limited duration of work, hats, baths

(in the neighbouring canal), availability of abondant cool, good taste drinking

water. I dont know how far for these solutions are realistie in the case of West.

India brick fields workers, considering economical and cultural dimensions.

I repeat my high appreciation of the thesis of Mr Samit Kumar Mitra. Reading bis

book has been extremly interesting and stimulating for me and I hope that the

University of Calcuitta will award M. Samit Kumar Mitra with Ph. D. with the
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I have collected many studies which are precise and sharp descriptions of indian

workers. Simultaneously, this school that is probably now the most important

group of work physiology in the world has confirmed and deepen the knowledge

about the physiology of man at work in generai.

Coming from such a brilliant center M. Sri Samit Kumar Mitra thesis has to be

considered with rather severe requirements. Even with such requirements, his

thesis is quite satisfactory.

Both the scientific frame and the social demands are clearly expressed in the form

of set of questions presented at the beginning of each chapter and answered at the

end in a very demonstrative way. The methods are classical, justified and well

related to the theoretical frame.

The anthor explains clearly how numerous are the workers who are engaged in the

strenuous work found in brick fields. This consideration underlines the necessity of
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fields workers though k is of course very difficult or impossible to give a full

demonstration. In fact their height (# 163 cm), their weight (20-29 years old # 50
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per Kg (45 ml Kg -1 minute 1 for younger men, 40 ml Kg -1 minute -1 for
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farmers by the employers. The author has himseif reinforced this selection in

choosing “subjects with good physique as well as apparent physical fitness -

willing to cooperate and having at least two years experience in the brick industry”

(p. 61). We may also remark that the mean age of the sample is 30 Y with a group

of young workers (mean age 25 Y) and “o1d workers (mean age 36 Y) No worker

older than 40 Y was considered.

We have no information about the nutrition status of these workers or their financial

ressources (salary, extended family) so we cannot know really if their important

training has resulted in a full development of their physical capacities. We may

consider that their characteristics are between those of villagers (Nag, 1981) and

those of industrial workers (Sen and Sarkar, 1979).

The correlation between bothy height and Forced Vital Capacity (F.V.C.) is well

established and the regression equation very useful.

The author gives a new demonstration of the influence of age on working capacity.

It could be wise to change a little fig. 1 (p. 107) where we see the measured points

in a situation not corresponding exactly to the written presentation of the resuits.

Either these points correspond to the two means related to age groups and it would

be better to see the left point at 44,60 (ml kg -1 minute - 1 and 24,4 Y and the right

point at 40,21 ml Kg-1 minute - 1 and 35,57 Y or if the regression line has been

calculated from ail the data the 2 points are flot necessary. This is a detail on which

I may be wrong. Another remark may be related to the fact that the author has

observed a rather big difference in V02 between 2 groups which mean age differ

only by 10 years. This difference is more important than what as been found by

Nag and coll. (1980) and Nag (1981).

This resuit linked to the fact that no worker is aged more than 40 Y. May indicate

that work in brick fields may be so strenuous that it could affect the long term

health of workers. But we have flot facts about the oxygen consumption during

work. These data are very difficuit to obtain and very rare. But we can leam in the

thesis what is the global physiologicai ioad with many measurement of heart rate.

This measure bas the great advantage of integrating heat load. The author brings

very convincing evidences of the influence of thermal environment showing

striking difference between seasons and hours of the day. If the influence of heat

specially on eider workers is quite classical, very convincing demonstrations of
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climatic differences are rare in the litterature. The resuits obtained by the author

among brick field workers are very convincing and of utmost interest. Some

resuits are really appaling : means of 136bp for both groups during the fifth

working period at the end of the morning during summer. In the 2 last periods of

the morning and the 3 last periods of the afternoon mean pulse rate is superior to

130 bpm for younger puddlers!

These data raise the question of the classification of work from the viewpoint of

heaviness. It is difficult to avoid a critical reflexion about the validity of

Christensen’scale in these special population activities and climate. Anyway “it is

more or less universally admitted that heart beat rate should not exceed 110

beats/minute for long periods during the work day. During more intensive work

periods 130 beats/minute should flot be exceeded” (Wisner A., 1989, International

Journal of Industrial Ergonomics, 4, 117l38).

The author has produced very interesting recovery heart rate curves. We may

remark that in summer these curves are totally or partially above the safe limits (1 st

minute 1 l0bpm, 2 nd 100, 3 rd 90) proposed by Brouha even for the younger

green brick makers or the stackers (3rd minute).

As an ergonomist, I am aiways interested by the practical recommandations that

may be issued after a field research. To give precise examples, I would like to refer

to L. Brouha book “Physiology in industry” (1967) quoted quite rightly a few

times by the author in his thesis. Brouha suggest a few directions for solutions in

the case of workers overloaded by physical work and heat: breaks taken in places

relatively protected from heat sources (sun), limited duration of work, hats, baths

(in the neighbouring canal), availability of abondant cool, good taste drinking

water. I dont know how far for these solutions are realistie in the case of West.

India brick fields workers, considering economical and cultural dimensions.

I repeat my high appreciation of the thesis of Mr Samit Kumar Mitra. Reading his

book has been extremly interesting and stimulating for me and I hope that the

University of Calcuitta will award M. Samit Kumar Mitra with Ph. D. with the

highest possible appreciation.

A. Wisner, professor emeritus
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JOURNAL 0F PsYcH0L0GIcAL REsEARcHEs 1981, VOL 25, (2) if’. 108—110 LEGIBILI7

S.S.JHA &

Department of Humanities & Social Sciences,
II T Kharagpur

Man’s function in many inan-machine
system is that of a decision making and acti—
vating link bctween displays and controls.
In these capacities his performance is in
part dependent upon the rapid and accurate
reception cf information from the dispiays in
the system. it is important, therefore, that
the letters, words, numerals and synibols used,
in visual displays be maximaliy legible.
Precisely for this reason, legibility of Alpha—
numeric symbols continue to be the subject of
interest. But the preferential study of the type
faces from the iegibility viewpoint is surpri—
singiy few. Burt (1955) lias studied the influ
ence cf type-face, boldness, size, interlinear
spacing, iength of une, and width of margin
on legibility both with chiidren and aduits.
His study revealed that the old style Antique
appeared most appropriate for chiidren under
12, and Imprint, Plantin, or Times New
Roman for those over 12 years. She questions
regarding several other type faces are yet to
be answered. Particularly, in Indian context
such research efforts are highly needed as a
few such attempts have been made in past
(Daftur, 1975, 1977a, 1977b).

The present study aims at making a pre
ferentiai study of three type faces—Cheltenham,
Sanserif and Roman-with two sizes for cadi
(10- and 12 point) and in both the cases.

METHOD

Subjects: 50 undcrgraduates belonging to Gaya
College, Gaya, acted as suojects. The mean

age of the subjects was 18 years ranging from
16 to 21 years.

Apparatus and Test Materiais
Stimuli consisted of nonsense syllables

printed in three type faces-Cheltenham, San
serif and and Roman—with two sizes for each
(10— and 12-points) and in both the cases
(upper and iower). Aitogether 60 stimuli were
used (5 stimuli x 3 type faces x 2 cases x 2
point sizes). Printing was donc on white cards
in black ink. Condensed form of type face
was used for ail. Stimuli were presented
through a tachistoscope. Tic experiment was
conducted in laboratory setting during day
time.

Experimental Procedure

The viewing distance of 30” measured
from cornea was kept constant with the help
cf a clin rest. The aparature exposure timing
was fixed for 1/15 cf a second.

Subjects were given complete instructions
about the procedure used and some practice
trials were given. Stimuli for practice triais
were related to ail veriety of test—stimuli.

Tic printed cards were arranged in
random order, 60 different orders being used
Subjects were asked te pronounce tbe letters
tliey saw and the responses were noted. One
score was given for entirely correct reproduc
tion cf ail the five letters and zero for incor
rect. Rest of five minutes was allowed after
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LEGriILITY 0F TYPE FACES 109

the completion of 30 trials. The entire session
Iasted for about 30 minutes.

RESULTS

Table : 1 indicated that the mean legibi
lity scores of 12 point Roman in upper case
was superior to both Cheitenham had the high
est mean score and Roman was better than
sanserif. In 10 point size Cheltanham enjoyed
the highest legibility. Particularly it proved

rnarkedly superior to Sanserif, as t - values in
both the cases (t — 2.50 L .05; t = 3.52 L .05)
were significant.

A comparative assessment of lower-, and
upper cases revealed that the upper case was
more legible in ail the situations. In some
cases (for example, 12—point Roman and 10—
point Sanserif) differences were significant

(t = 2.75 < .05; t = 2.26, < .05).
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Mean and t-Values of different type faces

img from
TABLE 1

caisured
t help
tiiming

12 point Type Faces Mean Type Faces Mean t—values

Upper Case Cheltanham .93 Roman 1.36 .53

Cheltanham .93 Sanserif 1.00 .30

Roman 1.36 Sanserif 1.00 1.60

Lower Case Cheltanham .90 Roman .70 1.05

Che]tanham .90 Sanserif .63 1.42

Roman. .70 Sanserif .63 0.38

lOpoint
Upper Case Cheltanham 1.70 Roman 1.16 1.50

Cheltanham 1.70 Sanserif 0.93 2.50*

Roman 1.16 Sanserif 0.93 0.82

Lower Case Cheltanhatu 1.10 Roman 0.73 1.85

Cheltanham 1.10 Sanserif 0.50 3.52**

Roman 0.73 Sanserif 0.50 1.09

* Significant at .05 level of Confidence.
** Significant at .01 level of Confidence.

TABLE 2

Mean and t-values of upper and Iower cases of different type faces

Type Faccs Mean t—values
Upper Lower

Cheltanham .93 .90 .14

12 point Roman 1.36 .70 2.75

Sanserif 1.00 .63 1.70*

Cheltanham 1.70 1.10 2.01

10 point Roman 1.16 .73 1.59

Sanserif 0.93 0.50 2.26*

*Sjgnificant at .05 Ievel of Confidence.

13
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TABLE 3

S. S. JHA & C. N. DAFTUAR

Mean
Type Faces 12 point : 10 point t-values

Cheltanham Upper Case .93 1.70 2.45*

Roman Upper Case 1.36 1.16 0.62
Sanserif Upper Case 1.00 0.93 0.31
Cheltanham Lower Case 090 1.10 1.05
Roman Lower Case 0.70 0.73 0.14
SanserifLower Case 0.63 0.50 0.68

*significant at .05 level of Confidence.

One purpose of the study was to investi—
gate which point size was better for legibility.
Except in lower and upper cases of Cheltan
ham, legibility was better for bigger point
size.

DISCUSSION

The study indicated that, on the whole,
(except 12 point upper case of Roman) Chel—
tanham type face proved most legible.
Roman proved superior to Sanserif. This
finding could be supported by the results of
Paterson and Tinker (1946). They found
Cheitanham Iower case better in the printing
of Newspaper headiines. The superiority of
upper case was substantiated by the investi—
gationofHodge (1962). He recommendedthe
use of upper case in visual displays and jables.
The finding that 12 point Roman was most
legible was similar to that of Daftuar (1975,
1977). But at the present stage of our data
it is difficuit to explain the superiority of 10
point Cheltanham (both the cases) to 12 point.
I suggesL a more systematic and intensive
study on this une to explore the possible
causes.
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Nutrient Intake of Selected Vuinerable Groups inCoimbatore District
Rajammal P. Devacka and Parvathi P. Easwaran
Sri Avinashilingam Home Science College, Coimbatare, India.

Malnutrition, which la stili widely preva lent, in spite o! thegreat strides in recent years in the oroduction 0f food (2)is a matter 0f great concern of nutritionists ail over theworld. About bal! o! the peopie who Inhabit the world arelnadequately fed. For them there la too littie food to leada healthy life (14). Freedom from hunger is the cry 0f theday in the developing world(3).
Surveys conducted by the WHO and .FAO reveal that malnutrition In the developing countries o! the world in due toinadequate resources and faihire to use the available resources to maximum advantage, and to the rapidly expandIng population. Vuinerable groups, are children and expectant and nursing mothers, who are particularly aifected adversely by malnutrition.
It la well known that the major cause of malnutrition ispoverty. There are other equally important contributingfactors, however, such as lack of knowledge, defective personal hygiene, faulty feeding habits, rigid customs, taboosand tradjtions( 3).

Infants and chlidren suifer malnutrition through improperand inadequate weanlng foods. Women of child-bearing ageare also susceptible to malnutrition because 0f the frequentoccurrences o! pregnancy and lactation which deplete thestorage 0f nutrients In the maternaI organism. Consequently,the morbldity and mortality rates are very high.
Dietary surveys conducted In various parts 0f India Indlcatethat the meal patterna o! the pool communities are basicallysimilar, wlth an excessive cereal content, which provides

nearly 80 per cent o! the total food energy. The intake ofprotective foods la negligible (9, 17).
Quantitative data on the food and nutrient intake 0f thesevulnerable sections o! the population are scarce. The dataobtained from the food consumption surveys conducted bythe authors on the population from the poor socio-economicgroups In the rural areas around Coimbatore are dlscussedin this paper. The method used was that decribed by incICMRUO) involving weighing of both raw and cooked foodsfor a period 0f seven days. Thimmayamma and HanumanthaRao (16) point out that weightng la the most reliable method.

Table I gives the food intake of the population comparedwith the allowances recommended by the ICMR (11).
The cereals commonly consumed by the vuinerable groupswere rice, ragi and cholam. Among the pulses (split, dehusked legumes) redgram dhal and greengram dhal wereused every day, whlle the whoie grams were used occasionally and in season. Vegetables, locally available and 0f lowcost such as brinjal, amaranth and onion and, among thefruits, banana, were ordlnarily consumed by inc ri.ra1 familles.Mutton was the flesh food eaten occasionally; ah other fleshfoods were consldered too expensive. MlIk was used in theform of butter nilik. Whole milk, If at ail used, was utillsedin very small amounts In coi!ce or tea.

The diets of ail the three groups surveyed were grossly deficient In ail essential food values, the deflciency being greatest with regard to protective foods. The diets 0f the preschool chlidren did not contain Inc elements required to

TABLE 1. Mean Daily Food Intake o! the Vuinerabie Groups compared withtions o! the ICMR (g) the Recommenda

Leafy Other MiIk & Fats SugarNo. of vege- Roots and vege- its pro- Flesh and and
Groups subjects Cereals Pulses tables Tubera tables Fruits ducts foods Oils JaggeryPre-school children 39 199 30 8 2 18 15 66 2 5 15RDA Vegetarian 175 55 63 40 50 225 — 23 35Non vegetarlan 175 45 63 40 50 200 30 23 35School going boys
6-12 years 48 322 32 12 34 1,3 4 67 10 11 9RDA Vegetarian 285 70 88 63 50 250 — 30 50Non vegetarian 285 60 88 63 50 200 30 30 50School going girls
6-l2years 48 297 33 14 14 1,9 6 32 2 12 10RDA Vegetarlan 275 70 90 63 50 250 — 33 50Non vegetarlan 275 80 90 63 50 250 30 33 50Expectant women 12 346 29 2 22 7 nil 20 14 4 3RDA Vegetarian 400 70 150 75 75 30 325 — 40 40

Non vegetarlan 400 55 150 75 75 30 225 30 40 40NurslngMothers 27 395 58 10 10 5 4 49 16 11 7RDA Vegetarlan 450 80 150 75 75 30 325
— 50 50

Non vegetarian 450 65 150 75 75 30 225 30 50 50RDA = Recommended Daily Allowances

60



TABLE 2. Mean Daily Nutrient Intake of the Vuinerable Groups compared with the Aliowances

Recommended by ICMR.

Vitamin A Ascorbic

No. of Protein Calcium Iron Retinol Thiamin AcId

Groups subJects Calories (g) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg) (mg)

Pre-school children 39

Intake 952 25 312 21 204 0.84 10

RDA 1350 19 400-500 15-20 250 0.70 30-50

School going boys 6-12 years 48

Intake 1430 38 629 36 281 1. 53 8

RDA 1950 37 400-500 15-20 500 0.95 30-50

SchOOl golng girls 6-12 years 48

Intake 1314 33 548 35 325 1.66 8

RDA 1950 37 400- 500 15-20 500 0. 95 30-50

Expectant women 12

Intake 1379 37 379 32 106 1. 55 3

RDA 2500 55 1000 40 750 1. 30 50

Nursing Mothers 27

Intake 1736 48 568 37 257 1.88 12

RDA 2900 65 1000 30 1150 1. 50 80

give a balanced diet, being adequate only In regard to cereais,

roots, tubers and other vegetables. The consumption o! cere

ais by school-going chiidren, boys and girls, was also higher

than ratios recommended by the ICMR.

That none of the expectant mothers was aware o! the increas

ed maternai requirement for food durmg pregnancy is

evident from their diets, which were grossly inadequate In

ail food items, Including cereals. Gopalan (8) observed in

his surveys that the diets In pregnancy were not different

f rom those during non- pregnant perlods. This situation, 0f

course, may well have been due to scarcity conditions.

Nursing mothers also consumed inadequate amounts o! the

rlght food items, the Inadequacy being striking with regard

to vegetables, fruits, milk and its products, and flesh food.

These f indlngs are in agreement with those o! Gopalan et al (9).

The nutrient intake of the subjects was caiculated for the
raw—food equivalents, which were computed from the quanti
ties o! the cooked foods consumed by the selected subjects,
uSIrLg the figures given In tue Food Composition Tables of
Aykroyd et al (1).

Table 2 glves the nutrient intake 0f the vuinerable groups in
comparison with the allowances recommended by tue ICMR (h1)

The diets of the pre-school chlidren feU short o! the recom
mended allowances for calories, calcium, vitamin A and as
Corbic acid. Surprislngly enough, the protein Inlake was
adequate, which probably may be due to the excessive intake
0f cereals and fairiy good Intake 0f pulses. The Intake o!
tron was adequate, but how far it was utilised by the body
Ii questlonae because the iron was mainly from vegetable
$0urce. Due to the consumption of parboiled rice,the thia
mine Intake was also adequate. The mean daily nutrient In
take o! these chiidren agrees with the previous studies con
.lCted by Devalas and Easwaran(5), Naraslnga Rao et al(l2)
md Devadas et al(6).

For echool boys, tue iniake of calories, calcium, vitamin A
1.54 a8cobi acid was deficient, while the intake of protein,
IFOC bd thiamine was adequate. But the diets o! school-giris
dId flot furnlsh adequate amounts o! ail the nutrients except
calcium, iron and thiamine, the lnadequacy being strildng wlth
tlgr to calories and ascorbic acid.
there were large differences bet-ween tue recommended ai
Owancee and the mean daily nutrient intake of expectant
mothere Wtth regard to ail the nutrients except thiamine.
In tue case o! iron, the Inadequacy was of a smaller magni
ta41 Slrnilar resuits have been recorded by Pasricha(13).
Gupa1an(g)fl

Shankar(15). The mean daily nutrient intake
O( rmr.lng mothers was deficlent in caiories and ail nutrients
IZC.pt 1ro and thiamine. This observation endorses the

of Devada and Mangalam(7).

CONCLUSION

The food and nutrient Intake o! the selected vuinerable groups

is inadequate in many respects. In tue diets of pre- school

chlldren, a lack o! calories was noted. Nutrition, education

and increase in the purchasing power of the families are

required to improve the diets. The Applied Nutrition Pro

gramme needs to be planned, taking these fIndings into con

sideration.
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introduction of Ergonomics to Indust,y

EC0TrS I T’L ENGIiERIG r IT!DIA

B.(.YADA’, L.P.(I’J’E
Central Insti-tute of Arricultu’al Fngineernz,

T3hopal, iadhya radesh, India

India is a vast ar-ricultura]. country having a total ciltivated area of about139 rnilli..on hectares. he huan !ork force in’;olved in arriculture is about196 millions. -ie traditional aric1ture utiiised rnainly manuel and animalpoor whereas the use of mec’ anical power bas also corne up in the recent past.ce equiment for different agricultural operations and suitable for m’riual,
ania1 as well as motor powèr are comrnercially available in the country. 0fteni-t is found that the huinan heings are flot considered as a part of the systemwhile desicninr the equipment, which deteriorates the systoms performance. Inthîs paper an attempt is made to identify the role of ergonomics in agriculturalengineering with spec.al reference to fartn equipment design and operation.

Indic is a vast aricultural
country having a total cultivated
arec of about 139 million hectares
cnn the annual food proiuction of
about 130 nuhliDn tonnes (1). About
53 percent o! the power used in
aricultw’e cornes from RO million
daft aimls and the contribution
o! humun po’er is 13 percent whioh
is availeble fron e ‘orkin force
of 196 millions. ‘hie tradltional
a’riculture utilised nainly these
to tyaes of oo’ers i.e. nual and
ani!rI-al, but te use o! mechanical
po’ier hs also cone ‘in in the rec—
ent past. T’ne aricultural eruip—
ment for different orerations are
cornmercially a’iailahle in the coun
try and many more have been devel—
oped in various research institut
ions. 3f ten it is found that while
de velo ing the e ‘ui-pment, h uman
being :operator) i-s not considered
as a part o! the system and. there—
fore the mari—machine system perfor
mance as a whole is poor.

In this paper an attempt is made
to analyse the role o! ergonomics in
aricultural en.ineering in general
and ferai equipment design and use in
particular,

In India, 70 o! the farmers
have holdings less than 2 hectares.
Iherefore, various hand tools and
manually operated equipment are
exterisively used for different crop
production and processing operat—
ions. Some o! them are pickaxe,
soade, seed dibbler, fertlizer
broadcas ter, seed fertilizer drills,
paddy transplanter, hand hoe, hand
cultivator, rotcry weeder, wheel hoe,
irriation hand purrip, sickie, maize
sheller, groundnut s tr ioper, pddy
thresher, iino’er, groundnut decor—
ticator, chaif cutter etc.

3-ie general problerns in the farm
equipment design related to the
field o! ergonomics cari be grouped
under following heads.
(1) Size and Shape o! Handle

Most o! the traditional tols
are short handled ones; which needs
either suatting or bending posture
for its operation. his induces
undue strain on the operator and
reduces the total output per day.
For instnce,the spade, a short hand
led traditional tool (Fig.1) had a
cepcity o! 0.(D05 ha1h o! weeding
and interculture, but the actuel out
put was 0.0023 hafh (2). It was due
to the reason that the operetor had
to take frec,uent rest to relieve the
strain imnosed on him due to posture.
Long handled tools like rotary weed
ers (Fig.2) developed et sorne places
cause less drudgery and perform
better than the traditional tools.
ffiere i-s stili further scope in i-rap
roving these tools by providing the
handies of proper size and shape
based on ergonomic considerations.

In case of animal drawn euipment
both, the height and the size o! grIP
o! handie as well as ti-ie length of
lever are important. On shorter hei
ght the operator i-s compelled to bend
more which induces unwanted straifls
in the back. In adverse condition
the control o! irnolemerit is qui-te
di!!icult.

Ihe anthropometric data on the
ao-,ricultural workers cari be of great
help in proper design o! handies and
thus in reducing the operators’
drudgery.

(2) Mode o! ertion
A number o! ecuipment like 10w

lift water rump, pedal ooerated paddy
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tiresher etc. have reciprocating mode
of operation. It has been proved
that the rotary mode of operation is
better than the reciprocating in
ternis of output as well as human com—
fort. Ihus by changing trie mode of
operation frorn reciprocatirzg to rot—
ary type, the efficiency of the
equipment cari be increased.

Some equipment like maize sheiler,
winnower are hand operated. As it
j well established that the leg
muscles are stronger and cari provide
more power than hand muscles, such
equipment cari be made pedal operated
for increasing the output and effi—
cien cy.

(3) Physica). Workrate:
hie acceptable work load for

yowlg Indian workers as found by Saha
et al (3) is 35% of an individualTs
maximum aerobic power. hie corres
ponding energy expenditure and heart
rate wDuld be around 18.0 KJ/minute
and 110 beats/minute respective].y.
1Jhile des igning the hand tools and
tnanually operated equipment care
should be taken te keep the operat
ing efforts below this luit to atta—
in the higher efficiency of the
system.

In case of animal drawn equipment
the operator has to walk considera.
bly e.g. for ploughing 66 km,fha, for
harrowing 20 km/ha in loose and dif—
ficuit terrain. ‘fliis induces heavy
drudgery in operation. A number of
wheeled tool bars have beeri develop—
ed on which a seat is provided for
trie operator. hiese tool bars are
better in work output as well as
human comfort. However, cost of
these equipment is high which often
prohibits its adoption by the small
fariners.

(4) Health Hazards due to VibratiYi,
Noise and tkist Problems:

At present India has about
40o,ooo tractors, 50,000 power tili—
er (two wheeled tractors) and
103,000 power operated knapsack spr—
ayers. Vibrations of such machine
pose a serious problem on the oper—
ator’s health during various field
operatjons. ?Çoie and dust pollut
ion cause a niimber of health ha2ards.
A survey on the operatorst health is
very essential to have trie clear
picture of the situation.

(5) Safety:
In India, ‘ith trie incrense in

use of tractors, power tillers, eng—
mes and other machines like thresh—
er5, the fan accidents have increa—
Sed considerebly. Specially thresher

accidents have asumed a serious pro—
nortion, making annunlly about 1000
workers ohysically handicapped. Ergo
nomics has a very important role to
play in the design of these equiprnent
te make them safe for operators. Deve
lopment of safe feeding chutes and
automatic feeding mechanism for thre—
shers have he].ped to some extent in
minimising these hazards. hie data
on accidents due to vrious farm equ
ipment (other than threshers) is
necessary for selectirig proper appro—
ach in solving such problems.

Studies on Animal Work System:
As mentioned earlier, anirnals par—

tic ilarly oxen are used in India as
a ma,or source of draft power. Stu—
dies in animal physiology to fmd
out proper work rest schedule for
better animal performance are consi—
dered necessary.

From t’-ie ahove discussion, it is
clear that ergonomics has a very
imortent role to p].av in imorove—
ment of ajriculturl equinment for
better performance a well as more
human comfort.

Referen ces:
1. Pnndya, A.C.191. Enerty for Agri

culture in India. Central Ins—
titute of Aricultual Engin
eering, Bhoal.

2. Cite, L.. and ?.C.Yadav.1Q2.
!rpononics in testing of farm
equipment. Daper preFented at
XC annual convention of Indian
Society of Agricult.iral noin
eers held at Udaipur (India)
on t’eb.15—17.

3. Saha, P.’T., S.R.Oatta, P.K.aner—
jee and G.G.Narayane.1979. An
acceptable work load for Indian
Uorkers. Eronomics, 22 (9)
pp: 1059—1071.
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